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Abstract  

 

The weld quality is highly related to the thermal history of the weld and there have been many trials to monitor the 

quality using an infrared (IR) sensor. To obtain the real temperature of a surface based on the brightness temperature 

values measured by an IR camera, the emissivity value must be derived. For an accurate assessment of the emissivity, 

one must be aware of the melting point isotherm. The temperature profiles only depend on three factors during laser 

processing, specified as constants the characteristics of the material: laser beam speed (v), laser beam diameter (d), 

and power (P). Predicting the width of the melted zone reached during the welding process as the parameters vary is 

a tool for helping a quality laser processing and for determination of true temperature in laser welding using IR camera. 

This study describes the semi-analytical (SA) solution of the heat conduction equation for a localized moving Gaussian 

heat source with constant parameters on a semi-infinite medium. The solution, simple and quick to obtain, provides 

information on the width of the melted zone with an average error < 5 %. The outcome is assessed numerically and 

contrasted with FEM solutions for a Gaussian source, the latter having undergone experimental validation. With two 

distinct defocus values, def0 and def-6, and by varying the speed and power settings, two separate types of experiments 

were run. Thus, the SA solution was obtained and compared after the FEM solution had been obtained with a good 

approximation (max err 4.3 %, average err 2.7 %). Only in regard to the 1AL test is an error more than 5 % detected; 

in the other case, the average error is 3.75 %. Two more tests at the defocus values of def-4 and def-8 were conducted 

to confirm the model's validity as the parameters varied. Overall, the average error between the semi-analytical and 

the FEM solution is 4.1%. The SA solution may be used to effectively estimate the isotherms related to the melting 

point of aluminum (770 K).   This allows to obtain a tool which helps restoring the real temperature based on the 

brightness values measured by the IR camera during laser welding. At the same time, this effective tool allows to 

investigate the importance of different processing parameters in laser manufacturing. 

 

Keywords: Semi-analytical solution; laser welding; integral method; semi-infinite medium.  

 

1. Introduction  

The temperature of the object, including laser welding is 

one of the key parameters of thermal processes [1,2]. The 

temperature and temperature gradient determine the speed of 

phase transitions, chemical reactions, microstructure and 

properties of the material [3]. During laser processing, 

defined as constants the properties of the material, the 

temperature profiles depend exclusively on three parameters: 

laser beam speed (v) , laser beam diameter (d) and power (P).  

Predicting  temperatures reached during the welding 

process as the parameters vary is a tool for helping a quality 

laser processing and for determination of true temperature in 

laser welding using IR camera [4-5]. To restore the real 

temperature, based on the brightness temperature values 

measured by the IR camera, the emissivity must be 

evaluated. For this purpose, firstly, the isotherms 

corresponding to the melting point were calculated to 

compare it with the temperature distribution measured in the 

laser irradiation zone. The calculated and measured data 

were compared with the width of the melted zone. Using the 

melting point isotherm, the value of emissivity could be 

calculated, and the true temperature could be restored [6,24].  

The phenomenon of laser welding has been the subject of 

extensive experimental and analytical study. Rosenthal [25] 

and Rykalin et al. [26] have studied classical solutions of the 

heat conduction equations. A complete reference book with 

analytical solutions to the heat conduction equation has been 

created by Carslaw and Jaeger [27]. The heat sources used in 

this study are point sources, line sources and plane sources 

since these types of geometry offer the most straightforward 

analytical solutions. These sources are well adapted to 

forecast the thermal history far from the source. They are 

useless, however, if they are close to the heat source as the 

temperature would would become infinite. Eagar and Tsai 

[28] introduced 2D heat sources to address this issue. The 

first to introduce a 3D heat source, was Goldak et al. [29]. 

He employed finite element modeling to determine the 

temperature field using a pair of moving ellipsoids as heat 

sources.  A closed form analytical solution for these types of 

3D heat sources in a thick plate or a semi-infinite body was 

recently developed by Nguyen et al. [30,31]. The solution is 

particularly difficult since the mirror image approach must 

be employed when applying it on the finished slabs. The 

detailed derivation of the analytical approximation solution 

https://orcid.org/0000-0003-0337-8490
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for a double ellipsoidal density heat source in a finite thick 

plate is described by M. Van Elsen et al. in detail [32]. In this 

instance, the solution for the transient temperature field was 

determined using a complicated and time-consuming 

numerical approach. Thomas F. Flint et al. [33] and R.T. 

Forslunda et al. [34] both proposed analytical solutions that 

take into account a moving Gaussian heat flow and a double 

ellipsoidal volumetric heat source, respectively. The 

solutions in this case, in addition to being time-consuming, 

only explain the transient temperature field in the 

components without evaluated the width of the melted zone.  

The proposed SA solution simplifies the calculation of 

the width of the melted zone and eliminates the need for 

laborious numerical procedures. Using the SA solution it is 

possible to evaluate the isotherms corresponding to the 

melting point as the parameters vary. The solutions obtained 

approximating with a very small error (err < 5 %) the width 

of the melted zone. The use of a FEM model, modeled and 

validated by comparison with the laser tests, is certainly an 

alternative, but in any case presents much longer calculation 

times if referred to the semi-analytical solution. The solution 

is presented based on some assumptions and linearization. 

.  

2. Mathematical Model 

A mathematical model of heat conduction overlap 

welding by a laser beam was developed. Assumptions and 

simplifications were made to reduce computational cost. As 

we are purely interested in the evaluation of the melting point 

isotherm and not other aspects, for example such as, the 

depth of penetration (key hole) or the study of phenomena 

concerning the phase change or evaporation, this 

assumptions can be considered valid. The main 

simplifications of the model are presented and discussed 

below; 

• The phase transformations and in turn the latent heats 

of melting and solidification are ignored. This causes 

somewhat overestimated temperatures around the melting 

isotherm (which should consume latent heat) and vice versa 

underestimated temperatures around the solidification 

isotherm. Usually, the temperature in the central melt pool 

domain becomes somewhat too high. This simplification is 

justified by the reason that we are interested in the evaluation 

of the width of the melted  zone. 

 • Thermophysical material properties are assumed to be 

temperature independent (though suitable mean values can 

be chosen in place of the values for ambient temperature). 

• The heat source moves with constant speed v along x 

axis and its center coincide with the origin of the moving 

Cartesian x-y coordinate system at surface z=0 (Figure 1 ). 

The beam power density profile �̇�(𝑥, 𝑦) is modelled by 

spatially superimposing several Gaussian beams in a suitable 

manner: q̇
g
(x,y)=

2⋅P

π⋅r0
2 Exp (-

2⋅r2

r0
2 )  wit r=√x2+y2. 

The work piece has six faces where boundary conditions 

have to be specified. At the bottom surface z = ɛ and on the 

four lateral faces the condition of thermal insulation has been 

assumed, and at the top surface z = 0, a combined Gaussian 

source (�̇�𝑔) and convection-radiation boundary condition is 

assumed (Figure 1). The medium is assumed initially in 

equilibrium with the ambient at temperature 𝑇0 = 𝑇∞. 

Given the above information, the problem can now be 

formulated as follows. The three-dimensional, transient heat 

conduction equation  is: 
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where α is the thermal diffusivity which is described by α = 

k/(ρ cp) , k is the thermal conductivity, ρ is the mass density 

and cp the specific heat. The initial and boundary conditions 

are written as: 
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Figure 1. Model for analysis of the moving source of a bar. 

 

If a coordinate system fixed to the heat source is chosen, 

according to the moving heat source theory [7], a 

mathematical statement of the three dimensional thermal 

conductive problem is: 

 
2 2 2

2 2 2

1T T T T T
v

t xx y z
                                  (9)                     

 
The dimensionless energy balance equation and the 

related boundary conditions lead to a non-homogeneous 

linear problem:  
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where the following dimensionless parameters have been 

introduced: θ=(T-T∞)/ΔTref is the temperature; the group 

ΔTref = Cabs·P/(π·k·r0) is a reference temperature difference 

with𝐶𝑎𝑏𝑠 representing the absorption coefficient, a reference 

length xref =α/ν   and a reference radius rref = P1·xref where P1 

represents the proportionality coefficient. In this way it was 

possible to obtain a solution that best approximates both the 

maximum temperature profile and the fusion isotherm; the 

reference time is tref=xref
2 /α and reference velocity vref=2⋅α/r0. 

The dimensionless space variable was defined such as 

ξ=
x

xref
; ψ=

y

xref
; ζ=

z

xref
; σ=r/rref, and the dimensionless time 

resulted 𝜏=rref/tref. Finally, dimensionless velocity resulted ν 

= v/vref, 𝐵i=h⋅xref/k is the Biot number and 

A1=ε⋅σ⋅xref⋅ΔTref
3 /k is a dimensionless coefficient. The semi-

infinite slab model is justified because xref is small compared 

to the sample size. Thus, it is possible to simplify the 

problem and evaluate a  stationary solution. 

 

3. Materials and Method 

It was considered a base metal corresponding to the 

standard EN 45100 aluminum (Table 1). For the purposes of 

this work, a Yb: YAG disk laser source supplied in fiber, 

operating in continuous wave emission, was considered 

(Table 2). The movement of the laser head was performed by 

a 6-axis industrial robot with a dedicated controller, and an 

integrated 3-way power nozzle was attached to the laser head 

(Figure 2). 

Argon was injected as a carrier gas at a flow rate of 30 L 

/ min. The helium was coaxially blown to the laser beam at 

a flow rate of 10 L / min as a shielding gas on the melting 

bath.  

A tilt angle of 4◦ was set for the laser head, in accordance 

with common practice for processing highly reflective 

metals [8] to prevent rear reflections from entering the 

optical train. We have therefore been defined the main 

governance parameters and the crucial response variables to 

consider [9,23]. 

 

 
Figure 2. Schematic of the laser head with three-way feed 

nozzle; components not to scale. 

 

Table 1. Nominal Chemical Composition (wt %) of Base 

Metals. 

chemical components % 

Si 4.5÷6 

Fe 0.5 

Cu 2.6÷3.6 

Mn 0.55 

Mg 0.20÷0.45 

Cr / 

Ni 0.1 

Zn 0.1 

Sn 0.05 

Ti 0.2 

 

This choice is usually based on both the literature and 

past experience. Many variables are involved in laser 

welding, primarily, power and welding speed since they 

determine the heat input to the work-piece [10].  

 

Table 2. Welding System Technical Data. 

Maximum output power [kW] 4.0 

Laser light wavelength λ [nm] 1030 

Beam Parameter Product [nm x mrad] 8.0 

Focal beam waist d [mm] 0.3 

Rayleigh range [mm] 2.81 

Focal length f [mm] 200 

Maximum power density [kW/mm2] 56.6 

Laser beam diameter at defocus 0  [mm]  0.3 

Laser beam diameter at defocus -2  [mm] 0.44 

Laser beam diameter at defocus -4  [mm] 0.71 

Laser beam diameter at defocus -6 [mm] 1.11 

Laser beam diameter at defocus -8  [mm] 1.32 

 

In addition, successful laser welding requires the 

optimization of other parameters such as the size and the 

location of the focal spot. Thus, finally, defocusing d (the 

distance of the focal point with respect to the top surface)  

has been included in the experimental plan.  

The range for power in the experimental plan has been 

decided so that the specific threshold irradiance for 

conduction to key-hole transition would be overcome. 

Sensible values for welding speed have been found via 
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preliminary trials in the form of bead-on-plate tests aiming 

at producing full penetration with no significant drop-

through on the lower surface, thus matching the requirements 

as defined in the referred standard [11]. 

 

3.1. Numerical Modeling: Finite Element Method. 

The FEM model was built using COMSOL Multiphysics 

software. For the correct construction of the model have been 

defined: 

Model parameters: needed to build the numerical model 

such as the type of materials, sample size, wavelength , and 

work parameters: power, scan speed and laser beam diameter 

(Table. 2). 

Materials' Properties: as we are interested at the 

temperature profile corresponding to the melting isotherm, 

which then develops inside the melting zone, we have chosen 

to use the properties at the melting temperature value for both 

the specific heat and the thermal conductivity coefficient 

[12-13], both as regards density [14-15] (Table. 1b). The 

absorption values were chosen for aluminum 0.23 [16,17] . 

Geometry and mesh modeling: One of the most important 

steps in FEM modeling is the definition of the mesh 

geometry. The geometry of the model consists of two thin 

sheets. A  3-D solid blocks of (40 x 30 x 6) mm3 were 

created. Several different grid distributions have been tested 

to ensure that the calculated results are grid independent. 

Maximum temperature differences of the fields are less than 

0.1 precent by doubling the mesh nodes. The two parts are 

meshed using tetrahedral geometry meshes. The minimum 

and maximum size of the element for the mesh is 0.1 and 

0.15 mm for the block where one boundary condition has 

been applied and 0.15 and 0.5 mm for the other (Figure 3). 

The complete mesh consists of 2659767 volume elements, 

258806 surface elements, and 1184 elements for upper block 

and of 4242245 volume elements, 281738surface elements, 

and 2212 elements lower block. 

 

 
Figure 3. The minimum and maximum size of the element for 

the mesh. 

 

Boundary conditions and initial condition: The laser 

beam incident on the surface z = 0 was characterized by a 

second type boundary condition where the imposed flux is 

the heat source. In addition, the third type boundary 

condition on face z = 0 was considered. In the hypothesis of 

natural convection, the model was given a constant thermal 

convection coefficient h = 10 W m − 2 K − 1 [18-21]. It was 

also considering radiative cooling: a constant value was set ε 

= 0.1 [17] for aluminum. Furthermore, the condition of 

thermal insulation has been assumed on the remaining 

surfaces. The ambient temperature and the initial 

temperature conditions of the plate are equal to 293 K. 

Ultimately, the generation of plasma, and hence the 

attenuation of the beam, can be neglected since in this 

application, vaporization is prevented [22].  

Laser beam modeling: Let us consider a thin layer, 

infinite in the x and y dimensions, with a thickness in the z 

dimension. We establish the coordinate system in such a way 

that the top surface of the layer is at z = 0 and the bottom 

surface is at z = Lz (Figure 4). 

 

 
Figure 4. Sketch of the workpiece and coordinate system. 

 

We assume that in the z-direction the heat source is 

concentrated at a level immediately below the upper surface  

(z = 0). The irradiation of the beam gradually decreases 

at the edges.  

 

 
Figure 5. Gauss laser beam modelling. 

 

Table 3. Gauss Laser Beam Modeling. 

 Power in 

Range[%] 

 2 2

0 0

2 2

0 0

2 ( ) ( )2 x x y yP
Exp

r r

    
 
 
 

 

 

    89 

 

To  define beam width for Gaussian beams was used a 

1/e2 method. The width of the beam is calculated by 

measuring the distance  between the two points where the 

intensity is 1/e2 of the peak value (Figure 5, Table 3). So 

only about 86.5 % of the laser power is contained within the 

1/e2 width (Eq. (18)).  

 

( , ) 86.5 %

 

   gauss

x y

q x y dxdy P
 

 

                         (18)                  

 

4. Result and Discussion 

4.1 Experimental Tests 

Two types of tests were carried out at different defocus 

values as shown in Table 4. A rectangular section plate of 

sizes (Lx=100 x Ly=50 x Lz=6 mm) was used. 

Each test was analyzed under an electron microscope 

which made it possible to obtain an image of the trace in TIF 

format (Figure 6). The traces were divided 17 parts at 4 mm 

https://www.ophiropt.com/laser-measurement-instruments/beam-profilers/knowledge-center/tutorial/camera-technologies-part-2
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intervals. For each section the size of the trace , mean values 

and standard deviations were evaluated (Table 5).  

 

 

Table 4. Welding system technical data. 

 Power  
P [W] 

welding speed  
v [mm s-1] 

Defocus  
def [mm] 

Beam 

Diameter 
 d [mm]  

1AL 2500 50 0 0.30 

2AL 3000 50 0 0.30 

3AL 3000 35 0 0.30 

5AL 3500 50 -6 1.01 

8AL 3750 40 -6 1.01 

9AL 4000 40 -6 1.1 

 

 

 
Figure 6. Test 1AL Width of the Melted Zone Sections. 

 

 

Table 5. Mean Value of a Width of the Melted Zone 1AL.   

Sez. s[mm] Sez. s[mm] 

a 2.26 m 2.57 

b 2.34 n 2.49 

c 2.34 o 2.44 

d 2.16 p 2.57 

e 2.34 q 2.39 

f 2.55 r 2.39 

g 2.34 s 2.39 

h 2.49 Mean 2.40 

i 2.34 Dev.St 0.11 

l 2.31   

 

 

These results (Table 6) will be used to validate the 

numerical model. For this purpose the isotherms 

corresponding to the melting point (ρy ) were calculated 

used through the finite element method. 

 

 

Table 6. Mean Value of a Width of the Melted Zone 

Test Width of the melted zone wz [mm] Dev. st 

1AL 2.40 0.11 

2AL 2.58 0.15 

3AL 2.88 0.15 

5AL 2.87 0.10 

8AL 3.18 0.13 

9AL 3.40 0.08 

 

The calculated ρy data were compared with the width of 

the melted zone (wz). 

 

 

4.2 FEM Result 

The simulation process allowed us to extrapolate the 

maximum temperature and  the values corresponding to the 

fusion isotherm (770 K) on the plane at z = 0 (Figure 7).  

The data were fitted using an ellipsoidal model (Tables 

7-8) where the coefficients have been defined in (Table 9). 

 

 
Figure 7. FE.M result: Test 1AL weld track. 

 

 

Table 7. Coordinate of the Best Fit Ellipse. 

𝑥(𝑟) = 𝑋0 + 𝑎 ⋅ 𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝜃𝑟 

𝑦(𝑟) = 𝑌0 + 𝑏 ⋅ 𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝜃𝑟 

0 ≤ 𝜃𝑟 ≤ 2 ⋅ 𝜋 

 

Table 8. Structure that Defines the Best Fit Ellipse. 

a  sub axis (radius) of the X axis of the non-tilt ellipse 

b sub axis (radius) of the Y axis of the non-tilt ellipse 

φ orientation in radians of the ellipse (tilt) 

X0 center at the X axis of the non-tilt ellipse 

Y0 center at the Y axis of the non-tilt ellipse 

ρx  size of the long axis of the ellipse 

ρy size of the short axis of the ellipse 

 

In this way it was possible to quickly obtain the value of 

the diameter of the isotherms corresponding to the melting 

ρy. 

 

Table 9. Fit Parameter FEM. 

 1AL. 2AL 3AL 5AL 8AL 9AL 

a 1.372 1.573 1.519 1.733 1.803 1.881 

b 1.159 1.324 1.378 1.481 1.600 1.664 

X0 9.525 9.401 8.057 9.326 8.380 8.339 

Y0 9.999 9.999 10.000 9.999 10.000 9.999 

ρx 2.744 3.147 3.038 3.467 3.607 3.763 

ρy 2.318 2.649 2.756 2.961 3.201 3.329 

Err % 0.110 0.257 0.419 0.075 0.093 0.184 

Tmax [K] 5977 6418 6823 14294 1694 17096 

Dev.St [K] 45 57 50 320 290 300 

 

As shown in the figure for the type of test with defocus 

0, being characterized by a smaller spot diameter, they have 

a higher power concentration, which translates into higher 

temperature profiles as regards the maximum temperature 

(Figures 8-9, Table 9).  

 

 
Figure 8. Test 1AL, isotherms corresponding to the melting 

point, FEM data fit at time = 0.1 s. 
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Figure 9. Test 5AL, isotherms corresponding to the melting 

point, FEM data fit at time = 0.1 s; Tmax on z=0 plane. 

 

In addition, to the same spot beam, the extension of the 

melted zone and therefore the diameter of the fusion 

isotherm increases as the maximum temperature reached 

increases. As shown in Figure 10, 

 

  
Figure 10. Comparison between isotherms corresponding to 

the melting point FEM test 1AL vs 2AL;8AL vs 9AL. 

 

fixed beam diameter and scan speed, as the power delivered 

by the laser increases, the Tmax and the extension of the 

diameter corresponding to the melting temperature increase. 

Once the beam diameter and laser power are fixed, the 

maximum temperature reached during laser welding 

increases as the scan speed decreases. Consequently, the 

diameter ρy also increases with decreasing speed (Figure 11).  

 

 
Figure 11. Comparison between isotherms corresponding 

to the melting point, FEM test  2AL vs 3AL. 

 

The timing of the transient extinction is very little, about 

0.01 s for defocus def0 and 0.04 s for defocus def-6, just as 

we expected. Therefore, for each test, the percentage error 

between the isotherms corresponding to the melting point (ρy 

numerically evaluated) and the extension of the melted zone 

(wz, obtained through experimental tests)  was evaluated.  

As shown in the Table 10, the error for all types of tests 

presents an error below 5%. Thus, we can say that the 

constructed FEM model can provide a useful approximation 

to reality with a low average error.    

 

Table 10. Isotherm Corresponding to the Melting Point  

Compared with the Width of the Melted Zone. 

 Tmax[K] Dev.st ρy wz Err % 

1AL 14294 320 2.3183 2.40 3.46 

2AL 16945 290 2.6490 2.58 2.64 

3AL 17096 300 2.7568 2.88 4.37 

5AL 5977.8 45 2.9619 2.87 3.15 

8AL 6418.9 57 3.2010 3.18 0.65 

9AL 6823.8 50 3.3293 3.40 2.10 

 

4.3 Semi-Analytical Solution 

In order to linearize the radiative boundary condition, an 

average temperature was chosen to ensure that the 

relationship between the radiative and the convective 

contribution remains approximately the same.  

 
4 4

1 8 5 16 2
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                                   (19)  
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Q
. 
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(21) 

 

The temperature that would allow to obtain a radiative 

heat exchange coefficient about 100 times the convective one 

was therefore chosen as the reference temperature for the 

linearization. Since a convective heat exchange coefficient 

of 10
W

m2⋅K
 was chosen: 

 
4 4

, ( , , , )r l r pQ h A T x y z t T
                                           

(22) 

 

3 3

2
4000 4 10r r r

W
T K h T

m K
                (23) 

                                        
In this way the ratio between radiatively and convectively 

exchanged thermal power is kept unchanged, with the 

advantage of being able to linearize the radiative boundary 

condition as follows: 

 

2

2
0 0

1
2

( , ,0) ( , ,0)r

Exp

Bi Bi

                              
(24) 

 

Since the problem is linear, in stationary case, the 

solution can be sought as the sum of two partial 

solutions𝜃1(𝜁)and 𝜃2(𝜉, 𝜓), with the first affected by a non-

homogeneity arising from the Gaussian heating source. 

Then, the two partial solutions have to satisfy two distinct 

problems derived from the basic one: 
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Numerically, the value 3 has been chosen as the extreme 

of integration to infinity, as it has been verified that at the 

value of 3 xref the temperature remains almost fixed at the 

initial value. The analytical solution of the problem  1.1a  

was obtained: 

 

0

2

2
2

1

e 3

1 3 3

r

rBi Bi
                                      (27) 

 
The second problem was solved by applying the integral 

method. It was possible to obtain the solution of problem 2 

by choosing an approximate solution that makes explicit the 

dependence of the spatial variable: 

 

2
2

, a Exp
P

                                (28) 

 
Equation 2 has been integrated into the spatial coordinate 

and 𝜉:  

 
3 2 2

2 2 2

2 2
0

0d                                (29)                          

 
By imposing that the approximate analytic equation 

satisfies the integral and applying a boundary conditions, we 

obtain: 
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The solution 𝑎(𝜓)  were obtained: 
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and therefore  the complete solution:
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4.4 Semi-Analytical Solution Results 

The solution was obtained using, for the two types of tests 

(def0-def-6), different parameter values as shown in the 

Table. 11. The coefficients P1 and P2 have been introduced 

in order to obtain a valid solution for all defocus values and 

therefore for each radius beam value (r). Remembering to 

have defined 𝑥𝑟𝑒𝑓 =
𝛼

𝑣
, therefore independent of 𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑓 , we 

noticed how, by choosing the radius of the spot as reference, 

the solution was strongly dependent on this value, allowing 

to obtain a solution valid only for a fixed value of r. 

 

Table 11. Proportionality Coefficients. 

def P1 P2 

0 0.142857 11.5 

-6 0.337838 10.9 
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We have therefore done so to link 𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑓  to 𝑥𝑟𝑒𝑓  and to the 

defocus value through the coefficients P1 and P2. After 

obtaining the temperature profile corresponding to the z = 0 

plane (Figure 12)  using a semi-analytical solution, the 

isothermal surface corresponding to 770 ° K was obtained 

(Figure 13). 

 

 

 
Figure 12. SA 5AL Temperature profile corresponding to the 

z = 0 plane. 

 

 

 
Figure 13.  SA 5AL Temperature profile corresponding to the 

z = 0 plane; isothermal surface corresponding to 770 K. 

 

 

Also, in this case the data have been fitted using an ellipse 

(Table 12). 

 

 

Table 12.  Fit Parameter –SA. 

 1AL. 2AL 3AL 5AL 8AL 9AL 

a 1.302 1.337 1.336 1.642 1.669 1.691 

b 1.264 1.298 1.318 1.538 1.602 1.622 

X0 9.550 9.700 8.190 9.400 8.500 8.500 

Y0 10.00 10.00 10.00 10.00 10.00 10.00 

ρx 2.603 2.674 2.673 3.285 3.339 3.382 

ρy 2.528 2.596 2.636 3.077 3.204 3.245 

wz 2.40 2.58 2.88 2.87 3.18 3.40 

Fit Err % 0.38 0.47 0.39 0.38 0.39 0.42 

Tmax [K] 13932 16670 16690 5589 6095 6434 

 

and subsequently the profiles of the isotherms were 

compared (Figures 14-16). 

From the comparison it is evident that the error on ρy is very 

small (Table 13). As well as for the maximum temperature. 

Significantly greater is the error on ρx, but not relevant in this 

study and for our purposes. 

 

  
Figure 14. Isotherms corresponding to the melting point 

FEM vs SA; 1AL, 2AL. 

 

  
Figure 15. Isotherms corresponding to the melting point 

FEM vs SA; 3AL, 5AL. 

 

  
Figure 16. Isotherms corresponding to the melting point 

FEM vs SA; 8AL, 9AL. 

 

Table 13.  Comparison of Numerical and Semi-Analytical 

Solutions. 

 FEM SA Err % 

 Tmax 

[K] 

ρy 

[mm] 

Tmax 

[K] 

ρy 

[mm] 

Tmax 

[K] 

ρy 

[mm] 

1AL 14294 2.318 13932 2.528 2.5 8.5 

2AL 16945 2.649 16670 2.596 1.6 3.2 

3AL 17096 2.756 16690 2.636 2.4 4.4 

5AL 5977.8 2.961 5589 3.076 6.7 3.8 

8AL 6418.9 3.201 6095 3.204 5.1 0.1 

9AL 6823.8 3.329 6433 3.245 5.8 2.5 

 

An error greater than 5% is found only in relation to the 

1AL test, while the average error is equal to 3.75 %. In order 

to obtain a solution that is also valid for different defocus 

values, the coefficients P1 and P2 have been linearly 

interpolated to the respective defocus values def0 and def-6, 

and the relations P1 (def) and P2 (def) have been obtained : 

 

{
P1(def)=0.0314⋅def+0.1493

P2(def)=-0.1⋅def+11.5          
                                         (35) 

 

Two further tests were then carried out at the defocus 

values def-4, def-8 using the respective coefficients as shown 

in Table.14.  

 

Table 14.  Test Coefficients and Parameters. 

 P1  P2 P[W] v[mm·s-1] def[mm] d[mm] 

4AL 0.2749 11.1 3000 50 -4 0.71 

6AL 0.4005 10.7 3500 50 -8 1.32 
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First, the semi-analytical solution was evaluated, 

extrapolating the temperature profiles corresponding to the 

fusion isotherm (Table 15, Figures 17-18). 

 

 
Figure 17. SA, test 4AL, Temperature profile corresponding 

to the z = 0 plane. ; isothermal surface corresponding to 770 

K. 

 

 
Figure 18. SA, test 6AL, Temperature profile corresponding 

to the z = 0 plane; isothermal surface corresponding to 770. 

K. 

 

Table 15.  Fit Parameter –de focus -4,-8. FEM Tests. 

 4AL. 6AL 

 FEM SA FEM SA 

a 1.534 1.493 1.764 1.725 

b 1.329 1.421 1.497 1.593 

X0 9.422 9.400 9.351 9.400 

Y0 9.999 10.000 10.000 10.000 

ρx 3.067 2.986 3.529 3.067 

ρy 2.659 2.821 2.993 3.126 

Fit Err % 0.29 0.51 0.34 0.54 

wz [mm] 2.60 2.60 2.87 2.87 

Err % 2.2 5.1 4.1 8.1 

Tmax [K] 7393 7159 4547 4479 

Dev.St [K] 55.7 / 29.5 / 

 

Subsequently after having carried out the tests through 

FEM simulation and extrapolated the profiles corresponding 

to the fusion isotherm (Table 15),  

 

 
Figure 19. Test 4AL welding trace. 

 

 
Figure 20. Test 6AL welding trace. 

 

and it is compared to the width of the melt zone derived from 

experimental tests (Figures 19-20). Also in this case the error 

is less than 5%. Overall, the FEM tests were assessed with a 

maximum inaccuracy of 4.3% and an average err of 2.7%.  

The isotherms corresponding to the melting point, 

obtained through FEM simulation and semi-analytical 

solution, are then compared (Table 16, Figures 21-22). 

 

 
Figure 21. Isotherms corresponding to the melting point, 

FEM vs SA at time = 0.3 s Test 4AL.. 

 

 
Figure 22. Isotherms corresponding to the melting point, 

FEM vs SA at time = 0.3 s Test Test 6AL. 

 

Table 16. Tests at de focus -4,-8. FEM vs SA. 

  ρy 
[mm] 

ρy 
err % 

Tmax 

[K] 

Tmax  

err % 

4AL 
SA 2.821 

6 
7159 

3.2 
FEM 2.993 4547 

6AL 
FEM 2.659 

4.3 
7393 

1.5 
SA 3.126 4479 

 

In this case the error is slightly higher (Table 16), but by 

appropriately modifying the proportionality coefficients it is 

possible to obtain a more accurate solution. Nonetheless, the 

total average error remains at an acceptable 4.1%. 

 

5. Conclusions 

We have seen how the semi-analytical solution recovers, 

with a small error, the value of the width of the melted zone. 

The  semi-analytical solution has a strong dependence on the 

parameters involved, in particular on the value of the 

diameter of the laser beam. This means that having chosen 

the trial function for a given defocus value, the solution is 

valid only for the combined values of P and v at that fixed 

def value. In order to make the solution valid also for other 

defocus values, the proportionality coefficients have been 
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introduced. In particular, the coefficient P1 refers to the 

reference quantity 𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑓 = 𝑃1 ⋅ 𝑥𝑟𝑒𝑓 , and serves to correct the 

value of ρy, while the coefficient P2, referred to the trial 

function, has an effect on the maximum temperature.  

So, after defining the proportionality coefficients to the 

defocus def0 and def-6 values, the coefficients P1 and P2 have 

been linearly interpolated to the respective defocus values, 

and the relations P1 (def) and P2 (def) have been obtained. 

In this way it was possible to use a single trial function 

capable of providing a well approximated solution (err 5%), 

in terms of maximum temperature and ρy, as the working 

parameters (P, v, d) vary. This allowed it to value the 

emissivity [35] after setting parameters and measuring the 

width of the melted zone (wmz = ρy) by  SA solution. 

 

Nomenclature 

d 

r0  

Beam diameter  

Beam radius 

mm 

mm 

def       Focal beam waist mm 

v  Welding speed mm s-1 

wz 

ρy 

 

P 

Lx 

Width of the melted zone 

Isotherm corresponding to the melting 

point   

Laser power  

Slab length 

mm 

mm 

 

W 

mm 

Ly Slab width mm 

Lz Slab depth mm 

Cabs Absorption coefficient   / 

k Thermal conductivity W m-1K-1 

h Thermal convection coefficient  W m − 2K − 1 

ε Emissivity / 

ρ Mass density  Kg m-3 

α Thermal diffusivity coefficient m2 s-1 

cp Specific heat.   J kg-1 K-1 

a Radius of the X axis of the non-tilt 

ellipse 

mm 

b Radius of the Y axis of the non-tilt 

ellipse 

mm 

φ Orientation of the ellipse (tilt) rad 

X0 Center at the X axis of the non-tilt 

ellipse 

mm 

Y0 Center at the Y axis of the non-tilt 

ellipse 

mm 

ρx Size of the long axis of the ellipse  

P1 Proportionality coefficients / 

P2 Proportionality coefficients / 

𝜃 Dimensionless temperature / 

𝛥𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑓  Reference temperature K 

𝑥𝑟𝑒𝑓  Reference length  mm 

𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑓  Reference radius mm 

𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑓 Reference time s 

𝑣𝑟𝑒𝑓  Reference velocity m s-1 

𝜉 
  

Dimensionless space variable / 

𝜓 Dimensionless space variable / 

𝜁 Dimensionless space variable / 

FEM Finite element method / 

Bi Biot number  

�̇�𝑔 Gaussian source W m-3 
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Abstract  
 

The electrical energy needs grow every year, increasing awareness and use of renewable energy even higher. 

Geothermal power plants (GPP) are even ogled as a renewable energy source that has a lot of potential worldwide. 

Technology for GPP continues to evolve. However, tools for analyzing a system of GPP are still inadequate. In this 

study, a simple analysis tool was designed. The usefulness of this analysis tool is to be able to know the state of the 

GPP works. This tool will help simulate the conditions that may occur in the plant system. The simulation results will 

also be known operating conditions that may occur, so the operator can determine what should be done if things 

happen. Modeling started using Microsoft Excel, which has been equipped with thermodynamic properties. Modeling 

includes turbine, condenser, cooling tower, and extraction systems non-condensable gas. After validated, the model 

run simulation in variations that may occur such as decline in the condition of the condenser and cooling tower and 

environmental conditions, represented by relative humidity. The simulation with variation of condition will decrease 

the power generated from turbine 3 – 5%.  

 

Keywords: Geothermal energy; design; simulation; power loss; environmental relative humidity. 

 

1. Introduction 

The world's energy needs are increasing daily along with 

the increase in the world's population, including in every 

sector in Indonesia as shown in the Figure 1.  PT PLN, as the 

actor in the energy supply policy in Indonesia, issued a 

policy to electrify areas spread across Indonesia. Renewable 

energy sources will be used, such as solar, wind, water, 

biomass, geothermal, and non-renewable energy sources, 

such as coal, oil, and natural gas [1,2]. 

 

 
Figure 1. Indonesia's energy sector need [3] (Figure is in 

color in the on-line version of the  paper). 

However, the energy sources available in Indonesia are 

very diverse and quite abundant. Technology to process 

energy sources that will run out is already quite advanced 

and Table, but renewable energy now needs to be further 

developed so that there is no dependence on non-renewable 

energy sources. In line with this, the government through the 

directorate of Energy and Mineral Resources in the field of 

Renewable Energy (EBTKE) has also made a policy 

targeting the development of 23% renewable energy by 2025 

[2]. 

Geothermal technology has long been developed 

worldwide and is considered one of the most reliable and 

provide a clean source of energy [4], especially in Indonesia, 

with about 29,164 MWe potential and only around 1341 MW 

is installed [5]. Geothermal energy uses heat energy stored 

in the earth, which is now expected to be clean renewable 

energy and can be used for various purposes such as heating 

disctrict [6,7], agriculture [8,9], and energy generation [10–

14]. However, the geothermal power plant (GPP) is quite 

sensitive to changes in air conditions because the working 

fluid is cooled using ambient air. When there is a change in 

environmental conditions, there will be a change in the 

power generated by the turbine. Michaelides [15] has 

conducted a study of the effect of ambient temperature 

fluctuation on the performance of GPP and the result is 

temperature of the GPP changes result in more than 20% of 
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power fluctuations. Kahraman et al [16] conduct a 

thermodynamic and thermo-economic analysis of air-cooled 

GPP and determined the effect of ambient temperature 

variation to GPP performance. While Sohel [17] changes the 

outlet temperature of the condenser with the ambient 

temperature, vaporized equilibrium pressure and 

temperature will be change. Lastly Rudiyanto et al [18] 

conducted a study case in Kamojang GPP in Indonesia, 

where he varies of ambient temperature from 17 to 20 °C. 

Moreover, the literature study about ambient temperature 

in geothermal research is mostly related to secondary 

application such as binary cycle [19,20], Kalina cycle 

[21,22], organic Rankine cycle (ORC) and hybrid cycle 

[23,24].  

From the available literature review[15,25–27], few 

authors study modeling from existing geothermal plants and 

simulating variables from ambient temperature with the 

resulting GPP performance. The lack of tools for quick, 

simple, and comprehensive analysis and simulation of a 

geothermal power generation system makes it difficult to 

carry out a basic analysis. The tool is needed to carry out 

initial analysis and possible steps to be taken if there is a 

change or deviation in operating conditions. The tool will 

make it easier for operators and users to predict changes in 

the generating system to some changes in environmental 

conditions. In this study, the authors conduct research in the 

form of making a tool to analyze the performance of a 

geothermal generating system so that it will be easier to make 

decisions if there is a change in circumstances from what has 

been determined and how to deal with it. 

 

2. Darajat Geothermal Power Plant 

The Darajat GPP is about 22 kilometers west of Garut, 

West Java. This geothermal region is roughly 10 kilometers 

southwest of the Kamojang geothermal field. Darajat is 

comparable to Kamojang in that it has a vapor-dominated 

reservoir. In this regard, these two reservoirs differ from 

Indonesia's more frequent geothermal water-dominated 

reservoir. The Darajat geothermal power plant has three units 

that generate a total of 270 MW. Darajat Unit I, which began 

operations in 2000, produces 55 MW; Darajat Unit II, which 

began construction in 2004 and began operations in 2007, 

produces 95 MW; and Darajat Unit III produces 121 MW. 

Chevron owns Darajat and Gunung Salak before to the 

acquisition of Star Energy and Indonesia Power. Chevron is 

the world's largest geothermal producer, with 1273 MW 

capacity, and it created almost 27% of global geothermal 

power [32] Darajat generates energy using a dry-steam 

power plant due to its vapor-dominated reservoir. Steam 

from the reservoir rises to the surface and passes through a 

pressure regulator valve, which maintains a constant 

pressure. The steam travels into the scrubber through this 

valve, which enhances its quality by removing moisture. Dry 

steam pours into a turbine, spinning the turbine blade. The 

spinning of the turbine is what allows the generator to 

generate power. To keep the system running, steam from the 

exhaust turbine goes into the condenser. 

We choose Darajat GPP as case study due to simplicity 

of the system. We would like to model simple analysis tool 

to help the operator know the condition of their GPP. The 

Darajat GPP still active as base load supply for Java, Madura, 

and Bali power transmission and one of the biggest 

renewable power plants in Java Island. 

 

 

3. Methods 

 The implementation of this tool begins with obtaining 

operating data of the GPP system which can be used for 

modelling and validating the model that has been made. 

Furthermore, modelling is carried out for each equipment 

and merging the equipment into a single generating system. 

The modelled equipment includes turbines, condensers, 

cooling towers, and non-condensable gas extraction systems. 

 

 
Figure 2. GPP schematic diagram [28]. 

 

Figure 22 and Figure 33 shows the scheme of the GPP 

system to be used as well as the Ts diagram of the geothermal 

power plant process. PW is a production well where water 

vapor is obtained and will be used as a working fluid. WV is 

valve while S is silencer. CS is a cyclone separator that 

separate the vapor phase and liquid phase so that only pure 

steam enters the system. BCV is a ball check valve that 

ensures the flow from the separator to the MR, mist remover, 

to get the steam as clean as possible to flow into the turbine. 

SE/C is a steam ejector/condenser that removes non-

condensable gas in the condenser, C, which works using part 

of the steam for the turbine, T. CP and CWP are pumps for 

circulation between the condenser and cooling tower, CT. 

Finally, the water will be put back into the bowels of the earth 

through IW, injection well. 

 

 
Figure 3. GPP T-s diagram [28]. 

 

3.1 Steam Turbine Model 

This turbine modelling includes turbine efficiency factor 

(𝜂𝑇𝑢𝑟𝑏𝑖𝑛𝑒). The efficiency is obtained from the calculation of 

the operating conditions that are already running. From the 

operating data, the enthalpy value of the steam leaving the 

turbine can be determined. From this enthalpy value, turbine 

efficiency can be calculated under these conditions [29]. 

Turbine efficiency is used as a parameter in the next turbine 

modelling. Equation (1) is used for turbine modelling.  

 

𝜂𝑇𝑢𝑟𝑏𝑖𝑛𝑒 =
ℎ4−ℎ5

ℎ4−ℎ5𝑠
                (1) 
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�̇�𝑇𝑢𝑟𝑏𝑖𝑛𝑒 = �̇�4(ℎ4 − ℎ5) = 𝑥2�̇�1(ℎ4 − ℎ5)        (2) 

 

3.2 Condenser Model 

The steam from the turbine expansion will go directly to 

the condenser. The steam is cooled and then injected into the 

bowels of the earth. The condenser used in this model is a 

direct contact type, where the steam coming out of the 

turbine is directly in contact with the cooling fluid in the 

form of water which is sprayed on the top of the condenser. 

The cooling tower cools the water leaving the condenser. 

Figure 4 shows the condenser modelling system used. 

 

 
Figure 4. Condenser model. 

 

The condenser system used is direct contact type. The 

condenser is modelled in the direct contact heat transfer 

process section and the hot well section. Figure 44 shows the 

division of the condenser modelling process; the 

condensation section is modelled by the direct contact 

process between steam from the turbine and water from the 

cooling tower in a saturated condition so that the final 

condition is water in a saturated liquid condition. 

Meanwhile, in the hot well section, the bottom part is 

modelled by mixing conditions between water from the gas 

removal system (GRS) and saturated liquid conditions 

because of cooling steam and water to cool so that an 

equilibrium condition of water temperature will be obtained 

which will flow into the cooling tower. The cooling water 

requirement can be calculated using the equation below. 

 

�̇�𝑐𝑤 = 𝑥2�̇�1 |
ℎ5−ℎ6

𝑐𝑝(𝑇6−𝑇𝑐𝑤)
|,           (3) 

 

The pressure in the condenser is usually made as vacuum 

as possible so that the power generated by the turbine can be 

as large as possible. In steam from geothermal heat, there is 

usually gas that cannot be condensed and will collect in the 

condenser, which will impact the pressure in the condenser 

[29,30]. To prevent this, a GRS system is needed to remove 

the gas. 

 

3.3 Cooling Tower Model 

The next modelled component is the cooling tower. The 

cooling tower serves to prepare cooling water for the 

condenser by cooling the water from the condenser using 

ambient air. The ability of the cooling tower is very 

dependent on environmental conditions; changes in 

environmental conditions will cause the cooling water to be 

inappropriate and may reduce the power produced by the 

turbine. Figure 55 is a modelling form for a cooling tower 

system.  

The cooling tower system is modelled into two parts. The 

fogging section and the hot well section. At the top is the 

cooling water from the condenser, which is atomized and 

mixed with the ambient air. The cooled water is partly 

carried away by the environmental air and partly down to the 

hot well. The ambient air that cools the water from the 

condenser will increase in humidity, so that the air leaving 

the cooling tower will become saturated with water. 

Increasing the moisture level in the air will reduce the 

cooling effectiveness of the cooling tower. 

 

 
Figure 5. Cooling tower model. 

 

Figure 6 shows a schematic diagram of a cooling tower. 

Using the principle of energy conservation, we get the 

equation (4); the heat removed will be equal the heat 

absorbed by the working fluid. The water coming from the 

steam condensate will be cooled by the outside air, but some 

of the water will be carried away until the air condition 

comes out to reach its saturation point. Water not carried will 

fall into the blow-down or reservoir and flow to the 

condenser. 

 

�̇�7ℎ7 − �̇�8ℎ8 = �̇�𝑑ℎ𝑑 − �̇�𝑎ℎ𝑎 + �̇�𝑏ℎ𝑏,       (4) 

 

 
Figure 6. Simple schematic of cooling tower [29]. 

 

3.4 Gas Removal System 

The GRS configuration consists of an ejector, inter 

condenser, liquid ring vacuum pump (LRVP), and after 
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condenser. The components that will be modelled in this 

study are only the ejector and inter condenser. Figure 7 

shows a schematic diagram of the GRS. 

The ejector modelling process uses a system done in 

previous studies [31]. It begins by considering the need for 

motive steam or the main steam which is part of the steam 

going to the turbine. To obtain the steam requirement, a 

compression ratio with a specific value is used for a 

particular ejector, because, in the ejector the parameters are 

determined from the dimensions and operating area which 

are quite narrow. In addition, it is necessary to determine the 

entrainment ratio for the two fluids. The entrainment ratio 

formula [32] can be calculated using equation (5). After 

obtaining the entrainment ratio of each fluid, then the total 

air equivalent (TAE) is calculated by adding up the product 

of the mass flow rate and the entrainment ratio for the two 

fluids or can be seen in equation (6). NCG is a non-

condensable gas, MS is the main vapor stream. 

 

 
Figure 7. Gas removal system schematic diagram. 

 

𝐸𝑅𝑓 = [(5,73 × 10−4 + 18,36) +
2,01×𝑀𝑓

0,86

18,36+𝑀𝑓
0,86]       (5) 

 

𝑇𝐴𝐸 =  �̇�𝑁𝐶𝐺 . 𝐸𝑁𝐶𝐺 + �̇�𝑀𝑆. 𝐸𝑀𝑆,         (6) 

 

Furthermore, the calculation of the compression ratio and 

degree of expansion is carried out. The compression ratio (E) 

is the pressure ratio between the ejector outlet pressure and 

the non-condensable gas pressure or the pressure in the 

condenser. While the degree of expansion (K) is the ratio of 

the main vapor pressure to the pressure of the non-

condensable gas or can be seen in equation (7). 

 

𝐸 =
𝑃𝑒𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟

𝑃𝑁𝐶𝐺
            (7) 

𝐾 =
𝑃𝑀𝑆

𝑃𝑁𝐶𝐺
           (8) 

 

The value of the compression ratio and the degree of 

expansion then matched on the graph (Figure 88) to get the 

ratio of air to steam so that the steam needed for the ejector 

will be obtained. 

 

 
Figure 8. Air to steam ratio[32,33]. 

 
3.5 Geothermal Power Plant System 

After all components can be modelled into 

interconnected system. The system modelling scheme is 

carried out in the following steps. 

1. Enter the operating condition data of the entire system. 

2. The Pcond is obtained from the model. The Tcond,out value 

from the modelling results is used for input to the cooling 

tower components, as well as for the GRS system. 

3. After the Tcooling enters the cooling tower, the calculation 

of the cooling tower model is known to obtain input data 

for the condenser. This value is used as a convergence 

criterion for the iteration process so that the difference 

between the new and previous counts has a difference of 

0.1%. 

 

 

Table 1. Model Validation to Actual Condition. 

Parameter Unit Model Result Actual Condition Differences 

Pcond bar 0.1055 0.1050 +0.0005 (0.48%) 

Tcond,out °C 43.81 43.80 +0.01 (0.02%) 

Tcooling °C 25.53 25.5 +0.03 (0.11%) 

Pejector,suct  bar 0.099 0.098 +0,001 (0.11%) 

Pejector,out  bar 0.196 0.22 -0,024 (10.82%) 

�̇�ejector  kg/h 4980 4980 0 

Tintercond, out °C 43.33 45.50 -2.17 (4.76%) 

Wturbine  MW 56.42 55 +1.42 (2.58%) 
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Figure 9. GPP model diagram.

4. Results and Discussion 

Figure 9 show the GPP p model that used in this 

simulation. The simulations were carried out on existing 

modeling in Microsoft Excel coupled with Coolprop using 

three parameters; variations in condenser conditions 

represented by UACond, variations in cooling tower 

capabilities represented by UACT, and variations in 

environmental conditions, especially variations in humidity 

represented by relative humidity (RH). 

 

4.1 Model Validation 

After each component has been successfully modelled 

and can be combined into a unified system that can iterate, 

the final schematic diagram of the analysis tool is obtained. 

The condition of the cooling tower and condenser is whether 

the condition of the two equipment can work properly or not. 

Wet and dry bulb represent the environmental condition. 

After the GPP system model can operate properly, validate 

the data from the modelling results and the actual operating 

conditions of the system as shown in Table 1.   

In the modelling conditions, there is a significant 

difference in the ejector outlet pressure. This may be due to 

the difference between the modelling conditions that do not 

reflect the actual condition of the ejector itself. To get more 

precise conditions and according to actual conditions, it is 

necessary to conduct further research related to ejector 

modelling. 

 

4.2 Results of Air Relative Humidity Variation 

As we can see in Figure 10, shows the results of 

variations in relative humidity to turbine power and 

condenser pressure using a validated model. The increase in 

the relative humidity of the ambient air will increase the 

condenser pressure which decrease the turbine power 

produced. This shows that environmental conditions impact 

turbine performance, so environmental conditions need to be 

observed to know the changes that occur in the GPP system. 
GPP is very dependent on environmental conditions used to 

cool water by air from the surrounding environment. The 

cooled water is used to cool the water vapor in the condenser. 

Environmental conditions that are not by the initial design 

conditions will have an impact on turbine performance. This 

model shows by varying the relative humidity of the 

environmental air. The relative humidity parameter is used 

because in the cooling tower, the relative humidity has an 

important factor in lowering the water temperature. 

Figure 10 shows the impact of changes in environmental 

conditions on changes in condenser pressure that occur in the 

modelling in this study. The condenser pressure is related to 

the temperature of the cooling water entering the condenser 

to cool the water vapor. When the ability of the ambient air 

to cool the cooling water in the cooling tower decreases, 

indicated by an increase in relative humidity, the temperature 

of the cooling water entering the condenser will increase. 

This condition causes an increase the pressure in the 

condenser. This condenser pressure increment will decrease 

the turbine power generated. This is because the pressure 

influence the expansion process of water vapor in the turbine. 

If the condenser pressure increases, the steam expansion 

process will not be optimal and reduce the turbine power. 

Increasing the relative humidity of the ambient air by up to 

90% will reduce turbine power by up to 2.26%. Jian li et al 

shows that the increase of air relative humidity will decrease 

the power generated in geothermal power plant. The power 

generated in geothermal power plant sensitive to the ambient 

condition in the view of relative variation [34].  

 

 
Figure 10. Change in power generated and condenser 

pressure due to air relative humidity variance (Figure is in 

color in the on-line version of the paper). 

 

4.3 Result of Condition Cooling Tower Variation 

The next simulation is to change condition on the cooling 

tower. The value of UACT physically can be likened to the 

condition of the cooling tower. How well the cooling tower 

can cool the water that will later be used in the condenser. 

This simulation does not consider changes that occur in the 
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environment. Changes condition can be caused by a decrease 

in the number of working nozzles, and the presence of dirt in 

the packing section. 

The parameter to be reviewed first is the change that 

occurs in the condenser pressure. Figure 11 illustrates the 

effect of changing the cooling tower condition on the 

condenser pressure. As with the worse condition of cooling 

tower will increase the pressure in the condenser. Even if the 

condition of the cooling tower decreases to 60%, the 

condenser pressure is close to the operating limit. If the 

cooling tower condition continues to be lowered until the 

condenser working pressure limit is reached, which is 0.015 

bar, then the cooling tower condition limit is 56%. In this 

condition, the condenser will turn off. 

 

 
Figure 11. The effect of cooling tower condition to the 

change of condenser pressure and power generation (Figure 

is in color in the on-line version of the paper). 

 

Meanwhile the blue line show in Figure 11 shows the 

relationship between changes in the cooling tower condition 

to the turbine power generated by this generator system 

model. The turbine power produced will decrease as the 

condition of cooling tower worsened. 

 

4.4 Result of Condition Condenser Variation 

The amount of UACOND on the condenser represents the 

condition of the condenser. Physically, UACOND can be 

interpreted from how good the condition of the condenser is. 

In this modeling, UACOND is used during the process of 

condensing the steam into water, so several things that will 

affect the value of UACOND include the condition of the 

nozzles on the condenser used to mist the cooling water, then 

the amount of non-condensable gas that changes. Both can 

reduce the ability of the condenser to condense steam from 

the turbine. The first parameter to be reviewed is the impact 

of changes in condenser pressure by changes in the 

condenser condition as shown in Figure 12. In the Figure 12, 

as we can see as the condition of the condenser decreases 

from 100% to 60%, the condenser pressure will continue to 

increase. This means that the vacuum level in the condenser 

decreases. 

Meanwhile in the same of Figure 12, the parameter that 

is reviewed after the water condition in the condenser is the 

turbine power that is generated when there is a decrease in 

the condenser condition is the power generated. Turbine 

power is the most visible parameter compared to other 

parameters because it is the output that will be used directly. 

The increase in condenser pressure will result around the 

interior of the cycle being reduced so that the total power 

generated will also decrease. In this study, decreasing the 

quality of the condenser up to 60% will reduce the turbine 

power by 4.63%. 

 
Figure 12. The effect of condenser condition to the change of 

condenser pressure and power generation (Figure is in color 

in the on-line version of the paper). 

 
5. Conclusion 

The results obtained in this study include: 

 The modeling of the geothermal power plant system 

can be modeled using Microsoft Excel software and has 

been validated using the operating conditions of the 

geothermal power plant system owned by PT. 

Indonesia Power in Mount Darajat. This model can be 

used as quick help tools to know the condition and 

effect in any GPP that using vapor as working fluid.  

 Changes in the condition of condenser and cooling 

tower and environmental condition have direct impact 

to the turbine performance. With varying the condition 

of cooling tower, condenser, and environmental 

decrease the turbine power generated 5.41%, 4.63%, 

and 2.26% respectively. The decrease turbine power 

generated by changes in environmental condition fit 

with Jian li research results.  

 It needs further research and modelling to get better 

model and understanding in NCG extraction system.  

 

Nomenclature 

Cp Specific heat (kJ/kg.K) 

E compression ratio (-) 

ER Entrainment ratio (-) 

h Enthalpy specific (kJ/kg) 

K degree of expansion (-) 

Mr fluids mass molar relative (g/mol) 

�̇� mass flow rate (kg/h) 

�̇�𝑎  mass flow rate of ambient (kg/h) 

�̇�𝑏  mass flow rate of blowdown (kg/h) 

�̇�𝑑  mass flow rate of air (kg/h) 

P Pressure (bar) 

T Temperature (°C) 

UA Total coefficient of heat transfer (W/m2.K) 

�̇� Work (kW) 

x fraction (-) 

η Efficiency  (%) 

 

Subscripts 

a ambient 

b blowdown 

cond condenser 

cond,out Condenser out 

Cooling 

CT 

Cooling 

Cooling tower 

ejector,suct Suction of ejector 

intercond,out Outlet of inter-condenser 

cw Cooling water 

d air 
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f fluids 

ms Motive steam 

turbine turbine 

 

Abbreviations 

BCV Ball check valve 

CP Cooling pump 

CWP Cooling water pump 

CS Cyclone separator 

EBTKE Energy and Mineral Resources 

directorate in the field of Renewable 

Energy Conservation 

GPP Geothermal power plant 

GRS Gas remover system 

LMTD Log mean temperature difference 

LRVP Liquid ring vacuum pump 

MR Mist remover 

MTOE Mega tonnes of oil equivalent 

MV Main vapour steam 

NCG Non-condensable gas 

ORC Organic Rankine cycle 

PC Pump circulation 

PLN Perusahaan listrik negara 

RH Relative humidity 

SE/C Ejector system 

TAE Total air equivalent 

WV Water valve 
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Abstract  
 

The presence of both critical and azeotropic states in the vapor-liquid equilibria (VLE) is a very important issue in 

the chemical and refrigeration engineering. The knowledge of the phase behavior (subcritical phase/supercritical 

phase) of refrigerant allows designing and optimizing the refrigeration industrials processes. However, it is rare to 

find data for this information, which poses a great challenge for researchers to develop predictive and correlative 

thermodynamic models. The present study proposes the computation of the compositions and pressures of critical 

and azeotropic points of the isothermal VLE as well as the correlation of experimental VLE data. Firstly, 

experimental data (PTxy) was used to predict the vapor-liquid phase of both critical and azeotropic behaviors and to 

determine their properties using the relative volatility model. Secondly, the thermodynamic model (PR-MC-WS-

NRTL) was applied to correlate the data of the binary refrigerant systems and describe their isothermal (VLE) 

behavior. The results proved that there is good agreement between predicted values obtained by the developed 

model and the experimental reference data. The relative error of both critical and azeotropic properties does not 

exceed 4.3 % for the molar fraction and 7.5 % for the pressure using relative volatility model. On other hand the 

relative deviation is respectively less than 2.60 % and 2.58 % for the liquid and vapor mole fractions using (PR-MC-

WS-NRTL) model. This shows the ability of these models to give a reliable solution to predict and modulate the 

phase behavior of the binary refrigerant systems.  

 

Keywords: Binary mixtures; critical point; azeotropic point; relative volatility; mixing rules. 

 

1. Introduction  

Search for eco-friendly and sustainable fluids to replace 

the conventional working fluids such as CFCs 

(chlorofluorocarbons), CFCs (hydrochlorofluorocarbons), 

and HFCs (hydrofluorocarbons) is the major challenge for 

the industrial field and especially the refrigeration 

engineering due to the release of both CFCs and HCFCs, 

which have high ozone depletion potentials (ODPs). The 

CFCs and HCFCs are therefore being phased out as a result 

of the international Montreal Protocol on substances that 

deplete the ozone layer enacted in 1987. This led to the 

urgent need in the refrigeration industry to find an 

alternative for these substances. One possible class of 

refrigerants is HFCs on account of their zero ODPs. 

However, these types of fluids are also regulated by the 

international Kyoto Protocol (1997) due to their global 

warming potentials (GWPs) [1]. 

The current search for environmentally friendly 

refrigerants is driven by the recent approval of increasingly 

restrictive regulations that limit the use of substances with 

high GWP, and the need to maintain high process 

efficiencies (Figure 1). In this context, refrigerant blends 

like the binary or ternary and or even quaternary systems 

containing fluids with low GWP are of special importance, 

since their excellent environmental characteristics, 

thermodynamic properties, and high cycle performance [2]. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1. Different generations of refrigerants [3]. 

The detailed knowledge of the thermodynamic 

properties of these refrigerant mixtures, and particularly the 

fluid-phase behavior in both subcritical and supercritical 

regions in a wide range of temperatures and pressures is 

necessary to design and optimize the thermodynamic 

systems involving these mixtures, in the production and 

separation units such as organic cycles, heat pumps, 

refrigeration systems, etc. 

For instance, to design evaporator or condenser devices 

with and without phase changing in the mechanical vapor 

compression cycle for refrigeration machines, it is 

important to know the state of the blend and to evaluate the 

level of the temperature glide when they change phase in 

both the condenser and evaporator. In this case, it is 
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important to know if the blend system behaves like a 

single-fluid (azeotropic behavior) or not. 

This information can be acquired primarily through 

some experimental measurements. However, experimental 

data on the thermodynamic properties (critical and 

azeotropic points) of refrigerant blends are scarce. To 

overcome the problem of lack of the data on various kinds 

of refrigerant systems (binary mixture, ternary mixture, 

quaternary mixture, etc.) on an industrial scale, the 

researchers propose the use of numerical methods with 

thermodynamic developed models which are very reliable 

in solving many problems of the engineering under 

temperature and pressure conditions [4-8],these models are 

mainly divided into predictive or correlative 

thermodynamic models including equations of state, mixing 

rules and activity coefficient models [9]. 

The use of these thermodynamic models has motivated 

many numbers of several researchers to develop 

computational models to determine VLE properties of the 

refrigerant blends and especially the azeotropic and critical 

points. Teja and Rowlinson [10] computed homogeneous 

azeotropes of binary mixtures using an equation of state 

(EoS) as a tool for the VLE prediction. 

 Artemenko and Mazur [11] developed a model 

computation for the prediction of azeotrope formation in a 

mixture that does not require VLE computation. The model 

computation employs neural networks and global phase 

diagram methodologies to correlate azeotropic behavior for 

the binary working fluids based only on critical pressure, 

critical temperature and acentric factors of the individual 

refrigerants in mixtures. Fidkowski et al [12] presented an 

interesting homotopy continuation model for finding 

homogeneous azeotropes. Tolsma and Barton [13] 

developed Fidkowski's work to calculate heterogeneous 

azeotropes and presented the necessary proofs regarding the 

computation of all homogeneous and heterogeneous 

azeotropes for multi-component blends. Kolar and Kojima 

[14] predicted critical points for fifteen binary systems 

using the PSRK group contribution equation of state. 

In other work, Dong et al [15] presented a simple model 

based on the Newton method to determine the 

homogeneous azeotropes for the binary blends, they have 

used the Wilson activity coefficients model and Antoine 

equation in their approaches, then they verified their model, 

with six binary blends. Heidemann and Khalil [16] 

developed a new computational procedure for the 

calculation of critical points with cubic equations of state 

for multi-component blends. Dan Nichita [17] has 

developed a computational modification of the Heidemann-

Khalil method for calculating critical points. 

Maier et al [18-19] presented an arithmetic model based on 

interval analysis and Newton algorithm to verify the 

existence of homogeneous azeotropes and to locate all 

homogeneous azeotropes. He et al [19] presented a new 

correlation, based on the computational method and newly 

obtained experimental data, to predict the critical 

temperature and the critical pressure of multi-component 

mixtures. Hu et al [20] predicted the VLE properties of 

many (HFCs) binary refrigerant systems with a 

corresponding equation. The mathematical model only 

needed the vapor pressures, critical constants and dipole 

moments of pure refrigerants, without any adjustable 

parameters or interaction coefficients. In the study of Dong 

et al [21], the authors proposed four approaches based on 

the UNIFAC model to predict the azeotropes without any 

experimental data for binary refrigerant mixtures. The 

thermodynamic criterion of the four methods is the first 

derivative of the pressure with respect to the composition, 

which equals zero at the azeotropic point for binary 

systems; they concluded that by using those methods, the 

cost and time of experiments could be saved. 

From the literature review survey about the study of 

both critical and azeotropic properties cited above, it was 

noticed that the most approaches made by authors are 

difficult to implement, due to the mathematical computation 

complexity, since convergence is often difficult to obtain 

the vapor-liquid equilibria properties. 

Our main objective in this paper is to use two 

thermodynamic models simple, rapid and accurate 

described by our team [22], to predict and determine the 

fluid-phase behavior of six binary refrigerant systems and 

especially the azeotropic and critical properties for those 

blends 

 Firstly from the experimental data PTxy (Relative 

volatility); 

 Secondly with the prediction model (PR–MC–

WS–NRTL). 

The six binary mixtures studied are: [R744 (Cas: 124-

38-9)+R134a (Cas: 811-97-2)], [R1234ze (Cas: 29118-24-

9)+R744(Cas: 124-38-9)], [R1234yf (Cas: 754-12-1)+R290 

(Cas: 74-98-6)], [R1234yf (Cas: 754-12-1)+R600a(Cas: 75-

28-5)], [R32 (CAS: 75-10-5)+R1234yf (Cas: 754-12-1)], 

[R32 (Cas: 75-10-5)+R152a(Cas: 75-37-6)], 

 The properties of the pure substances composing those 

binary mixtures are presented in Table1; they were obtained 

from the following references [24-30].  

 

Table 1. Properties summary of various fluid candidates. 

Substance Type Cas N° Tc [K] Pc [MPa] GWP ODP Chemical structure Molecular structure 

R134a HFC 811-97-2 374.21 4.0593 1430 0 

  

R152a HFC 75-37-6 386.41 4.5168 124 0 

  

R744 Natural 124-38-9 304.13 7.3770 1 0 
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Table 1. Properties summary of various fluid candidates “(continue)”. 

R1234yf HFO 754-12-1 367.85 3.3823 4 0 

  

R1234ze HFO 29118-24-9 382.51 3.6349 6 0 

  

R290 Natural 74-98-6 369.89 4.2512 3 0 

  

R600a Natural 75-28-5 407.85 3.6400 3 0 

 
 

R32 HFC 75-10-5 351.26 5.7820 650 0 
 

  

2. Computational Models 

The detailed knowledge of the VLE properties for the 

binary working fluids (Figure 2) is very important in 

engineering applications. Nowadays, several theoretical and 

empirical models have been proposed for a better 

representation of the VLE, taking into account the behavior 

of the various systems commonly encountered in energetic 

applications. 

 

 
Figure 2.VLE of binary refrigerant system. 

 

The temperature change during heating or cooling 

process in the condenser and the evaporator requires 

knowledge of the VLE data for the different phenomena of 

vapor-liquid equilibria of working fluids (Figure 3). 

 

 
Figure 3. Different phenomena of vapor-liquid equilibria of 

binary refrigerant system. 

 

In this study two modeling approaches (Figure 4) was 

proposed to predict and determine the isothermal (VLE) 

properties. Especially the azeotropic and the critical 

properties (xaz, Paz, xc, and Pc) in the isothermal (VLE) of 

the binary refrigerant systems for refrigeration machinery. 

 

 

Figure 4. Methods proposed. 

 

In the first section, the relative volatility model was 

used to predict and estimate the both critical and azeotropic 

properties in the binary refrigerants based on (PTxy) 

experimental data. 

In the second section, the thermodynamic model: «PR-

MC-WS-NRTL» was chosen in order to predict and 

describe the behavior of both azeotropic and critical states 

in the binary refrigerant systems. 
 

2.1 Relative Volatility Model 

The relative volatility (αij) represents the ratio of the 

equilibria constants of the (i) and (j) components. The 

model of the (αij) for binary working fluids is expressed as 

follows [2]: 
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With:  

 

12121  yyxx                                                  (2) 

 

In the remainder of this work, this model will be used 

for all the computations of the relative volatility.  

The algorithm for calculating critical and azeotropic 

properties from the relative volatility is given as: 

 For each isotherm, trace either the relative volatility 

(α12) according to the molar fraction of the most 

volatile pure substance x1, or according to the 

pressure; 

 Using Excel software, the plotted points are either 

fitted using a second order polynomial curve or a 

linear trend line; 
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 The equation of the curve of tendency is equalized 

to unity; 

 By solving the obtained equation, the values of both 

critical and azeotropic properties are obtained. 

 

2.2 Thermodynamic Correlation for the VLE Properties 

The need of predicting the (isothermal/isobaric) VLE 

behavior of working fluids (binary mixture, ternary 

mixture, etc.) is primordial to design and optimize the 

different processes in the cooling systems. The VLE 

properties of the working fluids for a wider range of 

temperatures, pressures, and compositions can be obtained 

by theoretical models. It is well known that the phase 

diagrams (isothermal/isobaric) can provide important and 

effective information for the thermodynamic analysis of the 

energetic systems such as heat pumps, refrigeration systems 

and air-conditioning. 

Therefore, to correlate the isothermal VLE behavior of 

the binary refrigerant systems and predict the both 

azeotropic and critical properties, the thermodynamic 

model: “PR–MC–WS–NRTL” was proposed and employed 

in the present work (Figure 5). 

 

 
Figure 5. Thermodynamic model proposed. 

 

The Peng−Robinson (Peng and Robinson, 1976) equation 

of state (PR–EoS) is one of the most popular equation of 

state (EoS) used to describe the thermo-physical properties 

and especially the (VLE) of fluids in the academic and 

industrial fields. It has an advantage of both simple form 

and its calculation accuracy can meet the general 

engineering requirements.  

The second model proposed in this study to correlate the 

experimental data combines the popular cubic equation of 

state of (PR–EoS) with the Mathias–Copeman (MC) alpha 

function, and the NRTL excess free energy model, using 

the Wong–Sandler (WS) mixing rules. 

The cubic equation of state of (PR-EoS) [24] can be written 

as: 

 

 

 22 2 bvbv

Ta

bv

RT
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                                                   (3) 

 

Where P is the pressure in MPa, R is the universal gas 

constant in J mol-1 K-1, v is the molar volume in m3 mol-1, T 

is the temperature in K and a, b are the energy and co-

volume parameters of (PR–EoS). 

For a pure component i, the parameters of (PR–EoS) 

can be given as:   
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The values of critical temperature (Tc) and critical 

pressure (Pc) for each pure refrigerants are provided in 

Table 1. 

The (MC) alpha function [25] is: 
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Where c1, c2 and c3 are three adjustable parameters of 

Mathias Copeman (MC), which has been listed in Table 2. 

 

Table 2. Mathias–Copeman (MC) coefficients [26]. 

Compound c1 c2 c3 

R134a 0.8497 0.0065 -0.0535 

R744 0.7046 -0.3148 1.8908 

R1234yf 0.8293 -0.8477 3.4559 

R1234ze 0.8767 -0.7751 3.0689 

R290 0.6000 -0.0006 0.1738 

R600a 0.6524 -0.1493 0.5992 

R32 0.8218 -0.3977 0.7622 

R152a 0.7743 0.0576 -0.2902 

 

To describe the isothermal vapor-liquid equilibria 

(VLE) behavior of the binary refrigerant systems, the 

Wong–Sandler (WS) mixing rules are used in this work to 

obtain (EoS) parameters for a binary refrigerant blends 

from those of the pure components. The Wong–Sandler 

mixing rules are chosen here from the excellent 

representation of the isothermal VLE properties of the 

binary working fluids. 

These mixing rules for a (EoS) can be written as [27]: 
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Where kij, is an adjustable binary interaction parameter 

and C a numerical constant depends on the (PR-EoS). 
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The component activity parameters of binary blend 

systems are calculated with NRTL model [28]. 
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The excess Gibbs energy model [28] chosen is the 

NRTL local composition model is: 
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Where
ii =0, 

ii =0, 
ji ,

ji and 
ij are adjustable 

parameters. It is recommended to use 
ji = 0.3 for systems 

like this one. 

 

3. Results and Discussion 

From the above procedures, the location of the critical 

and azeotropes points has been calculated in the following 

subsection. The studied binary blends are environment-

friendly which containing natural and synthetic refrigerants. 

 

3.1 Prediction of Azeotropic and Critical Properties 

The experimental data (PTxy) are necessary for 

predicting the phase behavior of the binary refrigerant 

systems. Therefore, for each isotherm in a binary mixture, 

the values of relative volatility (α12) have been calculated 

and plotted according to the molar fraction of the most 

volatile pure substance x1.In fact, it is well known that the 

relative volatility is supposed vary as a decreasing function 

(exponential or polynomial) of the liquid molar fraction, 

this can be verified from the following results. 

Figures 6-11 illustrate the variation of relative volatility 

versus different molar fractions of the binary refrigerant 

systems:(R1234yf+R600a),(R1234yf+R290),(R744+R134a

),(R744+R1234ze),(R32+R1234yf) and (R32+R152a), 

respectively at different isotherms, where the symbol curves 

represent the results values obtained with the relative 

volatility model and the dashed red line represents where 

the relative volatility is equal to unity (α12= 1) . 

It can be seen that the relative volatility for studied 

mixtures decreases when the temperature and the molar 

fraction of the most volatile pure substance increase (Figure 

6-11), this is predictable because the model of relative 

volatility is a function of compositions and pressure. 

Additionally, since an increase in the pressure requires an 

increase in the temperature, this also affects the relative 

volatility. 

Moreover, it can be seen from the results of the relative 

volatility displayed in figures 6-11, that the two blends 

(R1234yf+R600a) and (R1234yf+R290) indicate an 

azeotropic behavior (mixtures behaves like a pure fluid and 

then its components cannot be separated by simple 

distillation) for the all investigated temperature range 

studied: T= (283.15; 293.15; 303.15; 313.15 and 313.15) K 

and T= (253.15; 263.15; 273.15; 283.15 and 293.15) K, 

respectively, where it is observed that the calculated α12 

values of both mixtures cross the line of constant relative 

volatility (α12= 1) for all studied temperatures which can be 

expected due to the stronger molecular interactions and 

close values of the vapor pressures of the pure compounds 

of the studied refrigerant blends.  

The azeotropic phenomena is located at high molar 

fractions of the most volatile pure substance for 

(R1234yf+R600a) and at low molar fractions of the most 

volatile pure substance for (R1234yf+R290), respectively. 

The model of relative volatility accurately predicts the 

azeotropic behavior at (α12= 1) in each isotherm (Figures 6-

7). At the azeotropes, the compositions in the liquid phase 

and the vapor phase are identical, leading to a relative 

volatility (α12= 1).In addition, it was also found from the 

results of the relative volatility of (R1234yf+R600a and 

R1234yf+R290) blends that systems composed of R1234yf 

mixed with hydrocarbons (HCs) like isobutane (R600a) and 

propane (R290), leading to the formation of azeotropes in 

the binary mixtures. These facts should be taken into 

account when designing new low GWP refrigerants since 

azeotropic mixtures are preferred among different types of 

refrigerant mixtures. 

 

 
Figure 6. Plot of relative volatility (α12) daigram for 

R1234yf+R600a system.((▲) 283.15K ;(♦) 293.15K; 

(■) 303.15 K; (Δ) 313.15 K; (○) 313.15 K; (…) line of 

constant relative volatility (α12 = 1)). 

 

 
Figure 7. Plot of relative volatility (α12) diagram for 

R1234yf+R290 system. ((▲) 253.15 K; (■) 263.15 K ;(♦) 

273.15 K ;(●) 283.15 K; (Δ) 293.15 K; (…) line of constant 

relative volatility (α12 = 1)). 
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Figure 8.Plot of relative volatility (α12) diagram for 

R744+R134a system. ((■) 329.60 K; (▲) 339.1 K; (●) 354 

K; (…) line of constant relative volatility (α12 = 1)). 

 

 
Figure 9.Plot of relative volatility (α12) diagram for 

R744+R1234ze system.((■) 283.32 K; (▲) 293.15 K; 

(●) 298.15 K; (♦) 308.15 K; (●) 318.11 K; (■) 333.01 

K;(▲) 353.02 K; (…) line of constant relative volatility (α12 

= 1)). 

 

 
Figure 10.Plot of relative volatility (α12) diagram for 

R32+R1234yf system. ((■) 283.15 K ;(♦) 293.15 K 

;(▲) 303.15 K; (●) 313.15 K; (■) 323.15 K; (…) line of 

constant relative volatility (α12 = 1)). 

 
Figure 11.Plot of relative volatility (α12) diagram for 

R32+R152a system.((■) 283.15 K;(▲) 293.15 K 

;(●) 303.15 K; (♦) 313.15 K; () 323.15 K; (…) line of 

constant relative volatility (α12 = 1)). 

 

In the case of the two binary systems (R744+R1234ze) 

and (R744+R134a), it was found that both systems exhibit a 

critical behavior (Figures 8-9) at temperatures higher than 

the critical temperature of pure carbon dioxide (Tc (R744) 

= 304.13 K), where it was observed that the calculated α12 

values of both mixtures accurately predict the critical 

behavior and therefore, the limit of the instability phase 

domain (critical point corresponds to the limit of stability). 
The critical behavior was observed between the 

temperature interval, which corresponds to four isotherms 

T= (308.15; 318.11; 333.01 and 353.02) K for 

R744+R1234ze system and three isotherms for T= (329.60; 

339.1 and 354) K for the R744+R134a system. This last 

feature is the consequence of the stronger intermolecular 

interactions occurring in the systems (R744+R1234ze and 

R744+R134a). Thus, for temperatures higher than the 

critical temperature of the most volatile pure substance 

(carbon dioxide (R744)), the binary systems conventionally 

has a critical point. 

On other hand, a zeotropic behavior (behavior 

differs from pure fluids (mixtures having gliding 

temperature and the intermolecular interactions could be 

neglected) it can be found for all isotherms investigated T= 

(283.15; 293.15; 303.15; 313.15 and 323.15) K in binary 

refrigerant systems (R32+R1234yf) and (R32+R152a) 

(Figures 10-11),where is clearly observed that the 

calculated α12 values do not cross the line of constant 

relative volatility (α12= 1) for all studied temperatures. 

Additionally, the values of relative volatility are all greater 

than 1, which indicates that the components of mixtures can 

be separated by ordinary distillation. 

It fully indicates that the relative volatility model can 

satisfactorily predict the isothermal (VLE) properties of 

binary refrigerant mixtures. Overall, results show that the 

relative volatility model can be used as a computational tool 

to know the behavior VLE properties and the 

thermodynamic behavior (subcritical and critical phase 

behavior) of these mixtures. 

 

3.2 Determination of Azeotropic and Critical Properties 

The values of the molar fraction and the pressure 

calculated of the data experimental ones and those obtained 

from the model are illustrated in Tables 3-4. 
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Table 3. Comparison between experimental data and 

theoretical calculations of azeotropic properties. 

T [K] xaz,exp xaz,cal paz,exp paz,cal 

R1234yf+R290     
253.15 0.2800 0.2759 0.2672 0.2655 

263.15 0.2810 0.2750 0.3776 0.3741 

273.15 0.2800 0.2781 0.5184 0.5134 
283.15 0.2810 0.2818 0.6949 0.6881 

293.15 0.2810 0.2885 0.9121 0.9018 

R1234yf+R600a     
283.15 0.8413 0.8521 0.4465 0.4454 

293.15 0.8463 0.8620 0.6011 0.6013 

303.15 0.8484 0.8747 0.7925 0.7930 
313.15 0.9038 0.8937 1.0230 1.0260 

323.15 0.9059 0.8979 1.3108 1.3115 

 

Table 4. Comparison between experimental data and 

theoretical calculations of critical properties. 

T [K] xc,exp xc,cal pc,exp pc,cal 

R744+R134a     

329.60 0.7640 0.7746 7.3690 7.4470 

339.10 0.6612 0.6678 7.0980 7.1299 

354 0.4560 0.4509 6.0430 6.1617 

R744+R1234ze     

308.13 0.9790 1.0000 7.6480 7.7676 

318.11 0.8970 0.9344 7.6030 8.0978 
333.01 0.7650 0.7985 7.3990 7.9549 

353.02 0.5400 0.5580 6.4520 6.8139 

 

Indeed, the calculated values of the x (molar fraction) 

and P (pressure in MPa) for each blend are compared to the  

experimental ones as folows: 
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The comparison of the calculated results with the 

relative volatility model and the experimental data 

demonstrates a high consistency between the two.  

The relative error values plotted in Figures 12-15 

indicate that this method gives good computational of both 

critical and azeotrope locations. It can be seen that the 

relative error does not exceed 4.3 % for the molar fraction 

(x) and 7.5 % for the pressure (P). 

 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 12.Relative error of mole fractions (a) and 

pressures (b) of R1234yf+R290 system. 

 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 13. Relative error of mole fractions (a) and 

pressures (b) of R1234yf+R600a system. 

 

3.3 Phase Behavior of Binary Refrigerant Systems 

Figures 16-21 present the (P-x-y) relationship between 

the isothermal dew and bubble curves of the binary 

refrigerant systems: R744+R134a, R744+R1234ze, 

R1234yf+R290, R1234yf+R600a, R32+R1234yf and 

R32+R152a at different temperatures. The symbol curves 

denote the isothermal experimental (VLE) data taken from 

the literature and the dashed line curves are the results of 

predictions and modeled data using the cubic equation of 

state of (PR–EoS) associated with the (MC) alpha function 
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and coupled with the (WS) mixing rule and the NRTL GE 

model. From the variation of the bubble and dew point 

pressure curves in the phase diagram (P-x-y), different 

thermodynamic behaviors can be observed, when the molar 

fraction of the mixture changes. 

 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 14.Relative error of mole fractions (a) and 

pressures (b) of R744+R1234ze system. 

 

As can be seen from the figures 16-21, the model: “PR–

MC–WS–NRTL” is able to perfectly accurately predicts the 

phase behavior and the location of the both critical and 

azeotropes points of the blends, where the results show that 

there is excellent agreement between the computation 

values obtained with our prediction model and the 

published isothermal VLE data, where it found that the 

relative deviation is less than  2.60 % and 2.58 % for the 

liquid and vapor mole fractions, respectively (see Table 5)). 

The binary mixture (R744+R1234ze) was studied at 

seven different isotherms ranging from 283.32 to 353.02 K, 

whereas the binary mixture (R744+R134a) was studied at 

three different isotherms ranging from 329.60 to 354 K. 

It can be found that both mixtures exhibits a critical 

behavior, due to the intermolecular interactions occurring in 

these systems. The critical behavior was observed for the 

three isotherms (329.60; 339.1 and 354 K) above the 

critical temperature (Tc) of the carbon dioxide (Tc (R744) = 

304.13 K) for the blend R744+R134a (Figure 16). Whereas, 

for the blend R744+R1234ze, the critical behavior was 

observed for the four isotherms (308.15; 318.11; 333.01 

and 353.02 K) above the critical temperature (Tc) of the 

carbon dioxide (Tc (R744) = 304.13 K) (Figure 17).This 

last feature is the consequence for temperatures higher than 

the critical temperature of the most volatile pure substance 

(carbon dioxide), the binary systems conventionally has a 

critical point. 

 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 15.Relative error of mole fractions (a) and 

pressures (b) of R744+R134a system. 

 

 
Figure 16.P-x-y diagram for the isothermal vapor-liquid 

equilibria of R744+R134a system. (Experimental data at 

various isotherms [23]: (♦) 329.60 K; (▲) 339.10 K; 

(■) 354 K; (▲) locus of critical points; (…) critical line; 

(…): Calculated (VLE) properties using the proposed 

model). 

 

On the other hand, it can be directly observed that the 

two binary systems (R1234yf+R290) and 

(R1234yf+R600a) show an azeotropic behavior (mixtures 

have the same behavior as a pure substance during the 

change of state (condensation or evaporation) in the all 
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temperatures range studied, where the bubble and dew 

curve are tangent to each other and these two curves do not 

intersect (Figures 18-19).This azeotrope is a homogeneous 

azeotrope at maximum pressure, where the composition of 

the phases of the liquid and the vapor are identical (x1=y1) 

and the relationship between P and x1 at azeotropic point 

satisfying this condition (dP/dx1=0).The azeotropes 

phenomenon was observed between the mole fractions (0.2 

and 0.4) and (0.8 and 0.9) for both binary mixtures 

(R1234yf+R290) and (R1234yf+R600a) in the isothermal 

range between 253.15 to 293.15 K and 283.15 to 323.15 K, 

respectively. 

 

 
Figure 17.P-x-y diagram for the isothermal vapor-liquid 

equilibria of R744+R1234ze system.(Experimental data at 

various isotherms [29]: (♦) 283.32 K ; (■) 293.15 K ; 

(▲) 298.15 K ; (●) 308.13 K ; (◊) 318.11 K ; (□) 333.01 K 

; (Δ) 353.02 K ; (▲) locus of critical points; (…) critical 

line;  (…): Calculated (VLE) properties using the proposed 

model). 

 

 
Figure 18.P-x-y diagram for the isothermal vapor-liquid 

equilibria of R1234yf+R290 system.(Experimental data at 

various isotherms [30]: (■) 253.15 K ; (●) 263.15 K ; 

(♦) 273.15 K ; (▲) 283.15 K ; (□) 293.15 K ; (▲) locus of 

azeotropic points;(…) azeotropic line; (…) : Calculated 

(VLE) properties using the proposed model). 

 

The azeotropes occur in the blends with compounds 

having similar molecular properties, which are reflected on 

their thermodynamic properties by having close values of 

the vapor pressures and the critical temperatures. These 

blends could be useful for refrigeration applications, where 

with the same evaporation pressure; the binary systems will 

have a constant evaporation temperature in the evaporator 

of the cooling unit. 

In the case of the two blends (R32+R1234yf and 

R32+R152a), it can be found obviously from the graphical 

VLE representations that the refrigerant blends shows a 

zeotropic behavior (Figures 20-21) (the bubble and dew 

curve are not tangent to each other) over the whole ranges 

of temperature (283.15 to 323.15 K), where these systems 

have an almost ideal behavior and the intermolecular 

interactions could be neglected. 

 

 
Figure 19.P-x-ydiagram for the isothermal vapor-liquid 

equilibria of R1234yf+R600a system.(Experimental data at 

various isotherms [31]: (▲) 283.15 K ;(♦) 293.15 K 

;(■) 303.15 K; (●) 313.15 K; (Δ) 323.15 K; (▲) locus of 

azeotropic points; (…) azeotropic line; (…): Calculated 

(VLE) properties using the proposed model). 

 

 
Figure 20.P-x-y diagram for the isothermal vapor-liquid 

equilibria of R32+R1234yf system.(Experimental data at 

various isotherms [32]: (♦) 283.15K; (■) 293.15 K 

;(▲) 303.15 K; (●) 313.15 K; (◊) 323.15 K; (…): 

Calculated (VLE) properties using the proposed model). 

 

 
Figure 21.P-x-y diagram for the isothermal vapor-liquid 

equilibria of R32+R152a system.(Experimental data at 

various isotherms [33]: (▲) 283.15 K; (♦) 293.15 K 

;(■) 303.15 K; (●) 313.15 K; (Δ) 323.15 K; (…): 

Calculated (VLE) properties using the proposed model). 
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To check the accuracy of our thermodynamic model 

«PR–MC–WS–NRTL» used in this study to correlate the 

isothermal (VLE) data of the binary refrigerant blends, the 

deviations, MRDU, and the BIASU [34] between the 

experimental data available in literature and the results of 

mathematical modeling of binary refrigerant systems are 

applied for both vapor and liquid phases mole fractions, 

respectively by Eqs. (15) and (16): 
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Where N is the number of data points, U=x1or y1 and the 

subscripts Exp, and Cal denote the measured and calculated 

quantities.  

These indicators give information about the agreement 

between model and experimental results. The deviations 

between the published experimental values and the results 

of computation of the liquid and vapor compositions are 

reported in Table 5. 

 

Table 5. The MRDU and BIASU obtained in fitting 

experimental isothermal (VLE) data with the proposed 

model for the binary refrigerant systems. 

T [K] Bias x % MRD x % Bias y % MRD y % 

R744+R134a     

329.60 2.60 2.61 0.78 0.88 
339.10 2.52 2.54 1.18 1.24 

354 1.42 1.48 2.58 2.70 

329.60 2.60 2.61 0.78 0.88 

R744+R1234ze     

283.32 -1.13 1.77 -0.52 0.72 

293.15 -0.89 1.45 -0.05 0.37 
298.15 -0.80 1.25 -0.64 0.84 

308.13 0.01 0.57 -0.27 0.31 

318.11 -0.64 1.03 -0.37 0.39 
333.01 0.03 0.80 0.01 0.25 

353.02 -0.53 0.53 -0.48 0.59 

R1234yf+R290     
253.15 1.17 0.78 0.24 0.66 

263.15 1.12 1.75 0.66 0.78 

273.15 0.37 0.98 -0.17 0.76 
283.15 0.34 0.83 -0.08 0.57 

293.15 -0.84 1.24 -0.99 1.08 

R1234yf+R600a     
283.15 -0.21 0.64 -0.06 0.41 

293.15 -0.32 0.57 0.03 0.59 

303.15 -0.14 0.27 -0.10 0.40 
313.15 -0.12 0.29 0.00 0.26 

323.15 -0.03 0.14 -0.02 0.33 

R32+R1234yf     
283.15 -0.04 0.07 0.03 0.09 

293.15 -0.05 0.05 0.07 0.15 

303.15 0.01 0.08 0.14 0.20 
313.15 -0.02 0.12 0.18 0.27 

323.15 -0.12 0.24 0.22 0.44 

R32+R152a     
283.15 0.11 0.24 -0.80 0.80 

293.15 0.12 0.22 -0.50 0.54 

303.15 0.16 0.18 -0.33 0.34 
313.15 0.19 0.26 -0.24 0.24 

323.15 0.18 0.28 -0.09 0.09 

 

4. Conclusions 

In the present study, six binary refrigerant systems have 

been studied with the aim to predict their phase behavior 

and determine the thermodynamic properties (critical and 

azeotropic points) in isothermal (VLE) using two models: 

“Relative volatility model” and the thermodynamic model 

“PR–MC–WS–NRTL”. 

In the first part of this work, the possibility of presence 

of azeotropic or critical states in the binary working fluids 

has been verified and computing their properties 

(compositions and pressures) in each isotherm was made. It 

can be seen that the relative error does not exceed 4.3 % for 

the molar fraction and 7.5 % for the pressure. 

In the second part, the thermodynamic model, which 

combines the cubic equation of state of Peng–Robinson 

(PR-EoS) with the (MC) alpha function, and the NRTL GE 

model, using the WS mixing rules has been employing to 

correlate the data of isothermal (VLE) properties of this 

blends and describe their phase behavior. 

The results of mathematical modeling showed that the 

isothermal VLE of the studied binary working fluids is well 

correlated using the proposed model. The obtained results 

for the binary refrigerant systems proved that the model 

described accurately their behavior in both subcritical and 

supercritical regions, where the relative deviation is less 

than 2.60 % and 2.58 %, respectively for the liquid and 

vapor mole fractions. 

From the discussion of the obtained results in this work, 

the main conclusions are: 

 The computation model “Relative volatility” gives 

good predictions of azeotropic and critical behavior 

of binary refrigerant systems; 

 the relative volatility model has the ability to 

determine the thermodynamic properties; 

 The (PR-MC-WS-NRTL) model has high accuracy 

in the prediction of isothermal (VLE) properties; 

 The binary blends (R744+R134a and 

R744+R1234ze) exhibits critical behavior; 

 The refrigerant blends: (R1234yf+R290 and 

R1234yf+R600a) have exhibited azeotropic 

behavior; 

 The blends R32+R1234yf and R32+R152a have 

showed zeotropic behavior. 

 

Nomenclature 

Symbols 

a Energy parameter (J m3 mol-2) 

b Molar co volume parameter (m3 mol-1) 

c1,c2 ,c3 Mathias-Copeman coefficient 

C Numerical constant equal to -0.62323 

N Number of experimental points 

g Gibbs energy (J) 

G Molar Gibbs energy (J mol-1) 

Kij Binary interaction parameter 

K1 Partition coefficient 

P Pressure (MPa) 

R Universal gas constant (J mol-1 K-1) 

T Temperature (K) 

𝑣 Molar volume (m3mol-1) 

x Liquid mole fraction 

y Vapor mole fraction 

 

Greek symbols 

(T) Alpha function 

αij Relative volatility between component i and 

j 

γi Activity coefficient of component i 

∞ Infinite pressure reference state 
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τ Binary interaction coefficients in NRTL 

activity model 

 

Subscripts 

az Azeotrope property 

c Critical property 

i,j Molecular species 

1 Most volatile pure substance 

2 Less volatile pure substance 

Cal Calculated property 

Exp Experimental property 

 

Superscript 

E Excess property 

 

Abbreviations 

GWP Global warming potential 

ODP Ozone depleting potential 

VLE Vapor liquid equilibria 

EoS Equation of state 

PR Peng–Robinson 

MC Mathias–Copeman 

WS Wong–Sandler 

NRTL Non Random Two Liquids 

 

Refrigerants 

R744 Carbon dioxide 

R134a 1,1,1,2-tetrafluoroethane 

R1234yf 2,3,3,3-tetrafluoroprop-1-ene 

R1234ze Trans-1,3,3,3-tetrafluoropropene 

R290 Propane 

R600a Isobutane 

R32 Difluoromethane 

R152a 1,1-Difluoroethane 
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Abstract 

 

A fractional Cattaneo model for studying the thermoelastic response for a finite thick circular plate with source 

function is considered. The thick plate is subjected to radiation-type boundary conditions on the upper and lower 

surfaces, and its curved surface is kept at zero temperature. The theory of integral transformations is used to solve the 

generalized fractional Cattaneo-type, classical Cattaneo-Vernotte and Fourier heat conduction model. The analytical 

expressions of displacement components using thermoelastic displacement potentials; and thermal-stress distribution 

are computed and depicted graphically. The effects of the fractional-order parameter and the relaxation time on the 

temperature fields and their thermal stresses are investigated. The findings show that the higher the fractional-order 

parameter, the higher the thermal response. The greater the relaxation period, the longer the heat flux propagates on 

thick structures.  

  

Keywords: Fractional Cattaneo-type equation; fractional calculus; non-Fourier heat conduction; thick plate; thermal 

stress; integral transform. 

 

1. Introduction 

It is required to preserve the structural elements from 

wear, corrosion, and delamination in high-temperature 

environments such as the cosmos, thermal power stations, 

and internal combustion engines. These kinds of 

environments have incredibly high temperatures. The 

development of functionally graded materials has been done 

to alleviate the effects of thermal and residual stresses. 

Functionally graded materials can avoid destruction because 

of the gradual change in the material properties. Recently, 

Haskul [1,2] obtained analytical solutions for the stresses and 

displacements of a functionally graded cylindrically curved 

beam subjected to a heat load in the radial direction using 

von Mises' yield criterion. Haskul et al. [3,4] investigated the 

elastic stress response of a thick-walled cylindrically curved 

panel subjected to a radial temperature gradient under the 

assumption of generalized plane strain according to both 

yield criteria, Tresca and von Mises. 

As everyone knows, the heat current is based on particles 

or quasi-particle motion from the macroscopic experience. 

The same reflects in Fourier's law within the framework of 

the classical parabolic heat conduction equation in which the 

velocity of heat transport is not limited. A modified Fourier's 

law fulfilled these conditions explicitly by considering the 

finite propagation velocity of heat in the conduction equation 

by the so-called hyperbolic heat conduction equation. 

Furthermore, technological development with advancements 

in Science helps to revolutionize by introducing the heat 

relaxation time to the non-equilibrium heat conduction 

mechanism [5-8]. Cattaneo [9] and Vernotte [10] multiplied 

the thermal relaxation time to a partial time derivative of the 

heat flux. This so-called Cattaneo-Vernotte hyperbolic heat 

conduction equation can predict the non-equilibrium heat 

conduction progression combined with the energy equation. 

Meanwhile, Compte and Metzler [11] proposed four possible 

generalizations of the Cattaneo telegraph equation. Though 

the theoretical modeling of Cattaneo-Vernotte equations 

overcomes the infinite heat propagation speed for the non-

equilibrium process, few nonconformities in the 

experimental results were noticed by Jiang et al. [12]. 

Povstenko [13] proposed a quasi-static uncoupled theory 

of thermoelasticity based on a fractional heat conduction 

equation. Povstenko [14] published highly cited literature 

reviews on fractional thermoelasticity. The above literature 

emphasizes that coupling between deformation and heat 

conduction in the heat equation into account does not 

complicate the Neumann boundary value problem in the 

quasi-static theory framework. In the framework of 

fractional thermoelasticity, Povstenko [15] also proposed the 

time-fractional Cattaneo heat conduction equation from the 

time-non-local generalization of the Fourier law using 

different kernels, i.e., Mittag-Leffler type, within the 

framework of corresponding thermal stress theory. Mishra 

and Rai [16] obtained the fractional single-phase-lagging 

heat conduction model by applying the fractional Taylor 

series formula to the single-phase-lagging heat conduction 

model. Few researchers [17-22] recently got the 

mathematical solutions of the fractional Cattaneo-Vernotte 

heat conduction problem with Neumann boundary 

conditions on a finite or semi-infinite medium. However, 

based on the Cattaneo-Vernotte fractional model, the heat 

conduction of the finite thickness along with the radiation 

https://orcid.org/0000-0001-8746-3195
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boundary condition has been less studied. Therefore, the 

analytical solution for the time-fractional heat conduction of 

Cattaneo in a finite thick plate under radiation conditions is 

studied in this paper. The heat conduction mechanism that 

differs from the fractional-order parameters is analyzed. The 

time-fractional thermoelastic analysis of the Cattaneo-type 

for a thick plate under radiation boundary conditions has not 

been investigated to the best of the author's knowledge. 

The outline of the remaining paper is as follows. Section 

2 presents the mathematical modeling of the generalized heat 

conduction equation in the framework of fractional 

Cattaneo-type, with its associated thermal stresses. Section 3 

obtains the solution of time-fractional Cattaneo analysis 

under radiation conditions. Section 4 gives deduction and 

validation of the results. Section 5 gives outcomes that are 

graphically shown. Finally, conclusive comments are 

summarized in Section 6.  

 

2. Mathematical Model 

2.1 Fractional Cattaneo-Type Heat Conduction  

 The classical Cattaneo model [23] as  

 


   



q
q k T

t
                                                       (1) 

 

By combining Eq. (1) with the continuity equation 
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T
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leads to the hyperbolic heat conduction equation 
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in which q  is the heat flux vector,   is the relaxation time, 

k  is the heat conductivity of a solid,   is the thermal 

diffusivity coefficient, 
 
is the density, Cv is the calorific 

value,   is the gradient operator, T is the temperature and t
is the time, respectively.  

 The fractional generalization [24] of the classical Cattaneo 

model by introducing the fractional Taylor formula [21] as 
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where without losing the generality (1 )  p  appearing in 

the Taylor series is merged in 
p  terms,   is the gamma 

function, p is introduced to keep the dimension in order and 

/ p pt  is the fractional time derivative based on Caputo 

fractional definition [25]. For the limiting case of 0  (or 

p=0), Eq. (4) reduces to classical Fourier heat conduction and 

the standard Cattaneo heat conduction equation for p=1. The 

estimated ranges of relaxation time (in seconds) usually 

involve 11 14(10 10 )   for metals, 8 10(10 10 )   for gases, and 
2(10 10 ) for porous materials [26]. 

 Combining Eq. (4) with the law of conservation of energy 

shown in Eq. (2), leads to the fractional generalized Cattaneo 

equation as 
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Taking the Laplace transform [27-29] of Eq. (4), one obtains 
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in which the asterisk denotes the transform and s  is a 

transform parameter. Using the inversion theorem of the 

Laplace transform, one gets the solution of Eq. (6) as 
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where ( )E  is the generalized Mittag-Leffler functions. Here 

Eq. (7) with 
p   was obtained by Povstenko [13-15]. 

 

2.2 The Plate Under Radiation Boundary Conditions 

Figure 1 shows a schematic sketch of the studied 

thermoelasticity problem and the cylindrical coordinate axes 

r, θ, z.  

 

 
Figure 1 Plate configuration and heating conditions. 

 

It is used to describe a time-fractional thermoelastic 

analysis of the thick plate under radiation boundary 

conditions. The two-dimensional finite thick circular plate 

occupies the domain {( , ) [0, ] [ , ]}   D r z b h h  in the 

unstressed reference configuration. Equations governing the 

time-fractional Cattaneo-type heat conduction equation as 
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with zero initial condition 
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T
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under the Dirichlet-type boundary condition on the curved 

surface 
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where ( , , )T T r z t  is the temperature in cylindrical 

coordinates, /( ) vk C   is the thermal diffusivity of the 

material, k  is the conductibility of the medium,   is its 

density, 
vC  is the calorific capacity, assumed to be constant, 

and ( , , )r z t is the source function having physical 

dimension o 2[ ] C/m , respectively.   

 Povstenko [30-32] has recently investigated the time-

fractional heat conduction equation with Caputo derivative 

under mathematical and physical Robin-type boundary 

conditions. Another equivalent name in use is radiation-type 

boundary condition [33-37], a specification of a linear 

combination of the values of a temperature function and its 

normal derivative on the domain's boundary and can be given 

as [ ( / )] ( , )   i i z h if f z A r t   [36]. Here i  and i

( 1,2)i   are the constant thermal parameters related to the 

conduction and convection coefficients whose value can be 

positive, negative, or zero acting on surfaces z h   and 

( 1,2)iA i   is temperature distributions of the surrounding 

media. As a particular case, these conditions of radiation-

type contour acting on surfaces  z h  and z h  can be 

taken as 
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where the radiation constant coefficients on the upper and 

lower surfaces are taken as 
1 2 1   , 

1 1 k , 
2 2 k

 
for a 

specified temperature on the boundary,   is the heat transfer 

coefficient having the physical dimension o[ ] C m , ( )  

is the Dirac delta function, 
0( ) ( ) ( )f t H t H t t    is the 

difference of two Heaviside functions, 
0r  and 

0t is a fixed 

value, ( )H  is the Heaviside function, and for the sake of 

brevity, we consider internal heat generation as 
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in which the coefficient 
0Q characterizes the stream of heat 

and has the physical dimension o 2

0[ ] C mQ . 

 

2.3 Thermoelastic Formulation 

 The Navier's equations [38] without the body forces can 

be expressed as  
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where the displacement components in radial and axial 

directions are 
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and the dilatation is 
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with 
t  as the thermal expansion coefficient,   represents 

Poisson's ratio, ( , , )L r z t  is Love's function [37], and 

( , , )r z t  is Goodier's displacement potential that must 

satisfy the equation [38] 
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and Love's function must satisfy the equation 
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The stress component [38] is 
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in which G is the shear modulus,   is Poisson's ratio, and 

the Laplacian operator as 
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The traction-free boundary conditions can be represented as 

follows: 

 

: 0,rr rzr b           (21) 

 

and the other boundary conditions on the lower and upper 

surfaces are set free. Eqs. (8) to (21) constitute the 

mathematical formulation of the problem. 

 

3. Solutions For The Plate Under Radiation Conditions 

3.1 Solution Of Time-Fractional Cattaneo Analysis 
 Firstly, introducing the Hankel integral transform [39] and 

its inversion theorem as 
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where n be the transform parameter and the kernel for the 

finite transform defined by 
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with 
n  are the positive roots of the characteristic equation 

0 ( ) 0J b . We recall another integral transform proposed 

by Marchi and Fasulo [36] that responds to the radiation 

boundary conditions given in Eq. (11) as 
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where the orthogonal function gives the nucleus as 
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and the eigenvalues a
m

 are the positive roots of the 

characteristic equation  
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 Following the rules defined in Eq. (22) and (24) to 

equation (8), one obtains 
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subjected to the transformed initial condition (9) as 
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where  
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Then, the transformed temperature of Eq. (27) in the 

Laplace domain is 
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Eq. (33) is expanded into the following form [21] 
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 Applying the convolution theorem, the inversion of 

Laplace transforms for Eq. (34) 
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 By adopting the discretization method [40], one obtains 
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where ( )

,

lE    is the generalized Mittag-Leffler functions [26] 
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 Applying the inversion theorems of transformation rules 

defined in Eqs. (22) and (24) on equation (35), one obtains 
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where  

 

, , 0( ) /( )  n m n m n mH k r  .                                          (39) 

 

 Thus, Eq. (38) represents the temperature at every instant 

of the time-fractional Cattaneo heat conduction model and at 

all points of a thick circular plate when there are radiation-

type conditions. Substituting the expression (31) into Eq. 

(16), one obtains Goodier's potential as 
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 Similarly, Eq. (31) satisfying Eq. (17), one gets Love's 

function as 
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in which unknown arbitrary functions 
nA and Cn  are to be 

determined later.  Using Eqs. (21) and (22) into Eq. (14), one 

obtains 
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 The stress components were evaluated using Eqs. (19)-

(21) in (19) 
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Using Eqs. (21), (44) and (47), one obtains 
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where prime denotes the differentiation of the function. 

 

3.2 Solution Of The Classical Cattaneo-Vernotte Model 

 Taking 1p , Eq. (8) can be reduced to Cattaneo-Vernotte 

heat conduction model as 
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 Following the procedure in subsection 3.1, the solution of 

Eq. (49) can be obtained as 
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3.3 Solution Of The Fourier Heat Conduction Model 

 Taking 0  , Eq. (8) can be reduced to the classical 

Fourier conduction model as 
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 Following the procedure in subsection 3.1, the solution of 

Eq. (51) can be obtained as 
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4. Numerical Results, Discussion And Remarks 

 To interpret the numerical computations, we consider the 

material properties of Aluminum metal, which can be 

commonly used in both wrought and cast forms. In the 

following calculation, the physical parameters taken are b = 

1, h = 0.8, k1= k2= 0.86 and T0 = 150oC. The time, coordinate, 

displacement and stresses are normalized as follows 

 
2 2

0 0 0 0

/ , [ ( / 2)] / , / , / ,

/ , / , / ( , , ) ,

     

   i i ij ij

r r b z z h b t t b b

T T T u u K T b E T i j r z

   

  
  (53) 

 

and 
0( , , )ik Q  is also taken into account when introducing 

nondimensional quantities for numerical calculation. The 

numerical results with various values of the fractional 

parameter p  and the relaxation time   are taken between 0 

to 10. The thermomechanical properties [34] of isotropic 

material at room temperature are considered in Table 1.  
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Table 1. Thermo-mechanical properties: Aluminum. 

Dimension Value 

Modulus of Elasticity, E 68 GPa 

Poisson's ratio 0.35 

Thermal Expansion Coeff., t 25.510-6/0C 

Thermal diffusivity, κ 84.1810-6 m2s−1 

Thermal conductivity, λ 204.2Wm−1K−1 

Shear modulus, G 27 GPa 

Density,  2,710 Kg/m3 

Specific heat capacity, Cv 921.096 J/kg-K 

 

Figures 2 and 3 represent the temperature distributions 

along radial and thickness directions for the thick plate with 

0 0.5r , 
0 0.5z , 

0 0.5t  and (0.1, 0.3,0.5,0.9,1.2)t . 

Figure 2 shows that the temperature decreases when the 

dimensionless radial position is less than 0.5 inspite of an 

increase in the time value, which might be due to internal 

energy availability. The temperature increases up to 0.8 and 

again attains zero at the right boundary. The small 

temperature bump represents the absorption of heat from the 

external source. However, the area integral of the 

temperature distribution along the thickness direction shows 

a grown temperature bump and follows the standard bell-

shaped curve irrespective of time variation. Figure 3 shows 

the dimensionless temperature profile for different values of 

the fractional-order p  when 0.6t  is fixed. It shows that 

the tensile force is high at the left boundary, which reduces 

as it approaches the right edge. The maximum tensile 

strength is central in the thickness direction, with both ends 

having high compressive force, as shown in Figure 5. It can 

be seen in Figures 6 and 7 that the temperature distribution 

on the heated surface increases as time proceeds. The 

increment in temperature trend with a rise in fractional-order 

parameter and relaxation time is seen in Figures 6 and 7. In 

Figures 8 and 9 show the results for the thermal radial stress 

rr  for the different parameter values of  p. Figure 8 shows 

that the maximum value of compressive stresses occurs up to 

0.46r  along the radial direction, and the tensile stress acts 

towards the end. Figure 9 shows that the tensile stresses are 

maximum at the central part of thickness which is later 

overlaid by the compressive stress at both ends along the 

thickness direction. Figures 10 through 13 show the effects 

of fractional order p on tangential stress and axial direction. 

Initially, high tensile stress is noticed on the left boundary 

along the radial direction, as shown in Figures 10 and 12, 

which further show damping sine wave-like characteristics 

by attaining the minimum value. Figures 11 and 13 show a 

bimodal distribution along the thickness direction. Figures 

14 and 15 display the dimensionless shear stress profile at 

different fractional-order parameters along the radial and 

thickness directions. Figure 14 shows that the maximum 

values of shear stresses occur on the plate's left boundary 

along the radial direction, which pretends as a damped 

sinusoidal function whose magnitude approaches zero as the 

radius position increases. In Figure 15, it is noted that the 

fluctuation occurs along the thickness direction. 

 

 
Figure 2. Temperature profile at a different time 

when 0.8p   along the  r   direction. 

 

 
Figure 3. Temperature profile at a different time 

when 0.8p   along the z  direction. 

 

 
Figure 4. Temperature variation at various p when 

0.6t   along the  r   direction. 

 

 
Figure 5. Temperature variation at various p when 

0.6t   along the  z   direction.  
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Figure 6. Temperature distribution along 

dimensionless time at various p  when 0.6  . 

 

 
Figure 7. Temperature distribution along the time at 

various   when 0.6p   is fixed. 

 

 
Figure 8. Radial stress profile at a different fractional 

order p along the r direction. 

 

 
Figure 9. Radial stress profile at a different fractional 

order p along the z direction. 

 

 
Figure 10. Effects of fractional order p on tangential 

stress along the r   direction. 

 

 
Figure 11. Effects of fractional order p on tangential 

stress along the z  direction. 

 

 
Figure 12. Dimensionless axial stress variation at a 

different p along the r  direction. 
 

 
Figure 13. Dimensionless axial stress variation at a 

different p along the z direction. 
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Figure 14. Shear stress distribution at different p 

along the r direction. 

 

 
Figure 15. Shear stress distribution at different p 

along the z direction. 

 

 
Figure 16. Comparing classical Cattaneo-Vernotte, 

fractional-order Cattaneo and Fourier models along 

the r direction. 

 

 
Figure 17. Comparing classical Cattaneo-Vernotte, 

fractional-order Cattaneo and Fourier models along 

the z direction. 

 

Figures 16 and 17 show the dimensionless temperature 

distribution profile compared to the classical Cattaneo-

Vernotte, fractional-order Cattaneo and Fourier model 

fractional-order parameters along the radial and thickness 

direction. Figure 16 shows that the temperature field's 

maximum values occur on the plate's left boundary, whose 

magnitude approaches zero along the radial direction. Figure 

17 shows that the temperature distribution along the 

thickness direction depicts a normal bell-shaped curve bump 

for all three model solutions. 
 

4. Deduction And Validation Of The Results 

This section refers to the deduction of the conclusions 

derived in the previous section regarding the classical 

uncoupled thermoelasticity model and the classical 

Cattaneo-Vernotte thermoelasticity theory for a 

homogeneous thick plate 

 

(i) Taking 1p   in Eq. (5), the equation results in the 

classical Cattaneo-Vernotte heat conduction model [24] 

as given in Eq. (49) with a solution in Eq. (50). 

(ii) Taking 0  in Eq. (5), the equation reduces to the 

classical Fourier heat conduction model [41] as given in 

Eq. (51) with a solution in Eq. (52). 

 

The key that was derived by Deshmukh et al. [41] for an 

isotropic, homogeneous, elastic hollow is compatible with 

the present thermoelastic solutions that were determined. In 

this piece of research, a fractional-order constitutive model 

and the classic continuity equation are brought together. 

Recent research [47,48] shows that it is possible for a non-

Fourier constitutive model and a non-trivial continuity 

equation based on the Boltzmann transport theory to coexist. 

The findings demonstrate that the constitutive model and the 

continuity equation are not independent of one another, 

which is something that this work does not take into 

consideration. 
 

5. Conclusion 

In this problem, the fractional Cattaneo model is derived 

for studying the thermoelastic response for a finite thick 

circular plate impacted by an assigned temperature. At the 

same time, heat supply appears as a source in the energy 

equation. The integral transformation theory is used to obtain 

the analytical solution for the fractional Cattaneo and 

classical Fourier models. The temperature distribution 

dependence and its thermoelastic response on the fractional-

order parameter and relaxation time are studied for different 

times and positions. It is observed that the fractional 

Cattaneo model gives continuous temperature and thermal 

stress variation irrespective of the fractional-order 

parameter. It is also detected that the heat flux flows from 

higher temperatures to lower for the fractional Cattaneo and 

classical Fourier models. Based on the findings of this study, 

we have come to the following conclusions:  

 

1. The fractional parameter does have a substantial impact on 

the various components. Somewhere along the line, the 

fractional parameter will cause the variations to move in 

the opposite direction. In contrast, in other places, it will 

cause the amplitude of the variation to shift. 

2. When looking at the stress component, the conductive 

temperature, the temperature change, and the cubic 

dilatation components, it is observed that the pattern of 

changes consists of rapid descents and jumps. 
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3. As the variations are studied, the thermal stress function, 

the stress components, and the smooth face either grow 

or decrease. 

4. In the future, it will be possible to build such a 

mathematical model for a transversely isotropic media, 

and then it will be possible to investigate the changes. 

5. Those who are engaged in studying thermodynamics and 

thermoelasticity will find this model to be of great 

assistance to them. 

6. The solution to the problem can be applied to a two-

dimensional problem with a dynamic response caused by 

a variety of thermal sources; this solution has a number 

of geophysical and industrial applications. 

 

Nomenclature: 

t  linear coefficient of thermal expansion (/0C) 

κ thermal diffusivity (m2s-1) 

k  thermal conductivity (W/m.K) 
 
 

Greek symbols 

μ     Lame's constants (GPa) 

ν     Poisson's ratio 

ρ     density (kg/m3) 

σij   components of stress tensor 
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Abstract 
 

This paper considers a transient thermoelastic problem in an isotropic homogeneous elastic thin circular plate with 

clamped edges subjected to thermal load within the fractional-order theory framework. The prescribed ramp-type 

surface temperature is on the plate's top face, while the bottom face is kept at zero. The three-dimensional heat 

conduction equation is solved using a Laplace transformation and the classical solution method. The Gaver–Stehfest 

approach was used to invert Laplace domain outcomes. The thermal moment is derived based on temperature change, 

and its bending stresses are obtained using the resultant moment and resultant forces per unit length. The results are 

illustrated by numerical calculations considering the material to be an Aluminum-like medium, and corresponding 

graphs are plotted. 

 

Keywords: Fractional-order derivatives; fractional calculus; non-Fourier heat conduction; circular plate; thermal 

deflection; thermal deflection thermal stress; integral transform.  

 

1. Introduction 

Fractional calculus has been applied in many disciplines 

in recent times, such as electromagnetism, control 

engineering, signal processing, chemistry, astrophysics, 

quantum mechanics, nuclear physics, quantum field theory, 

etc. A few highly cited books explaining the principle of 

fractional calculus and several alternate definitions of 

fractional derivatives have been Oldham and Spanier [1], 

Miller and Ross [2], Samko et al. [3], Podlubny [4], Hilfer 

[5] and Harmann [6]. Many analytical studies concerning 

thermoelasticity within the fractional-order theory 

framework have also been reported, summarized in the 

trailing portion. Povstenko [7-11] focused on heat 

conduction with time and space fractional derivatives and 

obtained the theory of thermal stresses using the Laplace 

transform and a direct approach. Youssef [12-18] studied the 

fractional-order generalized thermoelasticity using the 

Laplace transform and different techniques. Ezzat and El-

Karamany [19-22] constructed a few mathematical models 

of time-fractional order in the context of the generalized 

theory of thermoelasticity, thermo-piezoelasticity, and 

thermo-viscoelasticity. Sherief and Abd El-Latief [23-25] 

developed thermoelasticity methods using fractional 

calculus and applied them to a one-dimensional thermal 

shock problem for a half‐space. 

Recently, Sur and Kanoria [26] developed a new theory 

of two-temperature generalized thermoelasticity in the 

context of heat conduction with fractional orders using the 

unified parameters in the form of a vector-matrix differential 

equation. Similarly, Bhattacharya and Kanoria [27] obtained 

the solution of the two-temperature thermoelastic-diffusion 

interaction inside a spherical shell in fractional order 

generalized thermoelasticity using a direct approach. 

Zenkour and Abouelregal [28] determined the conductive 

and thermodynamic temperature for an infinite isotropic 

elastic body with a spherical cavity using Caputo's time-

fractional derivative. Bachher [29] discussed the 

deformation due to periodic heat sources in a temperature-

dependent porous material with a time-fractional heat 

conduction law. Santra et al. [30] employed eigenvalue 

approaches for obtaining a half-space solution within 

fractional order generalized thermoelasticity (Green–

Lindsay) theory. Gupta and Das [31] used the eigenvalue 

approach to get a general solution scheme for the 

deformation of an unbounded transversely isotropic medium 

within fractional order generalized thermoelasticity with an 

instantaneous heat source. Bachher and Sarkar [32] 

investigated the theory of generalized thermoelasticity based 

on the heat conduction equation with the Caputo time-

fractional derivative to study the magneto-thermoelastic 

response of a homogeneous isotropic two-dimensional 

rotating elastic half-space solid with an eigenvalue approach 

technique. Abbas [33] obtained the temperature, 

displacement, and stresses due to thermal shock loading on 

the inner surface cavity in an infinite medium with a 

cylindrical cavity in the fractional-order generalized 

thermoelasticity theory using an eigenvalue approach. 

Similarly, Abbas [34] studied the effect of fractional 

order derivative on a two-dimensional problem due to 

thermal shock with weak, normal and strong conductivity in 

Green and Naghdi of type III model (GN III model) using 

fractional-order derivative with eigenvalues approach. Lata 

[35] investigated the thermomechanical interactions in the 

fractional theory for a thick circular using the Hankel 

https://orcid.org/0000-0001-8746-3195
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transform technique and a direct method without potential 

functions. Mittal and Kulkarni [36] proposed a fractional 

heat conduction model to investigate the thermal variations 

within the bounded spherical region in the context of the 

generalized two-temperature theory of fractional 

thermoelasticity. Bhoyar et al. [37] performed the 

thermoelastic analysis of an isotropic homogeneous multi-

stacked elliptical in the context of the time-fractional 

derivative using a quasi-orthogonality relationship by 

modifying Vodicka's method and the Laplace 

transformation. Using von Mises' yield criterion, Haskul 

[38,39] has developed analytical solutions for the stresses 

and displacements of a functionally graded, cylindrically 

curved beam subjected to a radial heat load. Haskul et al. 

[40,41] studied the elastic stress response of a thick-walled, 

cylindrically curved panel subjected to a radial temperature 

gradient under the assumption of generalized plane strain 

according to both Tresca and von Mises yield criteria.  

According to the review of the relevant literature, only a 

limited number of research initiatives have explored the 

thermal stress analysis in an isotropic homogeneous elastic 

thin circular plate with clamped edges that has been 

subjected to temperature or mechanical load. Therefore, the 

purpose of this study was to illustrate the thermoelastic 

induced stress analysis of a thin circular plate in a pre-

buckling condition assumption utilizing the classical 

approach. The plate was also subjected to a ramp-type 

sectional heat supply inside the fractional-order framework. 

The novelty of this work lies in the fact that it employs a 

Laplace transformation and a classical solution method, both 

of which have not been carried out by any other researcher 

up to this point. This enables the authors to determine the 

influence of different fractional orders on a three-

dimensional heat conduction equation.  

This article is organized as follows: Section 2 presents 

the prerequisites of the time-fractional equation. Section 3 

presents the problem's mathematical statement within the 

fractional-order theory. In Section 4, solutions of fractional-

order equations are expressed in terms of the Bessels 

function in the Laplace domain. Section 5 is devoted to 

estimating solutions of numerical inversion of the Laplace 

transform, and its convergence is discussed. The numerical 

results, discussion, and remarks are put forward in Section 6. 

Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section 7. 

 

2. Prerequisites Of Time Fractional Equation 

The investigation of strains brought on by the 

temperature field that is derived from the parabolic heat 

conduction equation is the focus of the classical theory of 

thermoelasticity. The Fourier law serves as the foundation 

for the traditional idea of heat conduction. 

 

grad ,q k T 

                                                                   

(1) 

 

which establishing a connection between the temperature 

gradient T and the heat flux vector q. In non-classical 

theories, the Fourier law and the equation for heat conduction 

are supplanted by more generic equations. In the theory of 

heat conduction proposed by Gurtin and Pipkin [42], the 

Fourier law was generalized to time-non-local dependence 

between the heat flux vector and the temperature gradient, 

which resulted in an integrodifferential heat conduction 

equation. This was accomplished by applying the Fourier 

law to the relationship between the temperature gradient and 

the heat flux vector. Chen and Gurtin are the ones that came 

up with the thermoelasticity theory and based it on this 

equation [43]. The constitutive equation for the heat flux that 

was proposed by Cattaneo [44,45] and Vernotte [46] can also 

be rewritten in a non-local form with the 'short-tail' 

exponential time-non-local kernel. This kernel allows for the 

equation to be rewritten in a non-local form. The concept of 

generalized thermoelasticity was first proposed by Kaliski 

[47] and Lord and Shulman [48], who based their work on 

the findings of Cattaneo and Vernotte. Within the framework 

of Green and Naghdi's [49], proposed theory of heat 

conduction, the relevant generalization of the Fourier law is 

discussed. 
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with k  being the thermal conductivity. This can lead to 

getting the wave equation for temperature as well as 

thermoelasticity with memory 
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with κ being the thermal diffusivity and ( )K t   is memory 

kernel. The time-non-local dependences between the heat 

flux vector and the temperature gradient, along with the 

"long-tail" power kernel, expressed in terms of fractional 

integrals and derivatives, and the time-fractional heat 

conduction equation [7-11] that results is given as  

 

, 0 2.
T

T
t




 


   



                                                    

(4) 

 

The uncoupled theory is the only one that has been taken 

into account by us. There is no consideration given to the 

impact that deformation has on the thermal state of a solid. 

The findings of Eq. (4) are presented for obtaining the 

thermally-induced stresses in a pre-buckling state of a thin 

circular plate in terms of heat conduction and 

thermoelasticity. 

 

3. Formulation Of The Fractional Heat Conduction  

Consider a circular plate of thickness h occupying the 

space :0 , D r a
00 2 ,     / 2 / 2,h z h  

 
in 

the cylindrical coordinate system ( , , )r z , as shown in 

Figure 1. The plate is kept at zero initial temperature. The 

annular region 
1 0: , D r r a  of the upper face is subjected 

to temperature distribution as follows 
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(5) 

 

in which 0( ) ( ) ( )   f r H r r H r a  is the difference in the 

Heaviside function, t is time, T0 defines the reference 

temperature distribution, which does not produce stress or 

strain in the plate, and t0 is a fixed ramp parameter value, 

respectively. 
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Figure 1. The geometry of a circular plate. 

 

3.1 Transient Heat Conduction Formulation: 

The heat conduction equation is 
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subjected to the boundary and initial conditions 
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in which 
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with ( , , , )T T r z t  is the temperature distribution at a 

point ( , , )r z  at a time t, / vk c  is the coefficient of 

thermal diffusivity, vc
 
is the calorific capacity, 

 
is the 

material density, k  is the coefficient of thermal conductivity, 

and / T t 
 is the Caputo fractional derivative, 

respectively. 

 

 The temperature change from the initial temperature is 

given 

 

.iT T  
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 The Caputo fractional derivative [50,51] in Eq. (5) as 
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with the following Laplace transform rule 
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in which s  is the transform parameter, 1 ,  n n

{1,2.....}. n N  

 

3.2 Thermally-Induced Bending Stress Formulation 

The stress components [52] along the neutral plane 
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(15) 

 

in which ru , u  and w  are displacement functions along r, 

 ,  and z directions at the neutral plane of the thin circular 

plate with its thickness, E is Young's modulus, t  is the 

coefficient of thermal expansion in the thickness direction, 

and   represent Poisson's ratio, respectively. 

 

 The resultant forces ( , , , )ijN i j r 
 

and the resultant 

moments ( , , , )ijM i j r 
 
per unit length of the plate is 

written as [52] 
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 Substituting Eqs. (15) into (16), one obtains the resultant 

forces as 
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(17) 

 

and the resultant moments [52] as 
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(18) 

 

in which the flexure rigidity is given as 3 2/12(1 ), D E 

and the thermally induced resultant force NT and the 

thermally induced resultant moment MT  are defined by [53] 
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(19) 

 

 Now taking into account Eq. (18), the differential equation 

for deflection is given as [53] 
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(20) 

 

subjected to the boundary conditions for the thermally 

induced bending of the plate are [54] 
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where 
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 In order to evaluate ( , , )ijN i j r  , one can introduce [54] 

a stress function ( , , )F r t  as  
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(23) 

 

 Now taking into account Eq. (23) and the strain 

components, one obtains a relation [54] 
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 The thermal bending stress components [54] taken as  
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      (25) 

 

 The Eqs. (5) to (25) constitute the mathematical 

formulation of the problem. 

4. Solution For The Problem 

4.1 Transient Heat Conduction Analysis 

 Applying the Laplace transform 

0
( ) exp( ) ( )



 f s st f t dt
 
to the Eqs. (6)-(10), one obtains 
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in which  ft  be a given function defined for all 0t , ( )f s  is 

the transformed generating function of the determining 

function ( )f t , T  is the transformed function of T, and s is 

the transformed Laplace parameter, respectively. 

 

Now, we assume the temperature distribution is given by 
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 The boundary conditions of Eq. (28), taking into account 

Eq. (27), are self-evidently satisfied in Eq. (26). The first 

equation of boundary condition (29) at / 2z h  is satisfied 

by Eq. (26). From the second equation of boundary condition 

(27) on r a , we have ( 0,1,2... ) n n   as the roots of the 

transcendental equation 1( ) 0nJ a .  

 

 To satisfy the second equation of boundary condition (29), 

assume the Fourier-Bessel series 
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 Then from the theory of the Bessel function 
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 Using Eqs. (11) into (32), one obtains 
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 Substituting Eqs. (30) into (26), one obtains 

 
2 2 2 2 2( / ) , ( / )n mn mn ns m a        .                     (34) 

  

 Substituting Eq. (33) into the boundary condition (29) for 

 z = h/2, one obtains 
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 By replacing the values of Eqs. (35) into (30), one obtains  
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(36) 

 

 At 0t , initial temperature condition  0iT , then Eq. 

(12) in the Laplace domain is shown as 
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4.2 Thermoelastic Solution 

 Using Eq. (36) into transformed Eq. (19), the resultant 

force in the Laplace domain as 
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and the resultant moment in the Laplace domain  
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 As a solution to transformed Eq. (20) satisfying Eq. (21), 

we assume ( , , )w r s  as 
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 From Eqs. (20), (35) and (42), and integrating with respect 

to r  from limits 0  to a , one obtains 2/[(1 ) ] n nC a D  . 

Using Eqs. (19) and (21), the resultant moments as 
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 Now we assume ( , , )F r t  such that it satisfies Eq. (24), as 
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in which the constant can be obtained using transformed Eq. 

(24) and integrating with respect to r  from limits 0  to a, as  
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where H1( ) denotes the Struve function of the first kind. 

Substituting Eq. (46) into transformed Eq. (23), one gets the 

resultant forces as   
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 Now using Eqs. (36)-(40), (43)-(45) and (48)-(50) in (25), 

one obtains the expressions for thermal bending stresses

,rr    and r , and they are rather lengthy. Subsequently, 

the same has been omitted here for the sake of brevity but 

has been considered the stress equations during graphical 

discussion using MATHEMATICA software. 

 

5. Inversion Of Laplace Transforms 

 Now to obtain the original solution of Eqs. (36)-(50), 

Laplace inversion theorem is to be used, which can be 

written as 
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along any line ( )  R s c  converges to a function ( )f t  

which is independent of   and whose Laplace transform is 

( )f s , ( ) R s c . The direct integration of Eq. (36) is usually 

complicated and not analytically feasible in certain 

situations. The inverse of the Laplace transform is thus 

obtained by using the Gaver–Stehfast algorithm [55-57], 

with the aim to approximate ( )f t  by a sequence of functions 

as 
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(53) 

1,n 1 L n  

 

where  [.]F  is the Laplace transform of  f(t) and coefficients 

na  depend only on the number of expansion terms n. It is 

also noted that the approximations ( )nf t  converge to ( )f t  

[58] if a function f is continuous at t  and of bounded 

variation in a neighbourhood of t .  

 

6. Numerical Results, Discussion, And Remarks  

The numerical computations have been carried out for an 

Aluminum plate with thermo-mechanical properties, which 

is shown in Table 1. 

 

Table 1. Thermo-mechanical properties: Aluminum. 

Dimension Value 

Modulus of Elasticity, E 70 GPa 

Poisson's ratio 0.35 

Thermal Expansion Coefficient, t 2310-6/0C 

Thermal diffusivity, κ 84.1810-6 m2s−1 

Thermal conductivity, k 204.2 Wm−1K−1 

 
The 3.831, 7.015, 10.173, 13.323, 16.470, 19.615, 

22.760, 25.903, 29.046, 32.189, 35.332, 38.474, 41.617, 

44.759, 47.901, are the positive and real roots of the 

transcendental equation ( ) 01J an  . The physical 

parameter for the sector plate as 01, 0.08, 0.8a h t    and 

T0=150. For the interest of simplicity, we introduce the 

following dimensionless values 
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 (54) 

 

Figures (2)-(4) illustrate the numerical results for the 

circular plate's temperature distribution, using the thermal 

boundary conditions subjected to ramp-type sectional 

thermal load on the upper face while keeping the lower face 

at zero temperature.  

 

 
Figure 2. Temperatures distribution along the radial 

axis at different values of . 

 

 
Figure 3. Temperatures distribution as time proceeds 

at various values of α. 

 

 
Figure 4. Temperatures distribution along thickness 

direction at various values of α. 
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Figure 5. Thermal deflection along the radial axis at 

different values of α. 

 

 
Figure 6. Deflection distribution along the time at 

various values of α. 

 

 
Figure 7. Thermal radial stress along the radial axis 

at different values of α. 

 

 
Figure 8. Variation in radial stress along the time 

at different values of α. 
 

 
Figure 9. Variation in radial stress along thickness 

direction at different values of α. 

 

 
Figure 10. Thermal tangential stress along the radial 

axis at different values of α. 

 

 
Figure 11. Variation in tangential stress along the 

time at different values of α. 

 

 
Figure 12. Dimensionless thermal shear stress along 

the radial axis at different values of α. 
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Figure 13. Variation in shear stress along with the 

thickness at different values of α. 

 

Fig. 2 shows the variation in dimensionless temperature 

approaches to a maximum value at the extremum of the outer 

edge, which is impacted by the concentric ramp-type thermal 

load and drops at 
0 0.65r .It is depicted that considerable 

compressive stress occurs on the heated inner side, and 

tensile stress occurs on the outer edge along the radial 

direction. It is also noted that irrespective of the sectional 

heat source range, the temperature distribution characteristic 

is the same. As shown in Fig. 3, the temperature is initially 

zero at 0,   which approaches a maximum as time 

proceeds. It is observed that as  , the transient 

temperature distribution attains a constant value. Figure 4 

shows the temperature distribution along the thickness 

direction for different values of α, which is maximum 

towards the outer edge due to energized heat supply. Figure 

5 shows the variation in dimensionless thermal deflection is 

maximum at the mid of the plate, and the variation decreases 

remarkably approaching the plate's brink for different α, thus 

satisfying boundary conditions (21). The deflection is 

highest at the centre part due to the external energy supply. 

Figure 6 shows the variation in dimensionless thermal 

deflection as time proceeds to increase linearly and attain a 

pre-buckling state's constant value. Figures 7 to 13 show the 

variations of the circular plate's dimensionless thermal 

bending stresses subjected to thermal loading. Figure 7 

shows that the maximum value of tensile stresses occurs in 

the middle surface along the radial direction, and then the 

compressive stress acts towards the end. For 
rr

 
in Figure 8, 

as time proceeds, the stress distribution gradually increases 

due to the accumulation of energy due to sectional heat 

supply and as   the stress gets fixed towards a stable 

state. Figure 9 shows the variation in dimensionless radial 

stress distribution across thickness directions in which it is 

observed that high tensile stress occurs on the outer edge and 

attains the maximum stress value. Figure 10 shows the 

variation in the distribution of dimensionless tangential 

stress across the radial direction, indicating that tensile forces 

are high on the middle part and may be due to the available 

thermal energy. It is learned that the stresses move along the 

radial direction; the compressive forces are more dominant 

compared to tensile stresses. Figure 11 shows that the 

tangential stresses are more of a compressive type, and later 

on, they increase linearly as time proceeds till it attains 

maximum and stable tensile stress. Figure 12 depicts the 

variation in dimensionless shear stress distribution across 

thickness directions in which it is observed that high tensile 

stress occurs on the outer edge and attains the maximum 

stress value. Figure 13 shows the dimensionless thermal 

shear stress along the thickness direction at different values 

of α. It is observed that the tensile stresses are maximum at 

the first part of thickness which is later overlaid by the 

compressive stress at the end along the thickness direction. 

 

7. Conclusion 

This article develops the classical techniques model to 

analyze the transient thermoelastic in a homogeneous elastic 

circular plate undergoing ramp-type heating on the 

concentric region within the fractional-order theory 

framework. The results obtained while carrying out research 

are described as follows: 

 The value of dimensionless temperature approaches a 

maximum value at the end boundaries along the radial 

direction, which may be due to available energy in the 

form of a sectional heat supply. The overlapping of the 

curve occurs at the inner rim of the concentric ramp-type 

thermal load. Similarly, the temperature distribution 

along the thickness direction is more linear due to the 

plate's thinness. 

 The value of dimensionless thermal deflection is 

maximum at the mid of the plate. The variation decreases 

remarkably approaching the plate's brink due to the 

accumulated energy supplied by the impacted thermal 

load. 

 The value of radial stress has a maximum value at the mid 

of the plate along the radial direction due to the 

accumulation of energy and sectional heat supply. 

 The value of tangential stress indicates that tensile forces 

are high in the middle part due to the available thermal 

energy. 

 The value of shear stress shows that the tensile stresses 

are maximum at the first part of thickness which is later 

overlaid by the compressive stress at the end along the 

thickness direction. 

Finally, as opposed to the instantaneous response 

predicted by the generalized theory of thermoelasticity, the 

fractional theory, currently under consideration, predicts a 

delayed response to physical stimuli, which can be observed 

in nature. This supports the motivation for this direction of 

research.  

In this problem, we have used the thin circular plate with 

clamped edges by applying the time fractional order theory 

of thermoelasticity. We avoided using conventional potential 

functions in favour of taking a more direct approach to 

solving the problem. By doing this, the well-known 

difficulties that are involved with finding solutions via 

potential functions can be avoided. The material's 

conductivity is directly proportional to the measured 

fractional order parameter. By taking into account, the time-

fractional derivative in the field equations, the equation 

system presented in this article can be beneficial when 

applied to the study of the thermal characteristics of a variety 

of entities in the context of real-world engineering 

challenges. 
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Nomenclature 

Definitions 

t linear coefficient of thermal expansion (/0C) 

κ thermal diffusivity (m2s-1) 
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k thermal conductivity (W/m.K) 

Greek symbols 

μ Lame's constants (GPa), 

ν Poisson's ratio, 

ρ density (kg/m3), 

σij components of the stress tensor. 
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Abstract 
  

Fuel consumption optimization in thermal power plants is one of the essential topics in the saving energy field in the 

world. Then; it is necessary to review and provide solutions to increase efficiency. The present manuscript has 

recovered the heat dissipation from power plant stacks. The Kalina cycle was studied to use exhaust gases to generate 

power in the Tarasht power plant. Net power output is calculated at about 2080 kW, which increases the total power 

production of the plant by about 5%. According to environmental analysis, this cycle will cause less damage to the 

environment due to lowering the temperature of the exhaust gases in the atmosphere and not using additional fossil 

fuels. Therefore; it is a good solution for using heat dissipation from power plants. The only thing to consider in this 

solution (based on economic analysis) is the high construction cost compared to other power plant units.  

  

Keywords: Heat recovery; Kalina cycle; power generation; Tarasht power plant   

  

1. Introduction   
Optimizing fuel consumption in thermal power plants is 

one of the most critical topics in energy saving in the world. 

With the increase in oil prices and, consequently, the 

increase in the share of fuel in the cost price of electricity 

generated by power plants, the need to study and provide 

solutions to increase efficiency is well felt. In this regard, and 

considering the growth of energy consumption in power 

plants, the limitations and challenges in providing fossil fuels 

required by power plants, environmental considerations, and 

rising global prices for fossil fuels, how to meet these 

challenges for each power plant has been raised as a 

significant issue. In this regard, the present study deals with 

the recovery of waste heat from power plant stacks. For this 

purpose, the Kalina cycle (which is the same Rankine cycle 

with the difference in working fluid, i.e., water and ammonia 

with the characteristic feature of creating a variable boiling 

point at constant pressure), was investigated in the Tarasht 

power plant. A mixture of water and ammonia was first used 

in absorption cycles by Maloney and Robertson in 1950 [1]. 

Kalina proposed another cycle in 1983 with an efficiency of 

about 30%-60% higher than the steam power generation 

cycle [2]. L. Side and Terbius showed that when the Kalina 

and Rankine cycles are placed in the combined cycles, the 

efficiency of the Kalina cycle increases by about 10%-30% 

[3]. In 1989, Kalina and Libowitz proposed a cycle for the 

use of geothermal resources, with the Kalina cycle having a 

higher net power than the Rankine cycle with the isobutene 

working fluid [4]. In 1999, a co-production cycle of power 

and refrigeration was introduced by Goswami, in which the 

Rankine cycle and the absorption refrigeration cycle were 

combined [5-6]. In 2004, Ronald Deepipo studied the power 

cycles of two-component water-ammonia mixtures to use 

heat energy [7]. Goswami et al. (2004) reported in a 

theoretical and laboratory study of a designed combined 

cycle that optimization of the second law of thermodynamics 

would be most effective if solar heat were used as the heat 

source [8]. In 2006, Zheng introduced a new water-ammonia 

cycle for simultaneous power generation and refrigeration 

[9]. In 2007, Methawa Hitarachchi used Kalina Cycle No. 11 

(KCS11), or the Low-Temperature Kalina Cycle, to use low-

temperature geothermal resources [10]. In 2007, Zhang and 

Lu designed a new hybrid cycle capable of simultaneously 

generating power and refrigeration using an external heat 

source, such as industrial waste heat or gas turbine exhaust. 

Another feature of the designed system was the replacement 

of the absorber with a condenser in the Rankine cycle [11]. 

Zhang and Lever presented several systems with water-

ammonia base working fluid. Important and basic 

parameters for combining refrigeration and power systems to 

create optimal exergy efficiency by reducing exergy loss 

were investigated [12]. In 2007 Rouvas and Kerneus tested a 

Kalina cycle powered by steam and concluded that electricity 

generated from such a system was in a better position 

economically and environmentally than coal-fired and 

diesel-fired power generation systems [13]. In 2008, the 

Kalina cycle was studied by Ying Zang et al. According to 

the first law of thermodynamics and the adoption of the Peng 

Robinson equation as the general equation for the properties 

of ammonia mixtures in water; thermodynamic analysis was 

presented in a Kalina cycle distillation step [14]. In 2008, 

Jiang Feng et al. Proposed a hybrid power-refrigeration 

cogeneration cycle that combines the Rankine cycle with the 

absorption refrigeration cycle [15]. In 2009, Ogrisk 

https://orcid.org/0000-0002-6682-8463
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introduced the Kalina cycle process in a combined heat and 

power system to maximize heat generation with heat 

recovery without needing additional fuels [16]. In 2009, 

Lolos and R. Dakis used solar energy to provide the heat 

needed for the Kalina cycle. They concluded that using these 

heat sources would increase the cycle efficiency by about 5 

to 10 percent [17]. In 2010, Philippi used the organic 

Rankine cycle with water-ammonia working fluid for heat 

recovery of boilers, examined the organic Rankine cycle 

with recovery (heat exchanger) and without recovery, and 

performed an exergy analysis on its cycle. It also determined 

the area required for the heat exchanger [18]. In 2012, a solar 

Kalina cycle was studied by Faming Sun and Yasuki 

Ekigami [19]. In 2013, Jiang Fengwag and Zhouyan Yang 

introduced a solar cycle. In this system, a storage system was 

used to store solar radiation energy as a heat source. Solar 

cycle simulations were also performed based on an extended 

mathematical model to evaluate system performance over a 

while [20]. In 2014, Anish Maddie and Frederic Haglind 

studied a Kalina cycle with a high-temperature source at 450 

° K and a pressure of 100 bar using a solar system. They 

compared the cycle in terms of efficiency and exergy with a 

simple Rankine cycle. [21]. In 2017, Anhua Wang and his 

colleagues studied the sliding density pressure method 

according to the previous study on the adjustment of 

ammonia mass to improve the efficiency of the Kalina cycle 

and considering that a local constant temperature was 

considered for the maximum operating point of the Kalina 

cycle [22]. In 2018, Shaubu Zhang et al. analyzed the 

modified Kalina cycle with parallel power generation and 

refrigeration (PPR-KC) [23]. In 2018, Hyung Hoon Kim et 

al. analyzed the Kalina Flash Cycle (KCF) and compared it 

to the Kalina cycle. This cycle is a new mode that has 

recently been proposed and operates using a low-temperature 

heat source [24]. In 2020, Gholamreza Salehi et al. evaluated 

the thermodynamic and economic analysis of heat recovery 

of Shahid Hasheminejad Gas Refinery steam network known 

as Khangiran by Kalina cycle and Rankine organic cycle 

with different fluids such as isobutane, cyclohexane, 

isopentane, hexane, isohexane and hexane [25]. 

In this study, the possibility of using the waste heat of the 

Tarasht power plant in the form of the Kalina cycle was 

evaluated. The analysis tool used is one of the modules of 

Thermoflow commercial software called Thermoflex [26], 

which calculates the outputs based on continuity equations 

and conservation of mass and energy. A unit of the Tarasht 

power plant was modeled, and the calculation results were 

compared with the available accurate information, and 

validation was performed. Exhaust gas specifications have 

been used as a hot source for the Kalina cycle.  

  

2. Modeling 

2.1 Introduction of Tarasht Power Plant  

In 1955, Tehran Electricity Company signed a contract 

with the French company Alstom to purchase a 50,000 kW 

factory consisting of 4 units of steam power plants with a 

nominal power of 12.5 MW for $ 3.6 million with a 10-year 

repayment and a 5% profit. In October 1959, this power plant 

was put into operation, providing more than 50% of the 

electricity required by Tehran. The height of this power plant 

is 1260 meters above sea level, and its practical power is 10 

MW [27]. Table 1 provides general information about the 

Tarasht power plant. 

 

 

Table 2. General Information of the Tarasht Power Plant. 

Number of units  4 

Nominal power per unit (MW) 12.5 

Average Summer Operating Power 

(MW) 

10 

Average Winter Operating Power (MW) 10 

Design efficiencies (%) 30 

Current efficiency (%) 17.5 

Generator voltage (kV) 11.5 

Power plant output voltage (kV) 63 

Manufacturer Alstom 

Boiler Manufacturer Stein Industry 

Turbine Manufacturer Alstom 

Generator Manufacturer Alstom 

 

2.2 Technical Specifications of the Power Plant 

The steam turbines of Tarasht power plant are single 

cylinder and produce 12.5 MW of power in nominal 

conditions. The steam entering the turbine has a pressure of 

40 bar and a temperature of 420 °C. There are three extracted 

steam flow in each turbine introduce steam into the heaters 

to heat the feed water. The cycle of the Tarasht power plant 

does not have a high-pressure feed water heater and only has 

two low-pressure heaters and a separator. The diffuser in 

these units does not have an air outlet and does not play the 

role of removing oxygen. Instead, a heat exchanger called a 

recuperator is located in the feed water path after the 

condenser, which is responsible for this task. Of course, 

between the recuperator and heater No. 1, there is another 

heat exchanger called an auxiliary heater. The auxiliary 

heater heats the feed water slightly with the help of recurrent 

saturated water from the shells of heaters No. 1 and 2, as well 

as part of the low-pressure flow of the turbine [27]. The 

boiler of the Tarasht power plant has natural circulation. 

Under normal conditions, the feed water enters the boiler at 

a temperature of 177 ° C, and the steam leaves at a 

temperature of 460 ° C and a pressure of 43 bar with a mass 

flow of 65 tons/hr. Tarasht power plant boiler is also capable 

of producing 91 tons/hr of steam. The boiler has no re-heater 

and has two superheaters. The boiler furnace of the Tarasht 

power plant is under vacuum in such a way that the two 

blowing and suction fans create these conditions. It should 

be noted that there is no air preheater in the units of this 

power plant. Four cooling towers are provided for each unit. 

The generator of the units is also cooled by water [28]. 

 

2.3 Power Plant Modeling 

In this power plant, three extracted steam flow systems 

are installed for the turbine, through which some of the steam 

flow enters the heaters and causes the initial heating of the 

feed water, which has an effect on improving the efficiency 

of the steam power plants. The turbine output flow, after 

passing through the condenser, passes through the blower 

and is then pumped to the heaters. Figure 1 shows the 

placement of equipment and connections in the software. 

The inputs used in modeling are described in Table 2. 

 

3. Results and Discussion 

The results of power plant modeling are included in Table 

3. They show that the net power of each unit is 10047 kW, 

which is being used with an efficiency of 21.15%. The 

characteristics of the exhaust gas are described in Table 4. 

The temperature of the exhaust gas is equal to 257 ℃. The 
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modeling results of the Tarasht power plant are compared 

with the reference [29] in Table 5, and the relative power 

error calculated in the practical conditions of the power plant 

3.48%.  

 

Table 2. Input Data for Power Plant Modeling. 

Equipment 

name attribute 

Input characteristic  value 

Main site  Site height (m) 1260 

Ambient temperature (℃)  37 

Relative humidity (%)  40 

Ambient wet bulb temperature (℃) 25.06 

Ambient pressure (bar) 0.8708 

Boiler Inlet fuel  Natural 

gas 

Inlet fuel pressure (bar) 1.724 

Outlet steam temperature (℃) 450 

Outlet steam flow (kg/s) 16.4 

Turbine  Inlet steam pressure (bar) 40 

Number of shafts  1 

Shaft speed (rpm)  3000 

Mechanical efficiency (%) 99.8 

Condenser Design pressure (bar) 0.0689 

Increase in water cooling temperature (℃) 10 

Low condenser temperature (℃) 2 

Condenser water 

source 

Pressure (bar) 1.014 

Temperature (℃) 15 

Blowdown Temperature (℃) 15 

Pump after 

Blowdown  

Efficiency (%) 100 

Pressure increment (bar) 5.859 

First heater  Outlet water temperature (℃) 74.25 

Second heater  Outlet temperature (℃) 108.5 

Design pressure (bar) 3.904 

De-aerator Output temperature (℃) 142.8 

Pump after de-

aerator  

Efficiency (%) 100 

Pressure increment (bar) 41.21 

Third heater  Outlet temperature (℃) 177 

Stack  Outlet temperature (℃) 257 

 

The Kalina model proposed by Ogrisk has a primary path 

and a secondary path. In the main path, the mixture is 

pumped after the condenser to the low-temperature 

recuperator, which is charged by the ammonia source. Next, 

the ammonia-water mixture is passed through a high-

temperature recuperator and then an evaporator to reach the 

liquid-vapor separator because the working conditions of the 

Kalina cycle are at low temperatures. In the present 

modeling, to use the power plant exhaust heat with the 

characteristics of the exhaust gas, including temperature, 

pressure, and percentage of compounds, has been used as a 

low-temperature source. The heat exchange of this source 

with the evaporator plays an essential role in heating the 

water-ammonia mixture path. In the separator, the mixture 

with the separated steam phase goes to a special water-

ammonia turbine to produce power. At the same time, the 

mixture with the liquid phase passes along the side path, 

during which it acts as a hot fluid in the high-temperature 

recuperator. It then combines with the expanded steam 

mixture from the turbine and passes from the low-

temperature recuperator to the condenser. 

 

Table 3. Results of Power Plant Modeling. 

Gross Power (kW) 10653 

Gross electric efficiency (%) 22.42 

Gross heat rate (LHV)(kJ/kWh) 16057 

Net Power (kW) 10047 

Net electric efficiency (LHV) (%) 21.15 

Net heat rate (LHV)(kJ/kWh) 17025 

Net electric efficiency (HHV) (%) 19.1 

Net heat rate (HHV)(kJ/kWh) 1848 

 

Table 4. Specifications of Power Plant Exhaust Gas. 

Temperature (℃) 257 

Mass flow (kg / s) 74.6 

Gas 

composition 

(Mole, %) 

Oxygen 2.237 

Carbon dioxide 8.43 

Water vapor 18.72 

Nitrogen 69.78 

Argon 0.837 

 

Table 5. Verification. 

Parameter 
Quantity 

(unit) 

Present 

modeling 
Reference 

Power P (kW) 10047 10410 

efficiency 𝜂 (%) 21.15 21.44 

 
Figure 1. Schematic of Tarasht Power Plant Modeling. 
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Based on the modeling results (Figure 1) of a steam unit 

of the Tarasht power plant in the previous section, the 

available gas flow rate is obtained as 19.1 kg/s. According to 

the four available steam units in Tarasht power plant, the 

amount of gas flow rate available as a heat source in the 

Kalina cycle will equal 76.4 kg/s. Results are shown in Table 

6, and the final schematic of the Kalina cycle with flow 

characteristics is in Figure 2. The net power output is 

calculated to be 2080.8 kW. 

 

Table 6. Results of Kalina Modeling. 

Gross Power (kW) 2205.6 

Gross electric efficiency (%) 13.4 

Gross heat rate (LHV)(kJ/kWh) 26864 

Net Power (kW) 2080.8 

Net electric efficiency (LHV) (%) 12.64 

Net heat rate (LHV)(kJ/kWh) 28475 

 

Table 7. The Energy Equations for Each Device. 

Equation Device 

�̇�𝟏𝟎 = �̇�𝟏 + �̇�𝟐  Separator  

�̇�𝑻 = �̇�𝟏(𝒉𝟏 − 𝒉𝟑)  Turbine 

�̇�𝟏𝟐 = �̇�𝟑 + �̇�𝟗  Mixer after turbine 

�̇�𝟕(𝒉𝟕 − 𝒉𝟒) = �̇�𝟏𝟒(𝒉𝟓 − 𝒉𝟏𝟒)  Condenser 

�̇�𝑷 = �̇�𝟒(𝒉𝟏𝟑 − 𝒉𝟒)  Pump 

�̇�𝟏𝟕𝒉𝟏𝟕 + �̇�𝟏𝟐𝒉𝟏𝟐 = �̇�𝟔𝒉𝟔 +

�̇�𝟕𝒉𝟕   

LT recuperator 

�̇�𝟔𝒉𝟔 + �̇�𝟐𝒉𝟐 = �̇�𝟖𝒉𝟖 + �̇�𝟗𝒉𝟗   HT recuperator 

�̇�𝟖(𝒉𝟏𝟎 − 𝒉𝟖) = �̇�𝟏𝟓(𝒉𝟏𝟓 − 𝒉𝟏𝟏)  Evaporator 

 

For the economic analysis of the Kalina cycle, the cost is 

estimated according to the power generation [30-31]. 

 

(1) 𝐶𝑖𝑛𝑣 = 𝐶𝑃𝐶 + 𝐶𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑑 + 𝐶𝑐𝑛𝑡   

 

The following equation is used to estimate the cost of the 

power cycle: 

 

(2) 𝐶𝑃𝐶 = 𝐶𝑃𝐶.𝑒𝑞𝑝 + 𝐶𝑃𝐶.𝑚𝑖𝑠𝑐  

 

The cost function of power cycle equipment is as follows: 

 

(3) 𝐶𝑃𝐶.𝑒𝑞𝑝 = 𝐶𝑡𝑢𝑟 + 𝐶𝑔𝑒𝑛 + 𝐶𝑃𝑢 + ∑ 𝐶𝑟𝑒 + 𝐶𝑠𝑒𝑝  

 

The cost of purchasing turbines, pumps, and generators 

is calculated based on the following equations: 

 

(4) 𝐶𝑡𝑢𝑟 = 4405 × �̇�𝑡𝑢𝑟
0.7   

 

(5) 𝐶𝑃𝑢 = 1120 × �̇�𝑃𝑢
0.7  

 

(6) 𝐶𝑔𝑒𝑛 = 10 × 106 × (
�̇�𝑔𝑒𝑛

160×103)
0.7

  

 

The cost of heat exchangers is obtained based on the 

following equation: 

 

(7) 

 
𝐶ℎ𝑥 = 32800 × (

𝐴ℎ𝑥

80
)

0.8

× 𝑓𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑠 × 𝑓𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑝  

 

In the heat exchanger cost equation, 𝐴ℎ𝑥 is the amount of 

heat transfer area, which is obtained by dividing the heat 

capacity of each exchanger by the heat transfer coefficient, 

which according to the reference [32] for the evaporator 

1.1(𝑘𝑊 𝑚2𝐾⁄ ) , for recuperator 0.7(𝑘𝑊 𝑚2𝐾⁄ )and for 

condensers 0.5(𝑘𝑊 𝑚2𝐾⁄ ). 𝑓𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑝 and 𝑓𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑠 are temperature 

correction coefficient and pressure correction coefficient, 

respectively, obtained from the reference [33] according to 

the characteristics of the heat exchanger. In this analysis, due 

to the low temperature of the cycle, the temperature 

correction coefficient is equal to 1 and considering that the 

maximum pressure in the recuperator and evaporators is 30 

bar, the pressure correction coefficient is equal to 1.3, and 

for the condenser is equal to 1. The separator cost function is 

calculated using the following equation:  

 

(8) 𝐶𝑠𝑒𝑝 = 𝑓𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑠 × 10𝑓𝑠1+𝑓𝑠2×log 𝐻𝑠𝑒𝑝+𝑓𝑠3×(log 𝐻𝑠𝑒𝑝)
2

  

 

In this function, 𝐻𝑠𝑒𝑝 is the height of the liquid inside the 

separator from the inlet nozzle in the first 3 minutes of the 

process, is considered 0.5 m. The coefficients𝑓𝑠1, 𝑓𝑠2 and 

𝑓𝑠3 are correction coefficients that depend on the geometric 

dimensions.  

 In the power miscellaneous cost function: 𝐶𝑃𝐶.𝑝𝑖𝑝 is the 

cost of piping, 𝐶𝑃𝐶.𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑐  the cost of control systems and 

instrumentation, 𝐶𝑃𝐶.𝑒𝑙  the cost of electrical equipment and 

materials, and 𝐶𝑃𝐶.𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑡 the cost of installation. Their amount 

includes 66%, 10%, 10%, and 45% of the cost amount of 

cycle equipment. 

The cost of land purchase is considered to be 1200 dollars 

per kilowatt of gross output power. In this analysis, the 

amount of contingent costs are 20% of the total amount of 

cycle costs and land purchase. 

The value of the total investment cost function is written 

with the criteria of 2010. To convert it into daily units, an 

equation is needed to perform this conversion using the 

correction factor. Marshall and Swift's cost index [34] is one 

of the most reliable indices for converting costs in different 

years and this index has been used in this analysis.  

 

(9) 𝐶 = 𝐶𝐶𝐹 × 𝑓𝑀&𝑆
2018 𝑓𝑀&𝑆

𝐶𝐹.𝑌⁄    

 

In the above function, 𝐶𝐶𝐹 is the sum of the cost 

functions, 𝑓𝑀&𝑆
𝐶𝐹.𝑌 is the Marshall and Swift coefficient in the 

year when the cost functions were written, which is 1.13 in 

2010, and 𝑓𝑀&𝑆
2018 is the new coefficient Marshall and Swift, 

which is considered equal to 1. 

The concept of irreversibility in the thermodynamic 

analysis is necessary. This approach is related to the exergy 

concept as the available work from certain input energy. The 

system deviation of the environment is called exergy. The 

exergy calculation can be expressed as it follows: 

 

(10) 𝑒𝑓 = (ℎ − ℎ∗) − 𝑇0(𝑠 − 𝑠∗) + ∑ (𝜇𝑖
∗ − 𝜇𝑖

0)𝑛
𝑖=1     

 

The first two terms present the physical exergy, and the 

third term presents the chemical exergy. The temperature, 

pressure, and concentration of the environment (T0, P0, w0) 

can be called the global dead state that the related properties 

can be shown with 0 symbols. In the restricted dead state (*), 

in which only the temperature and pressure are changed to 

the environmental values [35]. The exergy destruction in 

each component can be evaluated based on fuel and product 

exergy [36] 
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Figure 2. Schematic of Kalina Cycle Modeling. 

 

(11) 𝐸𝐷 = 𝐸𝑓𝑢𝑒𝑙 − 𝐸𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡   

 

Exergetic efficiency is one of the important parameters 

for irreversibility evaluation that defined based on the fuel-

product definition as below [36]: 

 

(12) 𝜀 = 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡 𝑓𝑢𝑒𝑙⁄    

 

The amount of net power was obtained from the 

modeling of the power plant for one unit of 10.047 kW and 

all four units 40.188 kW and from the modeling of the Kalina 

cycle 2080 kW, which shows that the production power of 

the power plant has increased by 5.18%. If the temperature 

of the exhaust gas is less than 257℃; the amount of net 

production power and heat transfer will decrease, the results 

are shown in Table 8. 

 

Table 8. The Effect of Temperature on Power Generation. 
257 250 240 230 Temperature (℃) 

2080 1995 1972 1819 Net power (kW) 

2205 2182 2097 1969 Gross power (kW) 

16459 16270 16060 15314 Heat transfer (kW) 

 

The results show that if the inlet temperature of the 

evaporator in the Kalina cycle increases, the amount of 

power production will increase, which is shown in Figure 3. 

 

 
Figure 3. Comparison of Kalina Cycle Net Power for Different 

Evaporator Inlet Temperatures. 

 

 

The final cost according to the availability of land in the 

vicinity of the Tarasht Power Plant with and without 

considering the land purchase cost is compiled in Table 9. 

Exergy analysis results show that the general condenser 

has the highest unit exergy destruction and thus this 

component is the most inefficient component. The exergetic 

efficiency of the Kalina cycle is calculated as 45.24 %. The 

Exergy destruction in the different components are presented 

in Figure 4. 

 

Table 9. Investment Cost Results. 

Investment 

cost ($) 

Investment cost 

per unit of net  

power ($/kW) 

 

7798121 3749 with considering the cost of land purchase 

5354995 2574 without considering the  cost of land purchase 

 

 

 
Figure 4. Exergy Destruction. 

 

In power plants, increasing the temperature of water and 

producing wastewater are essential issues. In the Kalina 

cycle, the water used for cooling in the condenser enters with 

a temperature of 5 C and leaves with a temperature of 15 

C, But there is no change in the nature of the water and only 

its temperature increases, according to the specifications of 

the condenser of the Tarasht power plant, whose inlet 

temperature is 15 degrees, it is possible to use the output 

water of the Kalina cycle condenser and avoid excess water 
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consumption. . The distinctive feature of this cycle is the 

production of electricity without the consumption of fossil 

fuels, the most important environmental effect of which is 

the saving of non-renewable resources. 

The investment cost with/without considering the cost of 

the land purchase that was calculated earlier, the current cost 

with approximately 1.5% of the investment cost and the 

annual income of selling electricity to the grid with an 

electricity sale price of 1,000 Rials per kilowatt hour (each 

dollar is equivalent to 450,000 Rials), the system will not be 

profitable in the life cycle during (Assuming a life cycle of 

30 years). The details of the calculation are included in Table 

10. 

 

Table 10. Cost Results. 

Return 

period 

Income 

($) 

Current 

expense ($) 

Investment 

cost (&) 
 

>30 

(Yr) 

 

34417.07 

 

116971.815 7798121 with land purchase cost 

80324.925 5354995 without land purchase cost 

 

4. Conclusions 

To recover the waste heat from the stacks of the Tarasht 

power plant, the Kalina cycle (which is the same as the 

Rankine cycle with a difference in the working fluid i.e., 

water and ammonia with the distinct feature of creating a 

variable boiling point at constant pressure) was studied. 

Using Thermoflex, a unit of the Tarasht power plant was 

modeled, and the calculation results were compared with the 

available information, and validation was done. The 

calculation results for exhaust gas have been used as the heat 

source of the Kalina cycle. The results of this modeling show 

the production of net power of about 2080 kilowatts, which 

increases the net power of the entire power plant by about 

5%. Exergy analysis results show that the general condenser 

has the highest unit exergy destruction and thus this 

component is the most inefficient component. The exergetic 

efficiency of the Kalina cycle is calculated as 45.24 %. 

According to the environmental analysis, this cycle will 

cause less damage to the environment due to the temperature 

reduction of the exhaust gas to the environment and the non-

use of additional fossil fuel. Therefore, it is a suitable 

solution for using waste heat from power plants. The only 

point to consider in this solution (based on the economic 

analysis) is the high cost of startup compared to other power 

plant units.  Therefore, by using the Kalina cycle for heat 

recovery in the Tarasht power station, it is possible to extract 

about 2 megawatts of power. 

 

Nomenclature 

h Enthalpy (𝒌𝑱 𝒌𝒈⁄ ) 

𝑪𝒊𝒏𝒗  Total investment cost ($) 

𝑪𝑷𝑪  Cost of The Power Cycle ($) 

𝑪𝑷𝑪.𝒆𝒒𝒑  Cost of Power Cycle Equipment ($) 

𝑪𝒕𝒖𝒓  Cost of Purchasing Turbines ($)  

𝑪𝒈𝒆𝒏  Cost of Purchasing Pumps ($)  

𝑪𝑷𝒖  Cost of Purchasing Generators ($) 

𝑪𝒓𝒆  Cost of Heat Exchangers (Recuperator, 

Evaporator, Condenser) ($) 

𝑪𝒔𝒆𝒑  Separator Cost Function ($) 

𝑪𝑷𝑪.𝒎𝒊𝒔𝒄  Power Miscellaneous Cost Function ($) 

𝑪𝒍𝒂𝒏𝒅   Cost of Land Purchase ($) 

𝑪𝒄𝒏𝒕  Contingent Cost ($) 

𝑬𝑫  Exergy Destruction (kW) 

�̇�  Mass flow  (kg 𝑠⁄ ) 

T Temperature (℃) 

W Power (kW) 

w Concentration (ppm) 

𝜺  Exergetic efficiency (%) 
𝝁  Chemical Potential (J/kg) 
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Abstract  
 

The increase in global energy demand has directed researchers towards making low-quality coals into an 

environmentally friendly energy source by reducing their high moisture content. Drying coal is a high-energy and 

time-consuming process, so reducing the required energy and drying time is crucial for drying technology. Coal drying 

increases the thermal value of coal and makes it easier to transport. In this study, a coal drying system was designed 

using waste heat recovery systems, R-134a refrigerant as working fluid, air source heat pumps, and vacuum tube solar 

collectors to provide hot air. Firstly, the moisture content of the coal and the desired moisture content after drying 

were determined, and then the heat required to dry the coal was calculated. Next, the capacity of the solar collector 

required to provide the necessary heat to the heat pump was determined, and the type and capacity of the heat pump 

that could produce the required heat were selected. Finally, the coal dryer was designed based on the specific 

requirements of the power plant and the type of coal used. As a result, the coal drying system designed with solar-

assisted heat pumps and waste heat utilization can increase the efficiency of coal-fired power plants by reducing the 

moisture content of coal before combustion. 

 

Keywords: Coal; drying; heat pump; solar energy; waste heat recovery. 

 

1. Introduction 

Drying is a high-energy and time-consuming process, so 

reducing the amount of energy required and the drying time 

is an important issue for drying technology. The energy 

required for drying in drying systems is crucial in 

evaporating moisture from the product. Heat transfer in a 

drying process can be achieved through conduction, 

convection, and radiation. In classical coal dryers, heat 

transfer occurs through conduction and convection [1], but 

in recent years, radiation heating methods such as microwave 

[2], infrared radiation [3], ultraviolet, and radio waves [4] 

have been given more attention, especially due to their low 

energy consumption. 

In a study conducted by researchers in [5], using a pilot-

scale fluidized bed dryer, they examined the effect of 

fluidization velocity on coal classification and drying. They 

found that coal dried quickly, and the moisture content of the 

product particles was below 2%, and the optimum 

classification efficiency was 92% by weight at a fluidization 

velocity of 2.2 m/s. In another study where low-grade coal 

with high moisture content was dried in a new disc dryer 

equipped with heating plates and rotary blades, the moisture 

content of the raw coal dropped from 34% to below 3% 

within 5 minutes at a heating plate temperature of 150°C [6]. 

In [7], the drying performance of a solar-biomass hybrid 

batch type horizontal fluidized bed dryer with a multi-stage 

heat exchanger and a heat pump for drying rice was 

investigated, and it was found that the heat recovery drying 

system provided a thermal energy saving of approximately 

46.7% compared to the non-heat recovery drying system. In 

[8], a numerical model was proposed to estimate the energy 

performance of a solar energy dryer supported by a heat 

pump under terrestrial climates. It was confirmed that 

conventional solar dryers are not suitable for terrestrial 

climates with low ambient temperatures, and the heat pump 

dryer reduced the initial moisture content of the product from 

approximately 74% to around 19% in 21 hours. 

In the study where a convective closed-loop solar-

assisted heat pump dryer was designed for both simple heat 

pump drying and solar-assisted heat pump drying modes, it 

was concluded that the solar-assisted heat pump drying 

system performed better in every aspect [9]. In [10], dual-

pass parallel flow, compartmentalized parallel flow, and 

non-compartmentalized parallel flow solar air collectors 

were designed for drying application, and celery roots were 

dried and examined as the product. It was observed that the 

highest instantaneous efficiency was achieved in the dual-

pass parallel flow solar air collector (84.30%). In [11], 

researchers compared parallel flow (PPSAH), double-pass 

(DPSAH), and V-groove type (VTPSAH) solar-powered air 

heaters under the same climate conditions. They obtained 

exergy efficiency values in the range of 14.62–18.95% 

(VTPSAH), 12.28–15.68% (DPSAH), and 6.68–9.74% 

(PPSAH) using numerical and experimental approaches. In 

a study where vertical photovoltaic-thermal (PVT) solar 

dryers were analyzed using numerical and experimental 

approaches and fins were integrated on the absorber plate 

and PV panel to increase heat transfer, it was found that the 

thermal efficiency values of the vertical PVT collectors 

without fins and with fins were in the ranges of 47.46-
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54.86% and 50.25-58.16%, respectively, and that high air 

flow rate significantly improved drying performance in the 

finned vertical dryer [12]. In [13], V-groove three-pass (V-

TPSAH) and V-groove four-pass (V-QPSAH) solar-

powered air heaters were designed for drying municipal 

sewage sludge. Two different types of drying chambers (DC-

I: conventional, DC-II: solar absorber) were integrated into 

each solar-powered air heater. According to experimental 

results, the average efficiency of the solar-powered air heater 

was found to be in the range of 70.12–81.70%. 

Table 1 presents some products dried in heat pump, solar-

assisted, and waste heat recovery drying systems. Energy 

consumption reductions of these new type dryers compared 

to traditional drying systems are shown. 

 

Table 1. Some Dryer Types and Dried Products. 
Product Dryer Type Reduction of energy 

consumption (%) 

COP Reference 

Daphne Heat pump, 
controlled by 

PLC 

25 3.2 [14] 

Melon Infrared, solar 
energy, waste 

heat recovery 

assisted 

33.4 - [15] 

Stale 

bread 

Infrared, with 

heat pump 

43.2 3.7 [16] 

Mint leaf Heat pump, 
waste heat 

recovery 

48 3.94 [17] 

Kiwi Infrared, 
waste heat 

recovery 

32.17 - [18] 

Carrot Heat pump 
and 

Infrared, 

assisted heat 
pump with 

heat pump 

50 & 22 2.96 [19] 

Apple Heat pump - 3.02 [20] 
Pumpkin 

seeds 

Infrared, heat 

pump, PLC 

controlled 

- 4.86 [21] 

Grape 

pulp 

Heat pump 51 3.28 [22] 

Lemon Infrared, with 
heat pump 

11 2.74 [23] 

Mint leaf 

& Apple 

Solar air dryer 

and 
Infrared 

assisted solar 

air dryer 

26.46 & 8.59 2.43 [24] 

Mint leaf PV/T with 

heat pump 

12.27 (electrical); 

53.66 (thermal) 

4.18 [25] 

Honey Heat pump 27.11 2.65 [26] 
Walnut Heat pump, 

waste heat 

recovery and 
Infrared, 

waste heat 

recovery 

6.54 & 7.94 3.34 

& 

3.14 

[27] 

 

Due to their porous structure and clay-based minerals, 

coals contain a significant amount of moisture. Lignites, 

which have high moisture content (40-60%), are also defined 

as low-quality coal because of their low heating value [28]. 

While most of the moisture, which is eliminated through 

processes such as filtration and centrifugation, is removed 

chemically bound with the coal, the residual moisture 

content can be removed by drying. A 1% reduction in 

moisture content results in an average increase of 40-60 

kcal/kg in the heating value of coal [29]. Moisture not only 

adds unnecessary weight during transportation and storage 

of coal, but also increases operational costs. It decreases the 

friability of coal and makes blending operations more 

difficult [30]. Research has shown that lignites 

spontaneously ignite at low temperatures, around 40-50°C 

[31-33]. A study was conducted on Canadian lignite coal, 

which was dried using hydrothermal processing, vacuum 

drying, and hot air drying methods at different temperatures. 

Hydrothermal processing reduced the moisture content from 

34% to 9.65% in 30 minutes at 325°C. On the other hand, 

moisture content reduction was similar in the 7-hour vacuum 

drying process at 70°C and the 110-minute hot air drying 

method [34]. In a pilot plant similar to a cyclone with a 

conical tube, a computational fluid dynamics study 

demonstrated a significant reduction in moisture content, up 

to 86.37% under optimal conditions, uniform liquid 

distribution, and significant volatile combustion [35]. When 

coal with high moisture content is burned in public utility 

boilers, a significant portion of the energy (7-10%) is 

consumed to evaporate the moisture, leading to decreased 

plant efficiency, increased fuel consumption, and higher flue 

gas emissions [36]. The moisture content of lignite coal from 

the Victorian era can reach up to 66% [37], while anthracite 

can contain as little as 0.6% [38]. Some Turkish and Czech 

Republic lignites contain 6%, and Australian lignite coal 

contains approximately 71% [39]. In conventional lignite 

power plants, up to 60% moisture content lignite coal is 

burned, and approximately 20% of the fuel energy is used in 

pre-combustion drying [40]. If moisture can be economically 

reduced, lignite coal's energy content can be increased and 

can compete with bituminous coal at an equal level [41]. 

Therefore, removing moisture from lignite coal is a crucial 

parameter. 

 

Figure 1. Diff erent forms of water in the coal. 

 

Different moisture conditions present in coal are shown 

in Figure 1 [36]. In each coal particle, internal adsorbed 

water is present between micro-pores and micro-capillaries, 

called natural moisture, which can be removed by thermal or 

chemical methods. Surface adsorbed water is present on the 

particle surface and is also considered natural moisture, 

which can be removed by thermal or chemical methods. 

Capillary water is natural moisture found in the capillary 

ducts of coal particles and can be removed by thermal or 

chemical methods. 

In this study, a drying system will be designed for the 

Manisa province Soma Kısrakdere coal using waste heat 

recovery, the refrigerant fluid R-134a as the working fluid in 

a heat pump, and heat from vacuum-tube solar collectors 

with heat pipes. The drying chamber and the placement 

system for the wet product will be dimensioned and the 

drying system will be designed. The aim is to determine the 

power of the equipment in the drying system, the theoretical 
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drying time of the coal, the specific humidity ratio extracted 

from the system, and the drying coefficient of the dryer. 

 

2. Material & Method 

The type of coal to be used in drying is the washed lignite 

coal, with hazelnut size, extracted from Kısrakdere location 

in Soma district of Manisa province, and its properties are 

given in Table 2 [42]. 

 

Table 2. Properties of Washed Hazelnut Charcoal in 

Soma Kısrakdere. 
Variable Industry Corporate 

housing 

Individual 

housing 

Size (mm) 10 - 18 10 - 18 10 - 18 
Humidity (%) 17.25 19 17 

Ash (%) 11.47 16 17 

Volatile matter (%) 35.34 35 40 

Lower calorific value 

(kcal/kg) 

4776 4750 4650 

Upper calorific value 

(kcal/kg) 

5077 5100 4830 

  

On average, a hazelnut-sized coal is 0.015 m in diameter 

and weighs 0.017 kg [42]. Kısrakdere Coal has low ash 

(11.47%) and sulfur (0.96%) content, and has more efficient 

values than many fossil fuels in the industry, making it 

suitable for use in industrial facilities and the most 

appropriate and economical solution against the increasing 

heating and heating costs due to the widespread use of 

natural gas [43]. The specifications of the coal to be dried in 

the laboratory type drying system with a capacity of 75 kg 

and the coal table to be used in the drying chamber are given 

in Table 3. 

 

Table 3. Specifications of The Coal to Be Dried and The 

Coal Table to Be Used. 
Variable Value Unit 

Coal size (diameter) 0.015 m 

Wet weight of coal (grain) 0.017 kg 
Wet weight of coal 75 kg 

Coal quantity 4412 Piece 

Coal bottom area 0.0007 m2 

Coal table top 0.7 m 

Coal basin size 0.5 m 

Coal field area 0.35 m2 

Coal basin 9 Piece 

  

The materials and specifications used in the design of the 

drying chamber are shown in Table 4 [44, 45]. 

 

Table 4. Materials and Properties of the Drying 

Chamber. 
Type of material Thickness 

(m) 

Thermal 

conductivity 

(W/mK) 

Specific 

heat 

(kJ/kgoC) 

Density 

(kg/m3) 

Exterior plaster 
lime cement 

0.03 0.87 1.044 2100 

Aerated concrete 0.2 0.11 1.17 350 

Polyurethane 
insulation 

0.03 0.030 1.05 42 

Interior plaster 

lime plaster 

0.02 0.7 0.828 2200 

  

The system includes a solar collector, a heat pump, an air 

handling unit a waste heat recovery system, and a coal dryer. 

Solar collector is used to collect solar radiation and 

convert it into heat energy. The collected heat is then 

transferred to the heat pump through a heat exchanger. Heat 

pump is used to increase the temperature of the air used for 

drying the coal. It can also extract heat from the waste heat 

sources and reuse it for the drying process. Air handling unit 

is used to distribute the heated air to the coal drying system. 

Coal dryer is used to remove the moisture from the coal. The 

heated air is blown into the coal dryer to dry the coal. Waste 

heat recovery system such as the exhaust gas from the 

combustion of coal or the waste heat from the heat pump, can 

be recovered and reused for the drying process. 

The steps shown in Table 5 [19, 46-50] were applied for 

data analysis in the solar energy-supported heat pump dryer 

design. 

 

Table 5. Equations Used in Data Analysis. 
Step of data 
analysis 

Equality Equality 
number 

Design of 

the drying 

chamber 

The amount of heat 

energy required to 

heat the kiln walls 

to the system 

temperature of the 
drying air and to 

maintain that 

temperature (𝑞1) 

𝑚1 × 𝑐1 × ∆𝑇 (1) 

Amount of energy 

required to heat the 
drying air is this 

amount of energy 

(𝑞2) 

𝜌 × 𝑉 × 𝑐2

× ∆𝑇 

(2) 

The energy 
required to heat the 

products to be 

dried (𝑞3) 

𝑚𝑤 × 𝑐3 × ∆𝑇 (3) 

The energy 
required to 

evaporate the 

moisture contained 
in the dried product 

(𝑞4) 

𝑚𝑤𝑡 × 𝜃𝑜 (4) 

The energy 

required to cover 

the heat losses 
from the oven to 

the ambient air (𝑞5) 

𝐾 × 𝐴𝑐 × ∆𝑇 (5) 

Total heat transfer 

coefficient (𝐾) 
1

1
ℎ𝑖

+
𝑑𝑛

𝑘𝑛
+

1
ℎ𝑑

 
(6) 

Calculation 
of the final 

moisture 

content of 
the coal 

Moisture content 
by dry weight 

(𝑀𝐶𝑑𝑤) 

𝑀𝑤 − 𝑀𝑑

𝑀𝑑

 
(7) 

Moisture content 

by wet weight 

(𝑀𝐶𝑤𝑤) 

𝑀𝑤 − 𝑀𝑑

𝑀𝑤
 

(8) 

Calculation of the payload from 

solar energy (�̇�𝑺) 
�̇� × 𝜌 × 𝑐 × ∆𝑇 (9) 

Electrical energy consumed by the 

fan (�̇�𝒇,𝑺) 
�̇�𝑆 − 𝜂 × 𝐼 × 𝐴𝑎

𝜂
 

(10) 

Heat pump 

calculation 

Heat exchanger 

equation 
�̇�𝐶

= 1.25 × �̇�𝑡𝑜𝑡 

 (11) 

Condenser load 

(�̇�𝐶) 

 �̇�𝑅−134𝑎 ×  (ℎ4 − ℎ1) (12) 

Evaporator load 

(�̇�𝐸) 
�̇�𝑅−134𝑎 × (ℎ2 − ℎ3) (13) 

Compressor load 
(�̇�𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑝) 

�̇�𝑅−134𝑎 × (ℎ4 − ℎ3) (14) 

Heating coefficient 

of influence 

(𝐶𝑂𝑃𝑠𝑦𝑠) 

�̇�𝐶

�̇�𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑝 + �̇�𝑓𝑎𝑛

 
(15) 

Specific moisture absorption rate 

(𝑺𝑴𝑬𝑹) 

�̇�𝑤𝑡

�̇�𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑝 + �̇�𝑓𝑎𝑛

 
(16) 
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3. Findings 

The design of the system includes the following steps: 

 Determination of the heating requirements of the coal 

dryer; the amount of heat required for drying the coal 

depends on the coal's moisture content, initial and final 

temperatures, and mass flow rate. 

 Sizing of the solar collector; it depends on the heating 

requirements of the coal dryer and local solar radiation 

conditions. 

 Sizing of the heat pump; it depends on the heating 

requirements of the coal dryer and the temperature 

increase required by the heat pump. 

 Design of the waste heat recovery system; it is designed 

to recover as much waste heat as possible from the heat 

pump and other sources. 

 Design of the control system; it is designed to optimize 

the operation of the system and ensure that the coal 

drying process is efficient and effective. 

The ideal moisture content in coal stocks should be 

between 8-10% [51]. By using Eqs. (7) and (8), it was found 

that 5.77 kg of water evaporates from the coal. If the drying 

air temperature is at 35 °C [52], it was calculated that the 

moisture content will decrease from 17% to 8% in 95 

minutes [53]. 

The system diagram is shown in Figure 2. The 

mechanical system that consumes three energies, including a 

fan, compressor, and pump, and three heat exchangers 

(condenser and evaporator), including a plate heat exchanger 

used in waste heat recovery, an expansion valve, temperature 

and relative humidity sensors, a vacuum tube solar collector, 

a drying chamber, a product tray, and a weight scale are 

included in the system. An electronic control panel is 

installed for controlling the drying air. The temperature of 

the drying chamber is controlled by adjusting the heat pump 

unit to achieve uniform drying conditions (Table 6). 

 

 
Figure 2. System overview. 

 

Table 6. System Equipment. 
Number Name Number Name 

1 Solar collector  10 Fresh air 
2 Drying chamber 11 Mixed air 
3 Condenser 12 Electrical Control Unit 
4 Throttling valve 13 Plate heat changer 
5 Evaporator 14 Waste heat plant 
6 Compressor 15 Power plant fan 
7 Fan 16 Air line 
8 Thermo-Hygrometer 17 Refrigerant line 
9 Coal graine   

The height of each tray in the drying chamber is 0.05 m. 

In the design, 0.05 m gaps were left at both ends of the trays, 

and a drying chamber of 0.8 m × 0.6 m × 0.7 m was created. 

As seen on the psychrometric chart given in Figure 3, air 

entered the drying system at point Ti with 46% relative 

humidity and a temperature of 35°C [54]. After going 

through the cooling and dehumidification processes with 

80% moisture removal efficiency, the air left the drying 

chamber at point To with a temperature of 27°C. The mass of 

the circulating air (𝑚2) was found to be 2165.6 kg. 

 

 
Figure 3. Psychrometric chart. 

 

To heat the air in the drying system, a vacuum tube solar 

collector with 57.16% efficiency was used [55]. The power 

of the vacuum tube solar collector should be enough to 

compensate for the heat loss in the drying system. The values 

of the heat calculation for the drying chamber are shown in 

Table 7. 

 

Table 7. Calculation of The Drying Room Temperature. 
Variable Value Unit Variable Value Unit 

𝐭 95 min Aa 60.24 m2 

𝐜𝟐 [56] 1.0057 kJ/kgoC Ad 0.48 m2 

𝐜𝟑 [57] 1.883 kJ/kgoC hi 7 W/m2K 

𝐦𝐰𝐭 5.77 kg ho 13 W/m2K 

𝐦𝟐 2165.6 kg K 0.322 W/m2K 

𝐐𝟎 2257 kJ/kg q1 76496.749 kJ 

𝐈 [58] 560 W/m2 q2 17423.551 kJ 

𝐓𝒊 35 oC q3 2570.295 kJ 

𝐓𝐚 [59] 16.8 oC q4 13022.890 kJ 

𝐓𝐨 27 oC q5 96.204 kJ 

𝛒 1.2 kg/m3 Q̇tot 19.230 kW 

  

An 80% effective heat exchanger was used for energy 

recovery from waste heat (50°C [59]), and the system air was 

heated from 27°C to 35°C. 

The condenser capacity was taken as 25% more than the 

total energy required for the drying system to compensate for 

compressor resting [48]. R-134a was used as the refrigerant 

in the heat pump system. The heat pump calculation is shown 

in Table 8. 
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Table 8. Calculation of The Heat Pump. 
Variable Value Unit Variable Value Unit 

𝐓𝟏 10 oC ṁR−134a 0.198 kg/s 

𝐓𝟐 55 oC ṁ𝑎 1203.111 kg/h 

𝐓𝟑 45 oC ca 1.005 kJ/kgoC 

𝐓𝟒 5 oC Patm 101.325 kPa 

𝐏𝟏 
349.9 kPa 

ηws, 

ηw,c 
0.80  

𝐏𝟐 1163 kPa ηw,e 0.95  

𝐡𝟏 253.34 kJ/kg ηw 0.76  

𝐡𝟐 284.17 kJ/kg Q̇C 24.037 kW 

𝐡𝟐𝐬 278 kJ/kg Q̇E 27.199 kW 

𝐡𝐟, 𝐡𝟑, 𝐡𝟒 115.8 kJ/kg Ẇcomp 6.096 kW 

𝐡𝐠 237.35 kJ/kg Ẇfan [60

] 
0.25 kW 

𝐬𝟏, 𝐬𝟐𝐬 0.9288 kJ/kgK COP 3.788  

 

When the product is dried by convection, heat transfer 

occurs from the surface to the inside, while evaporation 

occurs from the cells inside to the surface. The specific 

moisture extraction rate from the dryer (Eq. 16) was 

calculated as 910 g water/kWh. 

 

4. Conclusions  

In this study, a laboratory-scale drying system was 

designed for the drying of Soma Kısrakdere coal in Manisa 

province under summer conditions using waste heat 

recovery, solar energy, and a heat pump. The design of a coal 

drying system with solar-assisted heat pump and waste heat 

utilization involves integrating various technologies to 

improve the efficiency of coal-fired power plants. The design 

should consider the specific requirements of the power plant 

and the coal being used to ensure optimal performance. 

Overall, a coal drying system with waste heat recovery, 

solar energy support, and heat pump can be an important 

solution to increase the efficiency of coal-fired power plants 

and save energy. This system can help make low-quality 

coals into a more environmentally friendly energy source. 

Designed using solar energy, waste heat recovery, and heat 

pump, this system can reduce the energy required to provide 

hot air, which can shorten the drying time and reduce energy 

consumption. In addition, greenhouse gas emissions can be 

reduced thanks to this system. Therefore, a coal drying 

system with waste heat recovery, solar energy support, and 

heat pump can be an important step towards a more efficient, 

environmentally friendly, and sustainable coal-fired power 

plant. 

 

Nomenclature 
𝐴𝑎  Air duct arms area (m2) 

𝐴𝑑  Dryer area (m2) 

𝑐1  Total specific heat of wall materials (kJ/kgoC) 

𝑐2  Specific heat of drying air (kJ/kgoC) 

𝑐3  Specific heat of coal (kJ/kgoC) 

ℎ1  Condenser outlet enthalpy value (kJ/kg) 

ℎ2  Throttling valve outlet enthalpy value (kJ/kg) 

ℎ2𝑠  Throttling valve outlet isentropic enthalpy value 

(kJ/kg) 

ℎ3  Evaporator outlet enthalpy value (kJ/kg) 

ℎ4  Compressor outlet enthalpy value (kJ/kg) 

𝐼     Value of solar radiation (W/m2) 

𝑀𝑖   Wet weight (kg) 

𝑀𝑑  Dry weight (kg) 

𝑚1  Mass of the wall (kg) 

𝑚2  Mass of air to circulate in the plant (kg) 

𝑚𝑤𝑡  Water to be extracted (kg) 

𝑃𝑎𝑡𝑚  Atmospheric pressure (kPa) 

𝑃𝑠  Saturation pressure of water vapor (kPa) 

�̇�𝐶   Condenser load (kW) 

�̇�𝐸  Evaporator load (kW) 

𝑠1  Condenser outlet entropy value (kJ/kgK) 

𝑆𝑀𝐸𝑅  Specific moisture extraction rate (g water/kWh) 

𝑇𝑎  Air temperature (oC) 

𝑇1  Condenser outlet temperature (oC) 

𝑇2  Throttling valve outlet temperature (oC) 

𝑇3  Evaporator outlet temperature (oC) 

𝑇4  Compressor outlet temperature (oC) 

𝑉  Drying air volume (m3) 

�̇�  Total air flow (m3/s) 

�̇�𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝 Compressor load (kW) 

𝜃𝑜  Latent heat of evaporation at evaporation 

temperature (kJ/kg) 

𝜌  Density of air (kg/m3) 

𝜂𝑤,𝑐  Condenser efficiency 

𝜂𝑤,𝑒  Evaporator efficiency 

𝜑  Relative humidity 
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Abstract  
 

Different types of thermometers (resistance thermometers, thermocouples, liquid in glass thermometers, radiation 

thermometers, etc.) are used in temperature measurements. Resistance thermometers are among the most reliable types 

of sensors used for sensitive temperature measurements. The traceability, accuracy and precision of the measurement 

results are important for the reliability of the measurements. There are many parameters that affect the uncertainty 

estimation in measurements made with resistance thermometers. One of the parameters to be considered in the 

uncertainty estimation is the interpolation error in converting the resistance value to temperature. Different methods 

(ITS-90, Calendar Van Dusen CVD, Polynomial equation) can be used to convert the resistance value to temperature. 

The problem is that there are differences in the temperature values read using the coefficients obtained by different 

methods. In this study, the effect of errors from CVD and polynomial equation methods on measurement uncertainty 

was investigated. 

 

Keywords: Resistance thermometer, Calendar van dusen, ITS-90, uncertainty estimation.  

 

1. Introduction  

Standard platinum resistance thermometers (SPRTs) are 

the most precise and reproducible temperature sensors, 

which is why they are the instruments specified for use in the 

ITS-90 over a wide range of temperature [1,2]. They are 

based on the positive temperature coefficient of electrical 

resistance of platinum, which is about 0.4%/°C at 0 °C. The 

sensing resistor is made using a fine platinum wire of 

diameter <0.1 mm carefully wound in a strain-free manner 

on a silica (quartz) glass former. It is enclosed in a long silica 

tube (sheath) at the head of which the connecting leads are 

joined to a length of flexible cable. The resistance at 0 °C is 

normally about 25.5 Ω, which gives a sensitivity of about 0.1 

Ω/°C. SPRTs are very fragile and pure platinum is very soft. 

Therefore secondary standards and industrial thermometers 

are usually made with more rugged (stronger) sensors, using 

less pure platinum wires or printed platinum films. The 

resistance is generally 100 Ω at 0 °C, so the sensitivity is 

about 0.4 Ω/°C, and they are protected by stainless-steel 

metal sheaths. They are often called Resistance Temperature 

Detectors (RTDs), Industrial Platinum Resistance 

Thermometer (IPRT) or Pt-100s. Platinum is almost 

invariably used as the sensing resistor in resistance 

thermometry, because it has a good temperature coefficient, 

it can operate to very high temperatures (in special 

applications up to 962 °C) and it is resistant to chemical 

attack, particularly oxidation. However, it is expensive and 

sometimes copper or nickel are used, for reasons of cost 

[3,4]. 

According to ITS 90, platinum resistance thermometers 

are calibrated at fixed points in their temperature range. 

Calibration results are converted from resistance to 

temperature for user convenience. When the calibration is 

done at fixed points, unit conversion can be done by using 

the ITS-90 calculation. Alternatively the transformation can 

be realized using Calendar Van Dusen (CVD) or Polynomial 

equation and the calibration is usually done with comparison 

method in less costly baths and ovens instead of fixed points 

[5,6]. In the literature, the conversion coefficients obtained 

from the measurement results are evaluated by different 

methods. In a group of studies, interpolation results from 

polynomial equation results were evaluated [7,8]. In CVD 

evaluation method, the results of the matrix method are used 

for uncertainty estimation [9,10].  

It is important to recognize that uncertainties are 

estimated, rather than calculated. The estimate is made using 

experimental and other available information, but in practice 

the evaluation usually includes significant elements of 

subjective assessment. The result is always open to question, 

by the individual, colleagues, managers, assessors, 

customers, etc. Nevertheless, the uncertainty budget 

demonstrates the extent to which the measurement process 

has been critically analyzed and understood. It also shows 

clearly which sources of uncertainty are most significant, and 

hence should be improved if the uncertainty is to be reduced. 

In recent years uncertainty estimation and analysis has been 

based on the ‘GUM’, the ISO Guide to the Expression of 

Uncertainty in Measurement, which was issued in 1993 by 

BIPM, IEC, ISO, and some other bodies [11]. The EA 

guide EA-4/02 • Expression of the Uncertainty of 

Measurement in Calibration is adapted from the GUM with 

reference to calibration and includes several worked 

examples [12]. 

https://orcid.org/0000-0002-2314-6032
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The level of uncertainty depends on the equipment and 

procedures used in the measurement and calibration. All 

components of uncertainty should be evaluated and 

combined, to reach an overall calibration uncertainty at each 

temperature. In this study, the contribution from the 

conversion coefficients obtained from different methods that 

influence the uncertainty will be evaluated in order to reduce 

the measurement uncertainty. 

 

2. Experiment 

This study investigates the effect on the uncertainty of 

using the different methods for deriving the conversion 

coefficients for resistance thermometer calibration data in 

the temperature range -40 to 500 °C. 

 

2.1 Apparatus 

Platinum resistance thermometer (Pt-100, Fluke 5626), 

Super thermometer (Hart scientific 1595A), Alcohol Bath 

(Fluke 7341), Water Bath (Hart Scientific 7037), Oil Bath 

(Hart Scientific 6022), Salt Bath (Hart Scientific 6055) 

 

2.2 Method 

The calibration method of a thermometer is based on 

comparison measurement. The process of comparison 

method: thermometers are calibrated with reference or 

standard thermometers, in thermally stabilized liquid baths 

or furnace. The temperature sensors are connected to the 

Model 1575 A bridge which is used for the measurements. 

The ice point is prepared and before calibration starts, the 

value of ice point of test thermometer is measured. The 

calibration is done from the lowest temperature towards 0 ºC, 

and then from the highest temperature value down towards 0 

ºC. The thermometers are immersed at least 25 cm into 

liquid. Because the thermometers’ immersion depth is 

important, it is noted in the certificate. The use of metal 

blocks in liquid baths increases homogeneity and decreases 

the uncertainty. At each temperature, when the bath is stable, 

the reference and test thermometers are measured alternately. 

At least 10 values are taken with 10 second intervals for 

every measurement point. The order of measurement is as 

reference – test – reference, etc. After taking measurements 

at all the calibration temperatures, the ice point value is again 

measured.  

The difference between ice point values that are taken at 

the start and end of calibration is used to estimate the 

uncertainty components for the thermometer hysteresis and 

stability.  

In the calibration of platinum resistance thermometers 

(PRT) by comparison measurement in baths, 3 methods can 

be used to construct the resistance curve against temperature: 

CVD (A, B, C coefficients), CVD (Alpha, beta, delta 

coefficients) and Polynomial equations coefficients (fitting a 

polynomial equation to the calibration data using a least-

squares regression routine: i.e. curve-fitting, which 

minimizes the sum of the squares of the residuals 

(differences between the curve and the data). The RMS (root 

mean square) deviation decreases as the order of the fit 

increases. 

In this study, the calculation of the CVD A,B,C and 

polynomial coefficients and the effect of the interpolation on 

the measurement uncertainty estimation will be discussed.  

The CVD equations are widely used with industrial PRTs 

shown below. 

 

 

For t > 0 °C: 

 

Rt = R0 (1 + At + Bt²)          (1) 

 
For t < 0 °C:  

 

Rt = R0 (1 + At + Bt² + C (t - 100) t³)       (2) 

 

The other method to be compared with the CVD method 

is the polynomial equation. Using polynomial equations, a 

temperature-resistance curve or table can be created for 

temperature sensors. In this method, better results can be 

obtained by increasing the degree of the equation. Choosing 

the optimum degree of fit is a compromise between reducing 

the residuals sufficiently, but not over-fitting the data, which 

happens if the degree approaches the number of points (the 

curve begins to fit the errors – i.e. oscillate so as to pass more 

closely though the points. 

 

t (R) [°C] = A0 + A1R+ A2R2+ A3R3+……+A5R5      (3) 

 

3. Measurements and Results 

Before calculating the conversion coefficients, the 

calibration of the thermometer to be tested was carried out 

with a traceable reference thermometer in accordance with 

international calibration procedure as specified in the method 

section. The measurement results are given in Table 1. 

Calibration outputs are degrees Celsius (°C) for the 

reference thermometer, resistance (Ω) for the test 

thermometer. The ice point value of the test thermometer will 

be recorded as Ro, and the test thermometer value at any 

temperature point will be recorded as Rt. 

The first method to find the coefficients is CVD method, 

coefficient calculation (A,B,C) was obtained using Matlab 

software. The second method was to find the CVD 

coefficients with the Matrix method using the Excel 

program. Finally, the coefficients (A0, A1, A2, A3, A4, A5) 

were calculated with the 5th degree polynomial equation. 

The coefficients obtained by the 3 methods are given in 

Table 2.  

 

Table 1. Calibration Result of Test Thermometer. 

Reference Therm./ °C Test Therm. / Ω 

-39.82 84.3475 

-19.81 92.2530 

0.00 100.0200 

50.17 119.5132 

90.18 134.8346 

150.04 157.3988 

235.01 188.7495 

349.69 229.7272 

449.51 264.1700 

 

Table 2. Resistance-Celsius conversion coefficients. 

CVD 

Matlab 

CVD 

Excel 
Polynomial 

 

A: 3.91160E-03 A: 3.91183E-03 A0:1.0003E+02  

B: -5.83748E-07 B: -5.84033E-07 A1:3.9131E-01  

C: 2.55447E-14 C: 2.53484E-14 A2:-6.0826E-05  

  A3:1.5665E-08  

  A4:-3.5604E-11  

  A5:3.0860E-14  
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The coefficients were put into the CVD and polynomial 

equations and the interpolation residuals were estimated 

from the differences between the resistance values calculated 

from the coefficients and the measured resistance values. 

Measured test thermometer value, calculated test 

thermometer value and difference values to be used as 

interpolation error for each method used are given in the 

Tables 3,4,5. 
 

Table 3. CVD Results from MATLAB data. 

Reference 

Therm./ °C 

Test 

Therm./Ω 

Test Therm. 

Matlab/ Ω 

|Residual| 

mºC 

-39.82 84.3475 84.3473 1 

-19.81 92.2530 92.2452 20 

0.00 100.0200 100.0200 0 

50.17 119.5132 119.5032 25 

90.18 134.8346 134.8259 22 

150.04 157.3988 157.4056 17 

235.01 188.7495 188.7437 14 

349.69 229.7272 229.7212 15 

449.51 264.1700 264.1676 6 

499.33 280.9500 280.9457 11 

 

Table 4. CVD Results from Excel program matrix method. 
Reference 

Therm./ °C 

Test 

Therm./Ω 

Test Therm. 

Excel/ Ω 

|Residual| 

mºC 

-39.82 84.3475 84.3463 3 

-19.81 92.2530 92.2447 21 

0.00 100.0200 100.0200 0 

50.17 119.5132 119.5043 22 

90.18 134.8346 134.8277 17 

150.04 157.3988 157.4084 24 

235.01 188.7495 188.7476 5 

349.69 229.7272 229.7256 4 

449.51 264.1700 264.1717 4 

499.33 280.9500 280.9493 2 

 

Table 5. Results from 5th degree polynomial equation. 
Reference 

Therm./ °C 

Test 

Therm./Ω 

Test Therm. 

Excel/ Ω 

|Residual| 

mºC 

-39.82 84.3475 84.3467 2 

-19.81 92.2530 92.2500 7 

0.00 100.0200 100.0274 19 

50.17 119.5132 119.5100 8 

90.18 134.8346 134.8295 13 

150.04 157.3988 157.4060 18 

235.01 188.7495 188.7463 8 

349.69 229.7272 229.7279 2 

449.51 264.1700 264.1700 0 

499.33 280.9500 280.9500 0 

 

3.1 Uncertainties 

International standards (the ‘GUM’, the ISO Guide to the 

Expression of Uncertainty in Measurement and the EA guide 

EA-4/02 Expression of the Uncertainty of Measurement in 

Calibration) were used to calculate the measurement 

uncertainty. All parameters affecting the measurement were 

analysed, given in Table 6. Uncertainties may vary 

depending on the calibration method and system used. The 

error from interpolation, one of the uncertainty contributions, 

was evaluated separately and its effect on the measurement 

uncertainty was analysed. In the estimation of uncertainty, 

the coverage factor is usually k = 2 for the 95% confidence 

interval. 

 

Table 6. Uncertainty estimation for Pt-100. 

Uncertainty 

Component 
Uncertainty 

Statistical 

Distribution 

Standard 

Uncertainty 

( ºC) 

Ref. Therm. 
Drift 

0.00002 Ω Rectangular 1.16E-04 

Ref. Therm. 

Uncertainty 
0.002 ºC Normal 0.001 

Ref. Therm. 

Stability 
0.00025 ºC Normal 0.00025 

Indicator 

Uncertainty 
0.00004 Ω Normal 0.0002 

Indicator 
Resolution 

0.00001 ºC Rectangular 5.78E-06 

Indicator Drift 1.35E-04 Ω Rectangular 0.00135 

External 
Resistance 

0.000012Ω Normal 5.50E-05 

Self-Heating 0.0000015 Ω Rectangular 8.67E-06 

Bath Stability 0.001 °C Normal 0.001 
Bath 

Uniformity 
0.002 °C Rectangular 0.001156 

Ice Point 0.0044 °C Normal 0.0022 
Test Therm. 

Resolution 
0.000001 Ω Rectangular 5.78E-06 

Test Therm. 
Stability 

0.0001 Ω Normal 0.001 

Test Therm. 

Hysteresis 
0.0002 Ω Rectangular 0.001156 

Interpolation 0.002 °C Normal 0.002 

Total Uncertainty                                                                        0.0037 

Expanded Uncertainty  (k=2 %95 confidence level)                    0.007 

    

The effects from interpolation were considered in the 

measurement uncertainty calculation, and it was evaluated 

how the uncertainty values changed when different programs 

were used. It has been concluded that the uncertainty value 

can be underestimated with the data obtained from which 

program. 

Using a mathematical package such as Excel or Matlab, 

no significant difference was observed between these 

calculations as they used the same curve-fitting algorithms. 

However, making the coefficient calculation with the help of 

a more practical and fast polynomial equation provides 

significant convenience to the user. When the results 

obtained by the CVD method and the Polynomial equation 

are compared with each other, it is seen that the error from 

the curve fitting algorithm does not significantly increase the 

measurement uncertainty. In addition to the studies, the 

results obtained using the 5th polynomial equation 

wererepeated with the 4th degree polynomial equation. The 

results obtained from the 4th degree polynomial equation are 

closer to the measured values, but far from the results 

obtained from the CVD equation, as it calculates the test 

value with a more rough approximation. 

The studies were carried out with different resistance 

thermometers in order to see the error from the 

reproducibility parameter. In the calculations made for 

different thermometers, similar uncertainty values were 

calculated between the methods. It has been observed that if 

the stability and reproducibility of the thermometers are 

good, the uncertainty from the equations decreases.  
The temperature points selected in the measurements 

were chosen randomly and the number of measurement 

points was chosen above the number of measurements 

sufficient to calculate the coefficients from the equations. 

After the coefficients were entered into the display, the 

thermometers were recalibrated and the measurements were 
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taken in degrees Celsius. The measurement results at 

different temperatures were compared with the calculated 

values. These tests took place for approximately 10 

thermometers. 

 
4. Conclusion 

Precise and accurate measurements in temperature 

measurements depend on certain conditions. It is important 

to analyze the measurement uncertainty completely and to 

carry out the measurements with the most ideal method. In 

this study, measurement uncertainty has been studied 

precisely and focused on obtaining a low interpolation error 

from the parameters affecting the measurement uncertainty. 

Resistance-Celcius conversion coefficients were calculated 

with 3 methods and were taken into account in the 

uncertainty estimation. Of the methods, MATLAB and 

EXCEL gave almost the same results. The lowest uncertainty 

is 0.007 °C, while the highest uncertainty is 0.030 °C. The 

lowest uncertainty values were obtained by the third method, 

the polynomial equation method, varying from 0.007 °C to 

0.023 °C. In summary, although the polynomial equation 

method is not widely used compared to the CVD method, it 

has been determined as the method to obtain a lower 

uncertainty value in cases where measurement uncertainty is 

important. 
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Nomenclature 

t   temperature (°C) 

Rt            resistance at temperature t (Ω) 

R0    resistance at 0 °C (Ω) 

A, B, C   constants in CVD method 

A0, A1, A2, A3, A4, A5 constants in polynomial method 
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Abstract  
 

In recent years tomatoes have been peeled using steam and lye. Both are costlier, less environmentally friendly and 

highly polluting techniques. Thus, more sustainable alternatives should be sought after. Among these alternatives is 

radiative heating. To appropriately design the system for dry peeling, several typical operational characteristics of the 

process in issue must be estimated. The analytical model presented allows estimates to be made through closed-form 

relationships between the parameters involved. The analysis is based on the use of an appropriate theoretical model, 

which facilitates the solution to the proposed problems. Through the approximate solution of the analytical problem, 

we will analyse: the angular speed Ω, the temperature fluctuations ΔT0, the process time tc. These estimates are then 

used to derive a specific model for a control of process. The temperature profile (through an approximate solution) 

associated with the process that provides the optimum peel quality was utilized as a guide for the regulation system. 

A control system used the code to extract a specific temperature, and based on surface tomato temperature readings, 

controlled a brushless motor using a logic strategy. The regulating system can adjust the rotation speed, and hence 

the heating intensity, even under less than perfect operating conditions in order to obtain the appropriate profile 

temperature. The controlled temperature profile yielded an average temperature of 66.3°C, while the reference case 

yielded a temperature of 67°C. Additionally, it was found that the temperature inaccuracy decreased with each 

rotation, ranging from 2.5 °C at 2π to 0.3 °C at 16π. As a result, the peeling procedure is standardized in time, 

temperature, and quality. 

 

Keywords: Dry peeling system; integral method; process control, approximate solution 

 

1. Introduction 

Major issues that plague the sustainability of the tomato 

processing industry include energy consumption, wastewater 

management, and pollution [1-3]. With the development of 

advanced infrared dry peeling technology, the traditional hot 

lye method for peeling tomatoes can be replaced. This 

process relies on infrared heating panels to quickly heat up 

tomatoes, resulting in a thinner thickness of peeled-off skin 

and slightly firmer texture of peeled tomato. The IR dry-

peeling method is rapidly adopted by food processors, due to 

its sustainable advantages like high efficiency and negligible 

water use [4, 5]. By irradiating the tomato surface with 

infrared radiation and selecting a suitable value of power 

density, temperature and time, it is possible to increase the 

Young’s modulus of the peels. As a result, the adhesiveness 

of the peel is reduced. These findings demonstrated the 

effectiveness of the novel IR dry-peeling process for 

tomatoes [6]. Producing high quality peeled tomatoes is a 

challenging task, especially with the variety of tomato types. 

However, some critical aspects of peeling tomatoes using 

infrared radiation heating were outlined by [7]. Wishing to 

perform successful infrared peeling requires to realize both 

rapid and uniform heating on the tomato surface. An infrared 

heating system was designed to be installed in a food 

processing facility. The purpose of this research is to 

improve the heating uniformity of tomatoes transported 

along by the conveyor belt, in order to obtain an optimal 

design of infrared heating systems. For this purpose, the 

irregular shape of tomatoes and their different expositions to 

the heating source when transported along by the conveyor 

belt are to be considered. In this context, a typical 

configuration for industrial peeling is realized by means of a 

plane matrix of infrared emitters [8, 9]; looking at tomatoes 

in relative motion, they have been found to rotate on the belt 

when processed. To retrieve tomato thermal response to 

infrared heating, a numerical approach is necessary due to 

the complexity of the geometry. Previously, the authors 

attempted to descry the process using an analytical model: an 

infinite body subjected to a suitable source of pulsating heat 

was considered because the proper time scale was small [10, 

11]. For peeling purpose, it proved useful to assume that the 

heating process would end a specified temperature was 

reached [4, 8, 12]. Achieving the best heating uniformity also 

means considering rotation speed and relative position to the 

source. To ensure uniform heating, a system for a rotation 

speed regulating has been proposed. After  dimensioned the 

system and got the values of the parameters which enable to 

achieve the optimal  temperature profile, which thus assures 

the proper heating uniformity and excellent quality of the 

product, the control logic has been established which allows 

us to obtain a peeling process with very comparable 

temperature profiles to the reference one. De facto, the 

https://orcid.org/0000-0003-0337-8490
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emissivity value and therefore the amount of heat transferred 

are influenced by factors like the size of the tomatoes, the 

existence of processing residues on the lamp's surface, and 

others [13, 14]. In order to regulate the intensity of the heat 

transferred, the rotation speed was adjusted.  
To achieve this, the surface temperature, the logic 

control, and the temperature value pertaining to the reference 

profile must be delivered to the regulating system. A 

pyrometer, a mathematical model, and an approximation 

solution are used to supply the first, second, and third 

parameters, respectively. The analytic solution appears 

rather involved [10, 11], which affects the calculation times, 

thus a further approximate approach to the same problem is 

attempted in order to obtain an easy-to-handle solution, and 

therefore less run time. Since the peeling process typically 

takes place at a number of revolutions of n ≅ 10 rpm [4, 8, 

12], the regulation system will have to act approximately 

every 6 s. The relatively long calculation times, about 2 s, 

moreover and  the solution's complex structure make the 

analytical solution unusable for the proposed regulation 

system. While the approximate solution is obtained almost 

instantly. It is therefore very simple and rapid to provide the 

code with the function that represents the approximate 

solution of the problem. In this way, it is feasible to 

overcome the limitations noted in the literature, in which, 

after the ideal peeling parameters have been determined, the 

process always occurs under the same conditions, without 

taking into account the variation of thermal power 

transferred as the emissivity varies (different diameters , 

process residues on the lamp surface, etc). As a result, the 

method is highly dependent on the emissivity value and fails 

to produce a quality-standardized output. Instead, by using 

the dry peeling temperature control system, the peeling 

productivity can be significantly increased by making the 

process quality standardized. 

 

2. Materials and Method 

The experimental setup of Figure 8, relating to the 

peeling of tomatoes with radiation, belongs at the first step 

of Pan's activity, Li et al. [8, 12, 15, 19].  

 

 
Figure 1. The experimental setup. 

 

It consists of two main sections: IR heater, and rotating 

rollers. Curved ceramic emitters were adopted in the 

prototype equipment to enhance the IR heating intensity and  

the overall heating uniformity of tomatoes [8, 9, 18, 19]. 

Specifically created software (7.1 LabView®, National 

Instruments Corp., Austin, Texas) was employed for both 

data acquisition and reduction. The code collects the 

temperature data, detected by the pyrometers, for control 

purposes. In particular, the first pyrometer is used to obtain 

the temperature of the lamp, and therefore to be able to 

evaluate the power transferred by it. The second supplies the 

surface temperature of the tomato, required for regulation 

system. At this point, the code extracted a specific 

temperature and based on such temperature reading, the 

computer program controlled the brushless motor, then the 

revolution number n, with a DAQ board (AT MIO 16XE50, 

National Instruments, Austin, Texas) by means of a specific 

logic strategy. 

 

3. Mathematical Formulation 
The theoretical study of the thermal problem involving 

the radiative heating of the tomato began with analytical 

modeling [16]. The non-linear exchange between various 

radiative surfaces makes heat transfer modeling in tomato IR 

heating difficult [21]. Several assumptions were made in the 

development of the heat transfer model to simplify it and 

reduce computational times. Such assumptions have been 

frequently used by researchers to develop heat transfer 

modeling during IR heating of food [21-24]. 

- Rapid processing determines only surface peripheral 

warming up.  

- Flesh and peel materials were homogeneous, isotropic, 

and had similar thermal properties. For lye peeling, the 

surface temperature of tomatoes was assumed to be equal 

to the temperature of peeling solution[12]. 

- Constant thermal proprieties: It has been verified that 

the sensitivity of the temperature field to variations in 

properties has no effect on the thermal aspect of the problem 

under examination. 

 - Generally, tomatoes used in this study were longer in 

longitudinal direction (stem-blossom end) than radial 

direction[22]. Since the tomatoes were lined up in the 

longitudinal direction, the long row of tomatoes were 

considered as an infinitely long cylinder (i.e., the variation in 

the diameter of tomatoes was neglected).  

- Tomato was opaque to thermal radiation (no 

transmission) and all incident energy was absorbed at the 

surface of tomato with a small reflection of incident energy 

(reflectivity of tomato is about 5%) [22]. 

- All participating radiating surfaces were diffused-grays 

surfaces based on the enclosure theory, which meant that 

each participating object could emit to and absorb radiation 

from each other. 

- Hot air between emitter and tomato was transparent and 

did not interact with IR radiation passing through it. In other 

words, the proposed model involved heat transfer with 

surface to surface radiation among diffused surfaces through 

nonparticipating medium. 

- Heat transfer within the tomato occurred only by 

conduction. 

- Heat transfer at tomato surface occurred by radiation 

between emitter and tomato and convection between air and 

tomato. Air temperature (T∞ ) remained constant. 

- All radiation heat was incident on tomato surface only 

(i.e. zero penetration depth). 

- Heat of generation due to respiration was neglected 

because it is very small compared to the total thermal energy 

received by tomato during IR heating. 

- Mass transfer (moisture loss) was so small that the rate 

of heat loss due to evaporation could be neglected. 

Therefore, heat transfer due to evaporation (qevap) during IR 

heating of tomatoes was assumed to be zero (qevap= 0) [22, 

26]. Thus the tomato under test is modeled as a purely 

conductive radiation semi-infinite body 1-D model.   
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The analytical approach has it purpose of estimating the 

process parameters and at the same time to understand the 

phenomenon in question. To thermally model the tomato it 

is necessary to carry out an evaluation of the thermophysical 

properties which should be close to those of water. The 

thermophysical properties are evaluated using the typical 

food constituents: water, proteins, fats, carbohydrates, fibers, 

and ashes. In 1986 Yonghee Choi and Martin Okos of the 

Purdue University in the USA, on the basis of experiments 

and theoretical-analytical checks [17], developed 

mathematical models in a range of validity between -40 and 

+150°C for the estimation of thermophysical properties of 

foods based on their composition.  Table 1 shows the 

mathematical models for estimating the following properties 

as function of temperature: 

 

 thermal conductivity (k) 

 thermal diffusivity (α) 

 density (ρ) 

 specific heat at constant pressure (cp) 

 

Table 1. Thermophysical Properties of Basic Nutrients; 

Temperature in Celsius Degrees. 

Component Models of thermophysical properties 

 
Protein 

 

𝑘=1.7881∙10
-1

+1.1958∙10
-3

T-2.7178∙10
-6

T2
 

α=6.8714∙10
-2

+4.7578∙10
-4

T-1.4646∙10
-6

T2 

ρ=1.3299∙10
3
-5.1840∙10

-1
T 

cp=2.0082+1.2089∙10
-3

T-1.3129∙10
-6

T2 

Carbohydrates 

k=2.0141∙10
-1

+1.3874∙10
-3

T-4.3312∙10
-6

T2 

α=8.0842∙10
-2

+5.3052∙10
-4

T-2.3218∙10
-6

T2 

ρ=1.5991∙10
3
-3.1046∙10

-1
T 

cp=1.5488+1.9625∙10-3T-5.9399∙10-6T2  

Fats 

𝑘=1.8071∙10
-1

-2.7604∙10
-3

T-1.7749∙10
-7

T2 

𝛼=9.8777∙10
-2

-1.2569∙10
-4

T-3.8286∙10
-8

T2 

ρ=9.2559∙10
2
-4.1757∙10

-1
T 

cp=1.9842+1.4733∙10
-3

T-4.8008∙10
-6

T2 

Fibers 

k=1.8381∙10
-1

+1.2497∙10
-3

T-3.1683∙10
-6

T2 

𝛼=7.3976∙10
-2

+5.1902∙10
-4

T-2.2202∙10
-6

T2
 

ρ=1.315∙10
3
-3.6589∙10

-1
T 

cp=1.8459+1.8306∙10
-3

T-4.6509∙10
-6

T2 

 

The density of foods ρ can be calculated with the 

relationship: 

 

ρ = (1-ζ) / ∑(xi/ρi)                                                              (1)  

                                                                                    

where 𝜁 is the porosity, xi and ρi are  respectively the mass 

fraction and density of the different food constituents. The 

specific heat of the food above the freezing temperature can 

be obtained from the weighted average of the specific heats 

of the constituent components according to the Eq. (2): 

 

cp = ∑ci·xi                                                                          (2) 

 

where ci and xi are the specific heat and the mass fraction of 

the different food constituents.  

Several models for the estimation of k have been 

developed to take due account of the fibrous structure of 

many foods. In particular Murakami and Okos, in analogy 

with  parallel or series connections of the electrical 

resistances, have proposed models that consider the 

anisotropy of the materials. The parallel model (p.m) is the 

sum of the thermal conductivities of the constituents ki 

multiplied by the respective fractions in volume according to 

the Eq. (3): 

 

keq =∑xiv·ki                                                                       (3) 

                                                                                                                                                                   

The volume fraction can be obtained from the following 

relationship: 

 

xiv = (xi/ρi)/∑(xi/ρi)                                                          (4)                                                                                                      

 

The mass fractions of the individual tomato constituents 

reported in one of the works by Pan et al the [8], were 

obtained from the “United States Department of Agriculture 

Food Composition Databases” (2010 USDA Nutrient 

Database) Table 2. Considering the temperature equal to 

25°C and using the above equations, the thermophysical 

properties are calculated for each component and having 

determined the relative volume fractions, those of the 

tomato. 

 

Table 2. Thermophysical Properties of Tomato Components 

and Corresponding Fractions. 

Component 
ρ 

[kg/m3] 
k 

[W/(mK)] 
cp 

[kJ/(kgK)] xmass xvolume 

Protein 1316.94 0.207 2.038 0.0088 0.0068 

carbohydrates 1591.34 0.233 1.594 0.0389 0.0248 

Fats 915.15 0.112 2.018 0.002 0.0022 

Ashes 2416.78 0.363 1.138 0.005 0.0021 

Water 994.91 0.611 4.171 0.9452 0.962 

 

For tomato we obtain: ρ = 1014.8 kg/m3, k = 0.596 W/(m· 

K) and cp = 4032 J/(kg·K). The results clearly show how 

strongly similar the characteristics of the tomato are to those 

of water.  

In order to verify the validity of the parallel model, used 

following the assumptions made, the properties were verified 

to correspond to those derived from [21], obtained through 

the empirical formulas described by Singh and Heldman 

[27]. 

 

Table 3. Thermophysical properties of processing tomato 

with respect to temperature [21]. 

Thermophysical 

properties 
Function 

Temperature °C 
Δ% 

p.m 

err% 25 90 

Thermal     
Conductivity 

0.0009*T[°C] 

+0.5495 

[W/(m °C)] 

0.572 0.6305 9.7 4.11 

Specific Heat 

Capacity 

0.6024*T[°C] 
+4020.5    

[J/(kg °C)] 

4035.56 4074.71 0.9 0.09 

Density 

0.4266*T[°C] 

+976.59 
[kg/m3] 

987.255 1014.98 2.7 2.75 

 

As shown in the Table 3, the error incurred while utilizing 

the parallel approach for thermal conductivity is no more 

than 4%. Therefore, the applied methodology can be 

regarded as accurate given that the results of the sensitivity 

analysis demonstrate that a 10% variation in the properties 

corresponds to a 3.1% variation in the size itself. 

Consequently, the error made taking into account the 

constant properties is also small. 
Typically, a very short warm up period of no more than 

60 seconds is required for successful peeling of surfaces at 
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temperatures as high as 100°C [4, 8, 12, 19]. For tomato, 

assuming the thermo-physical properties of water apply, it 

can be easily demonstrated that thermal penetration depth 

will be limited to a few millimeters under the tomato skin, 

thereby permitting the semi-infinite body model to be 

applied [10]. Convective heat transfer also occurs at the 

boundary due to cycling radiative heating extended to the 

first half period of the sinusoidal source. Our study is 

concerned with a semi-infinite medium with combined third 

and second kind boundary conditions, incorporating both 

convection and periodic heating, Figure 2.  

 

 
Figure 2. A schematic representation of the problem. 

 

One-dimensional heat conduction and constant thermal 

properties are considered. The medium is assumed initially 

in equilibrium with the ambient at temperature T0. In order 

to describe the heating felt by the rotating tomatoes, the 

surface at x = 0 is assumed to be exposed to a periodic on/off 

heat flux with ½ duty cycle; when the source is on, i.e. in the 

first half period, the heating intensity is assumed to vary 

sinusoidally with time, while it is zero in the second half, 

Figure 3. 

 

 
Figure 3. The dimensionless shapes for heat flux. 

 

Therefore, periodic nonhomogeneous boundary 

conditions are required, which highlight the semi-amplitudes 

and characteristic angular speeds 𝛺 of tomato rotation. 

During the peeling process, the temperature penetration 

depth is easily checked to ensure that it is confined to the 

very first layers of the tomato skin, which justifies the semi-

infinite slab model [10, 11]. When constant properties are 

considered and heat is transferred using internal conduction, 

dimensionless energy balance equations and associated 

boundary conditions have nonhomogeneous linear 

properties: 

 

                                                                   (5) 

 

                                        (6)   

 

    

                                                                (7)                                                         

    

                                                             (8)

 

 

where the following dimensionless parameters have been 

introduced: θ=(T-T0)/DTref is a dimensionless temperature, 

T0 is the initial temperature; the group DTref=q̇
0
xref/k [K] is 

a reference temperature difference, q̇
0
 is the heat flux, and 

xref = √2α·tref [m] a reference length;  k [W·m-2·k -1] is 

thermal conductivity  and α [m2·s-1] is  the thermal diffusivity 

of tomato; the reference time, tref = 𝛺-1 was chosen such as 

the dimensionless time resulted τ =𝛺·t [rad] ,  being 𝛺 [rad s-

1] the angular velocity of the source; the dimensionless space 

variable was defined such as  ξ=x/xref and, 

finally, q̂̇(τ)= sin(τ) [1+sign(sin(τ))]/2 is the normalized 

wall heat flux, and Bi = h xref/k is the Biot number.  

The solution was be obtained as the sum of two partial 

solutions. The analytical solution of both  is obtained by the 

application of the Laplace transform technique. The full 

solution (Eq. (9)), obtained and validated in the previous 

works [10, 11, 20] (Figure 4), turns out to be was: 

 
nθ(ξ, τ) = θ (ξ, τ) + (1+ (-1) )θ (ξ, τ)τh

n i- 2 (-1) θ (ξ, τ)
iπi=0


                                (9)                           

 

with 

 

2ξ
-
2(τ-τ) 2B B 2ξ+B (τ-τ)e i i iθ (ξ, τ) = - e

τ 24π(τ - τ)

ξ
×erfc + B (τ - τ) sin(τ)dτ

i2(τ - τ)








 
 

  


               (10)                          

 

The term 

 

2B 2ξ+τBξ i iθ (ξ, τ) = θ erfc - e
h f 2τ

ξ
erfc + B τ

i2τ

  
  

 

 
  

 

                       (11)      

 

represents the thermal response due to the convective heat 

transfer driven by the initial temperature excess θf = (T0 – 

Tf)/DTref, relatively to ambient temperature Tf, n is intervals 

of amplitude π over which q̂̇(τ) remains continuous and τ̃ is 

the dummy variable of convolution.          

The term θ̃τ is obtained from the particularization of Eq. 

(10) at process time. 

As expected, the solution depends not only on the values 

at time τ, but it also depends on the heating previously 

experienced at each revolution (θ̃iπ), i.e. at each  τ̃ = iπ.  The 

temperature field is unsteady due to the spatial and temporal 

2
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coordinates and the Biot number. The oscillating trend of the 

temperature profiles is represented in the Figure 3 in 

correspondence with the surface (ξ=0) for different values of 

the Biot number. The Figure clearly shows that different 

entities of cooling have different thermal responses. The 

greater the Biot number, the more both temperature levels 

and the amplitude of the oscillations decrease (Δθ,Bi=0 

=0.80, Δθ,Bi=0.5 =0.53). Can be further observed that the 

phase shift with respect to the heat flux decreases with Bi 

number (φ,Bi=0 =0.72, φ,Bi=0.5 =0.46) [11]. The analytical 

solution was used to validate the approximate solution.       

                                   

 
Figure 4. The dimensionless surface temperature at  ξ = 0. 

 

3.1 Approximate Solution 

The solution obtained in the previous paragraph appears 

to be rather involved,  so an approximate approach to the 

same problem is taken to achieve an easier solution. The 

problem was solved by applying the integral method. It was 

possible to obtain the solution of problem (Eqs. (5)-(8)) by 

choosing an approximate solution that makes explicit the 

dependence of the spatial variable: 

 

     

   

 

   

   

   

   

    

* 1.5, a ξ erfi τ

2
+ 0.443 + 0.255B sin 0.5× τ

i

+ 0.230 - 0.352B τ
i

3
+ 0.186 - 0.156B sin 2.112 - τ

i

3
- 0.235 - 0.157B sin -τ

i

+ 0.158 - 0.181B sin -1.587 - τ
i

2
+ 0.207 - 0.101B sin 0.418 - τ - 0.512B

i i

+ 0.1775 - 0.2483B erf -τ 1-1.167B
i i

   

      (12)                        

 

with a(ξ) unknown function which is obtained as follows. 

Eq. (5) has been integrated into the time coordinate and τ: 
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0

2
2 0

2
d

 



 








  
   
  

                                            (13) 

By imposing that the approximate equation satisfies the 

integral and applying a boundary conditions, we obtain: 

 

                     

 

 

   

   

 

 

0.1014 B  cos 0.8358 -1.024 B
i i

-0.2078 cos 0.8358 -1.024 B
i

107719 ''+ 6.601×10 + 0.318 i a ξ

107724 2- 1.5635×10 - 2i a ξ + 0.5795 B
i

+4.682 B - 0.1014 B  cos 1.024 B +124.828
i i i
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3
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  (15)                                                               

 

 

 

     

 

   

   

   

   

   

*. .2) 0, 0

- 1-1.167 B  0.177 - 0.2483 B  erf τ
i i

+ τ 0.2307 - 0.3528 B
i

3+ 0.1867 - 0.156 B sin 2.112-τ
i

3+ 0.235 - 0.157B sin τ
i

2+ 0.207 - 0.101B sin -0.512 B -τ+0.417ii

2+ 0.443- 0.255 B sin 0.5τ
i

- 0.158 - 0.1805B sin τ +1.587
i

+ a

b c    



   1.53 erfi τ = 0
          

(16)    

                
                        
By solving the differential equation system (Eqs. (14)-(16)), 

the solution a(ξ)  is obtained (Eq. (17)). 
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Figure 5. The dimensionless surface temperature at  ξ = 0 

analytic vs approximate solution. 

The complete solution is then derived using Eq. (12). It 

can be shown that the temperature profile resulting from the 

approximate solution (Eq. (12)) differs from that resulting 

from the corresponding analytical solution (Eq. (9)) by no 

more than 1.5% for Bi=0.5 and 1.2% for Bi=0 (Figure 5) 

Temperature profiles as a function of revolution number 

were calculated using a dimensional formulation (Figure 6). 

 

 
Figure 6. Surface temperature at  ξ = 0 at different rpm 

values, 0 < τ < 2π. 

 

The dimensional temperature profile was evaluated 

assuming T0 =20 °C, �̇� = 40000 W/m2. The value of the 

heat flux was estimated by assimilating the emitter and the 

two-body tomato characterized by ε = 1 and uniform 

temperatures equal to 650°C and 60°C, respectively [13, 14, 

18]. In the case of the tomato, it is considered an arbitrary 

thermal level corresponding to an intermediate value 

between the initial temperature and the final temperature 

assumed by it. The temperature level and, thus, the 

temperature fluctuation (ΔT) are reduced as n grows, as 

predicted, with sensitivity decreasing as n increases (Figure 

5). In fact, for the same change in the number of revolutions, 

in this example from n=3 to n=5 rpm and from n=11 to n=13 

rpm, at the lowest number of revolutions, temperature 

fluctuations are greatest. The temperature fluctuation (ΔT) 

for each lap was also evaluated for different rpm (Figure 7). 

 

 
Figure 7. The Temperature Fluctuation  as Function of τ at 

Different Values of rpm. 

 

The exponential function is used to fit the data (Table 4): 

 

ΔTn(τ )= a·τb +  c·τ                                                          (18) 
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Table 4. Coefficients of The Temperature Increase as 

Function of τ at Fixed n Value. 

n a b c 

1 174.156 -0.735 0.0459 

3 100.549 -0.735 0.0265 

5 77.885 -0.735 0.0205 

10 55.073 -0.735 0.0145 

15 44.967 -0.735 0.0118 

20 38.942 -0.735 0.0102 

40 27.536 -0.735 0.0072 

 

For regulation purposes, so,  it is useful to evaluate, for 

each revolution, the temperature fluctuation ΔTτ(n)  as a 

function of n ( Figure 8, Table 5). 

 

 
Figure 8. The temperature fluctuations ΔTτ(n) as function of 

n at τ=4π. 

 

In order to fit the data, an exponential function is used 

likewise: 

 

ΔTτ (n)= A·nB  +  C·n                                                      (19) 

 

Table 5. Coefficients of  The Temperature Fluctuation as 

Function of n at Fixed τ Value. 

τ A B C 

2π 45.494 -0.5 4.651·10-17 

4π 27.206 -0.5 3.334·10-17 

6π 20.876 -0.5 4.450·10-17 

8π 17.599 -0.5 2.031·10-17 

10π 15.505 -0.5 5.520·10-17 

12π 14.017 -0.5 5.007·10-17 

14π 12.890 -0.5 9.302·10-17 

16π 11.998 -0.5 4.924·10-17 

18π 11.269 -0.5 1.054·10-17 

 

In this way, an estimate of the temperature fluctuation 

Δ𝑇𝜏(𝑛) for each period as the number of revolutions varies is 

obtained. 

 

4. Logic Control 

To realize successful peeling, surface temperatures are to 

be raised to values as high as 100°C in a very short warming 

up period, typically no more than 60 s [4, 8, 12]. By setting 

the revolution number to 10 rpm and the thermal flow value 

to 40000 W/m2, the peeling process is completed in 51 s. 

 

tend = τend·tref =  17π(3/π) = 51 s                                     (20) 

As a consequence, after figuring out the number of 

revolutions necessary to get the best peeling quality, the 

dimensional temperature profile, obtained from the 

approximate solution with n = 10 rpm and Bi = 0, was used 

as a reference for the regulation system. Indeed, in the case 

of natural convection the value of Bi is very small, therefore 

for ease of calculation it was chosen equal to 0 [10, 11]. 

Particularizing the Eq. (12) in light of the considerations 

made, it is obtained: 

 

Ttarg,τ = θ*(0,τ)·DTref,n=10 + T0                                        (21) 

 

with DTref,n=10 = q̇
0
·xref/k. For regulation purposes, the error 

is evaluated at each revolution as follows: 

 

errτ = Ttarg,τ – Tsensor,τ                                                     (22) 

 

where Tsensor,τ is the surface temperature of the tomato 

detected by the sensor and Ttarg,τ is the temperature 

corresponding to the reference temperature profile at the ith 

period (Eq. (21)). Thus, the  temperature target fluctuations 

value ( ΔTtarg,τ ) necessary to reach the target temperature in 

the next period  is obtained: 

 

ΔTtarg,τ+2π = Ttarg,τ+2π – Tsensor,τ                                     (23) 

 

By particularizing  Eq. (19) at time i+2π, the value of n to be 

used for regulation is obtained as shown: 
 

ΔTtarg,i+2π + erri/2 = A(i+2π)·nB(i+2π) + C(i+2π)·n               (24) 

 

The equation that governs the control logic is represented by 

Eq. (24).  

A straightforward illustration may be used to evaluate the 

method's efficacy. The value of emissivity is influenced by 

the geometric irregularity of the tomatoes and/or the 

presence of processing residues on the lamp's surface, which 

results in a reduction in the heat power transferred [10, 11, 

19]. It is assumed that in the same working conditions (n = 

10 rpm) the value of the radiative heat flux decreases to the 

value of �̇�∗ = 33000 W/m2. The decrease in the heat flow 

leads to the decrease in a reference temperature difference 

(DT*
ref,n=10 = q̇

0
·x*

ref/k), consequently the relative 

temperature profile (T*(0,τ) = T0+θ(0,τ)·DT*
ref) is lower than 

the reference one (DT*
ref,n=10 < DTref,n=10): heat flux reduces 

and hence the rate of temperature rises decreases. As a result 

of not enabling the regulation, the temperature profile T*(0,τ)  

seen in Figure 9 is achieved. The peeling process, as shown, 

occurring at lower level temperature respect to reference 

profile, with a consequent lengthening of the process time. 

Ad-hoc regulation is implemented to keep the temperature 

profile similar to the reference one even if work conditions 

change. The number of revolution decreases when the 

temperature falls below the reference temperature, and vice 

versa. 

Therefore, at the end of the first  revolution (i = 2π), the 

error is evaluated (Eq. (22)): 

 

err2π = Ttarg,2π – Tsensor,2π =34.1 – 31.6 =2.5                  (25) 
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Figure 9. Temperature profile without regulation. 

 

The thermal response (Tsensor,τ) is the result of simulated 

(through approximate solution) in the presence of a thermal 

power transferred by the lamps equal to q̇* and a reference 

temperature difference DT*
ref,n=

q̇*xref.n

k
 , that depends to the 

number of revolutions used for the regulation.  As the 

number of revolutions at the start of the thermal process is 

equal to 10 rpm, we get: 

 

Tsensor,2π = T1° (0,2π) = DT*
ref,n=10 ·θ*(0,2π)+T0           (26)                                   

 

with T1°(0,τ) representing the temperature read by the 

pyrometer  in the first period. Using Eq. (22), the target 

temperature is determined for the period 4π, and the 

temperature target fluctuation ΔTtarg,i+2π is then determined 

(Eq. ( 23)): 

 

ΔTtarg,4π = Ttarg,4 π – Tsensor,2τ = 11.1°C                         (27) 

 

Finally, by means of Eq. (24), particularized at time τ = i 

+ 2π, the correct value of n is obtained (Figure 8). 

 

ΔTtarg,4 π + err2π/2 = 27.206·n-0.5+ 4.651·10-17·n            (28) 

                              => n  = 4.8  ̴5 

                                                                       

A number of revolutions is chosen which, in the period 

between 2π and 4π, achieves a ΔTtarg,4π necessary to reach 

the target temperature at 4π, entered to consider the fact that 

the starting temperature is lower than in the reference case  

(+ err/2). By examining the second period to the Table 6 (τ = 

2π:4π), we can observe that the sensor temperature is: 

 

T2°(0,4π) = DT*
ref,n=5 θ*(0,4π)+T0 = 41.7 °C                 (29) 

 

the target temperature is: 

 

Ttarg,4π =42.7 °C                                                              (30) 

 

It is observed how the error decreases from err2π =2.5 °C 

to err4π =1 °C. Proceeding in a similar manner for all periods, 

the temperature profile shown in Figure 10 is obtained.  

It can be observed that, despite the working conditions 

differing from the preset ones, the regulation system 

manages to modify, by varying the rotation speed, the 

intensity of the heating, and consequently the temperature 

profile. In this way we have an effective method which 

allows us to have a standardized peeling process regardless 

of different working conditions. 

 

 
Figure 10. Temperature profile with regulation. 

 

Table 6. Regulation Procedure: Evaluation of the Number of 

Revolutions. 

   p 1° 2° 3° 4° 5° 6° 7° 8° 9° 

τin 0 2π 4π 6π 8π 10π 12π 14π 16π 

τend 2π 4π 6π 8π 10π 12π 14π 16π 18π 

np 10 5 7 6 5 10 6 7 7 

Ωp π/3 π/6 
7𝜋

30
 π/5 π/6 π/3 π/5 

7𝜋

30
 

7𝜋

30
 

tref,p 3/π 6/π 
30

7𝜋
 5/π 6/π 3/π 5/π 

30

7𝜋
 

30

7𝜋
 

xref,p 

[m] 

5.2 
10-4 

7.4 
10-4 

6.2 
10-4 

6.8 
10-4 

7.4 
10-4 

5.2 
10-4 

6.8 
10-4 

6.2 
10-4 

6.2 
10-4 

ΔTref,p 

[°C] 
29.6 41.9 35.4 38.2 41.9 29.6 38.2 35.4 35.4 

Tp [°C] 31.6 41.7 48.1 54.1 59.7 63.5 67.8 71.8 75.2 

Ttarg [°C] 34.1 42.7 49.3 54.9 59.8 64.2 68.3 72.1 75.7 

ΔTtarg,τend 
[°C] 

11.1 7.6 6.8 5.7 4.5 4.8 4.3 3.9 
τend 

err [°C] 2.5 1 1.2 0.8 0.1 0.7 0.5 0.3 

 

It can also be noted that the average temperature obtained 

from the regulated temperature profile Eq. (31) and that 

relating to the reference Eq. (32) case are generally the same, 

with only a very small error (Figure 11, Table 7)   

 

                                    

 

                                (31)               

 

 

with np indicating the number of revolutions selected for 

each period (Table 6). 

                   

 

 

                            (32)                       

 

 

Table 7. Average Temperature in the Period. 

τini τend T̅targ T̅reg 

0 2𝜋 39.8 36.3 

2𝜋 4𝜋 50.7 51.0 

4𝜋 6𝜋 58.2 56.9 

6𝜋 8𝜋 64.2 64.0 

8𝜋 10𝜋 69.4 70.9 

10𝜋 12𝜋 74.1 71.7 

12𝜋 14𝜋 78.3 78.4 

14𝜋 16𝜋 82.3 81.7 

16𝜋 18𝜋 85.9 85.4 
mean 67 66.3 
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The maximum error is obviously detected at the end of 

the first period where the regulation system has not yet 

intervened.  

 

 
Figure 11. Average temperature. 

 

Thus, even though the set-up conditions are different , a 

peeling process has been got that's entirely similar to the 

individual thought-out optimum, both in thermal conditions 

and in terms of quality. We can recap it as follows (Figure 

12):  

 

 
Figure 12. Regulation procedure. 

 

o Known the optimal value of n, the peeling process 

starts. 

o At the end of the i period, through Eq. (21), we 

extract the Ttarg, at period i and at period i+2π, and 

through the pyrometer the temperature of tomato. 

o Eq. (23) allows us to calculate the temperature jump 

required to reach the target temperature at the next 

period, while Eq. (22) the error. 

o Using Eq. (24), the number of revolutions for the 

following period is obtained 

 

5. Conclusion 

After having carried out a preliminary study and having 

obtained the value of the rotation speed, and therefore of the 

temperature profile, which makes it possible to obtain a  

peeling of excellent quality, at the chosen set-up (distance 

and power of the IR lamp, average diameter of the tomatoes, 

etc.), it is important to put in a logic of control which allows 

us to obtain a conforming to that sought when the set-up 

conditions vary. Any cause that takes us away from pre-

established conditions, for example a diameter of the tomato 

lower than that tested in the preliminary study, can be 

assimilated to a variation in thermal power exchanged 

between the lamp IR and tomato. In particular, the surface 

temperature of the tomato has a lower profile than the 

reference one if the thermal power is lower, vice versa in the 

opposite case. Therefore, to obtain the same temperature 

profile for the peeling process, a control logic has been put 

in place which allows the thermal power between the IR 

lamp and the tomato to be varied by adjusting the number of 

revolutions. Through the study of the analytical model and 

the approximate solution, an estimate of the amplitude of 

temperature fluctuations ΔT(n) for each period as the number 

of revolutions varies was obtained. Consequently, the Eq. 

(24) is used to determine the value of the number of 

revolutions for the following period after evaluating the 

temperature error between the sensor temperature and the 

target temperature (obtained from the approximated 

solution) at each period and the temperature jump required 

to reach the target temperature at the next period. This results 

in a standardized peeling process in terms of process time, 

temperature and quality. 
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